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Abstract
This dissertation develops a method for efficient discovery of wireless devices
for a frequency hopping spread spectrum, synchronous, ad hoc network comprised
of clustered sub-networks. Bluetooth serves as a reference protocol. An analytical
model characterizing the interference to network traffic by inquiring devices is devel-
oped and demonstrates that interference becomes significant with multiple inquirers.
A mathematical model describing the probability mass function of packet error rates
between arbitrary pairs of networks is used to show that the interference is substan-
tial and that packet collision avoidance methods are needed. The interference model
illustrates the superiority of a proposed collision avoidance method, the Avoidance
Forward Inspection Technique, compared to an existing method. The Bluetooth
discovery time probability distribution is rigorously derived for all Bluetooth discov-
ery methods described in the specification. Additionally, an alternative discovery
method used in industry is fully characterized. All analytical models are compared
to simulation models and to measured data when available. Three scatternet out-
reach methods are developed and compared. The two methods that actively inquire
at random intervals yield lower goodput, increased mean packet delay, consume more
power, and cause significant discovery delays compared to the passive outreach ap-
proach. Hence, it is recommended that scatternets use a passive outreach method.
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DEVICE DISCOVERY IN FREQUENCY HOPPING WIRELESS
AD HOC NETWORKS
I. Introduction
1.1 Background
As electronic devices become entrenched in even the most minute aspects of
our daily lives, the need for wireless data transfer is essential. From controlling and
monitoring military operations down to an individual soldier, to activating a clothes
dryer on the drive home, wireless devices are engrained in our society. Several wireless
protocols have been developed during the transition to wireless systems. These
protocols use different methods for optimizing frequency use, noise suppression, and
security including frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) and direct sequence
spread spectrum (DSSS). While forming ad hoc networks to transfer information in
mobile scenarios, devices sometimes interfere with nearby networks and systems. An
efficient discovery protocol should minimize collateral interference while retaining the
ability to locate new members searching for a wireless network to join. The process
of discovering and accepting nodes into such a network is called outreach.
1.2 Research Objectives
The primary objective of this research is the development of a method of
outreach for a frequency hopping, synchronous ad hoc network consisting of clustered
structures that can discover arriving nodes quickly while limiting interference to the
network clusters. Examples of such networks include small combat units with full
inter-connectivity between the unit members with one or two links to the larger
network infrastructure and swarm technologies with clusters of units devoted to
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separate tasks. To that end, the Bluetooth [Blu01] [Blu03] Personal Area Network
(PAN) protocol is used as a representative protocol for such systems since it is one of
the few such protocols currently in use. The observations, conclusions, and methods
that apply to the Bluetooth model generally apply to other systems. The smallest
network structure, or cluster, in a Bluetooth PAN is a piconet. Piconets can be
ordered into a larger network structure, or scatternet.
A secondary objective of this research is to expand the body of knowledge sur-
rounding the Bluetooth protocol. First presented in 1999, Bluetooth is a relatively
protocol whose knowledge base is limited to simulation models, measured data, and
predictive models based on largely simplistic assumptions. The interactions between
packets of neighboring piconets, the interactions between piconets and nodes in the
discovery process, and the time needed for discovery have not been fully charac-
terized and no accurate predictive models are available. Although the protocol for
communication within the individual clusters, or piconets, in a Bluetooth network is
well-defined in the Bluetooth standard, the protocol for efficiently maintaining the
larger network structure, or scatternet, remains under development [Blu03]. The
models and methods presented in this research will be useful in further development
of the scatternet protocol.
1.3 Document Overview
This chapter is a brief introduction to the objectives of this research.
Chapter II provides background information on clustered, FHSS ad hoc net-
works, with general definitions and examples as well as specific discussion of the
Bluetooth protocol. In addition to a summary of the Bluetooth operational states
and the hop sequences used in each state, research relevant to packet error rate
(PER), inquiry time, scatternet scheduling, organization, collision avoidance, and
outreach is presented. Chapter III discusses the Law of Total Probability and statis-
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tical tests used in analyzing performance characteristics of Bluetooth networks while
Chapter IV presents the methodology used to meet the research objectives. Goals
and assumptions are discussed along with their effect on performance.
An analysis of the interference problem posed by inquiring devices to piconet
traffic is presented in Chapter V. The PER between piconet packets is completely
characterized in Chapter VI. Using similar analysis constructs as those in Chapter
VI, proposed and new packet collision avoidance methods are characterized and
compared in Chapter VII.
The inquiry time distribution is derived in Chapter VIII for all implementa-
tions of the Bluetooth discovery process. Additionally, the impact on inquiry time
due to multiple inquiring devices and collision avoidance with piconets is presented.
An analysis on the inquiry time using a modified inquiry process is provided in Chap-
ter IX. In Chapter X, several outreach methods are evaluated and the three most
promising methods are compared. Finally, research conclusions and recommenda-
tions for future research are presented in Chapter XI.
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II. Background and Literature Survey
Clustered synchronous ad hoc frequency hopping wireless networks are defined
in Section 2.1 with actual and potential applications presented. Typical methods
for synchronizing to a network’s frequency hopping pattern are also addressed. The
protocol of the most typical example of such networks, Bluetooth, is summarized
in Section 2.2. Current data and research on packet collisions between piconets in
the normal communication state is discussed in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 is dedi-
cated to current research on the Bluetooth discovery process and inquiry time is
presented. Bluetooth scatternets are discussed, including a summary of proposed
packet scheduling, organization, and packet collision avoidance methods in Section
2.5. Finally, proposed methods for discovering and allowing the scatternet to be
discovered, or outreach, are presented.
2.1 Clustered Synchronous Ad Hoc Frequency Hopping Spread Spec-
trum Wireless Networks
2.1.1 Clustered Networks
A clustered network is defined as a group of distinct, identifiable, highly-
connected subnetworks with a maximum of one link connecting individual subnet-
works. Since inter-cluster throughput requirements are typically considerably less
than intra-cluster throughput requirements, a single link between clusters is suffi-
cient. If this is not the case, the clusters should be re-apportioned or a mesh network
used. Each cluster may have unique network identifier codes, unique communica-
tion protocols, or any other characteristic which clearly segregates the clusters. The
clusters have a common protocol, interpreter, or the ability to change cluster affili-
ations such that any cluster can transfer information to any other cluster. A mesh
network, on the other hand, allows for direct connection from any node to any other
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node within range. An example of a clustered network and a mesh network is shown
in Figure 2.1.
Highly connected clusters
Few connections 
between clusters
a) clustered network b) highly connected mesh network
Figure 2.1: Examples of network structures.
Clustered networks are useful in situations where nodes communicate regularly
with other nodes in the cluster and need only sporadic access to the other clusters
in the network. This is the situation in the Army’s Land Warrior program [NCR97].
The Land Warrior system is designed to integrate data support into an individual
soldier’s uniform. Tactical data is transferred to the soldier via a wireless link while
data, such as position, heart rate, respiratory rate, and intelligence, can be sent
to higher levels of command. Via this wireless link, an individual soldier maintains
contact with the other members in his squad. A squad leader can contact the platoon
leaders which can contact each other and as well as higher headquarters. If a squad
leader is unable to communicate, another member of the unit can transfer the data
to/from the platoon leader. The Bluetooth protocol which can support the scenario
described, was evaluated by Army researchers for use in the Land Warrior radio
system but rejected due to the limited range of the Bluetooth protocol [DFS01].
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This cluster structure may also be useful in a swarm of nodes where groups of
workers attend to a common task. In such a structure, workers need to be strongly
connected to other workers in the cluster for coordination, but only need limited
links to the rest of the swarm to update status and receive information pertinent to
their collective task.
2.1.2 Ad Hoc Networks
An ad hoc network is a network that is formed as needed without any assistance
from an existing infrastructure [Per01]. For this reason, node membership in the
network at a particular time is generally unpredictable. A node’s arrival to join the
network and departure from the network may occur at any time without warning or
notice.
2.1.3 Synchronous Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum
A Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) transmission scheme chooses
a transmission frequency from a set of multiple frequency bands which collectively
span the network’s available bandwidth. If the hop sequence used by multiple net-
works are orthogonal, the networks can operate with no mutual interference. If
interference only occurs over a small number of frequency bands, performance still
may not degrade significantly since the nodes only dwell in the affected band for
short durations. A pseudo-random hop sequence provides some security from packet
interception since the transmission frequency is unknown to an eavesdropping node.
Synchronous FHSS network nodes hop to the next frequency at the same time. Fast
hopping FHSS systems change frequency at least once during a symbol transmis-
sion while slow hopping FHSS systems remain on the same frequency for the entire
duration of a symbol and possibly for the duration of multiple packets [PZB95].
To hop with a FHSS network, each node must synchronize to the hop se-
quence. However, a “key limitation of protocols based on code assignments is that
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senders and receivers have to find each others’ codes before communicating with each
other [TzG00].” Synchronization to a hop sequence can be achieved by a variety of
methods. Synchronization is typically a function of the sequence length, the number
of hop frequencies, and the network structure. The hop sequence is usually known a
priori and it is the current phase of the sequence that must be determined. However,
there are exceptions [WRV86]. In some protocols, such as Bluetooth, synchroniza-
tion with the network is not sufficient to be included in the network. Additional
acceptance protocols may be required for other members or the controlling entity of
the network to recognize a node as a member.
Various methods for synchronizing to a hop sequence are described in the
following subsections. Methods that passively synchronize or synchronize on a dedi-
cated acquisition frequency impose no interference in the system (other than on the
dedicated frequency) and their effect does not need to be mitigated. Methods that
require active transmission on frequencies used by the network during normal oper-
ation may affect the target network or neighboring networks’ performance. These
methods require additional collision mitigation to improve network throughput while
retaining member acquisition capabilities.
Brute Force - One of the simplest ways to recover frequency-hopped data is
to ignore the hop sequence and simultaneously receive on all possible frequencies.
Having circuitry for each possible frequency allows data reception regardless of what
frequency the hop pattern uses [Rap88]. Of course this method is hardware inten-
sive and inefficient since only one receiver/transmitter is used at any given instant.
Additionally, since the next frequency in the sequence is generally unknown until
the entire pattern has been determined, the node must also transmit packets on all
frequencies. Likewise, if multiple networks are transmitting in the vicinity of the
receivers, packets from all networks are received and must be analyzed to determine
if any are destined for the receiving device.
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Fixed Synchronization Frequency - Some systems have a dedicated fixed syn-
chronization frequency that new nodes use to transmit requests to the system and
monitor for responses. Occasionally, network members monitor the same frequency
and transmit information new members need to synchronize to the hopping se-
quence [VaE87]. Acquisition time is dependent on how often the network members
monitor the synchronization frequency. This method does not interfere with the rest
of the network and does not require mitigation.
Short Known Pattern - Some schemes use relatively short, known hopping
patterns. A shifted version of one published pattern is used by IEEE 802.11b, or
WiFi [IEE99]. HomeRF is similar, using one of 75 possible patterns over 75 frequen-
cies that repeats every 1.5 seconds [ZGE01]. To synchronize, the entire sequence can
be captured and replicated if the system hops slowly enough to allow the receiver
to sequentially check all frequencies. If the hop sequence does not repeat frequen-
cies in an iteration of the hop sequence, the receiver can dwell on a frequency until
that frequency is used, at which time the phase of the sequence is discovered. Both
methods are passive and do not require mitigation to reduce interference.
Long Known Pattern with Shared Time Knowledge - Some schemes use long
hop patterns which are known. For example, the Commercial Communications As-
sociates HF-90 radio set uses a hop pattern that repeats every 457 million years
[CCA04]. Generally, the hop pattern is known only to those who are permitted
access to the network. A secret parameter is given a priori to authorized net-
work participants. The pattern phase is determined by a second parameter that
all nodes have access to. For example, Have Quick and the Single-Channel Ground
And Airborne Radio Systems (SINCGARS) have Network Identification numbers
and Words-of-the-Day that are used to generate the pattern [HAV99] [SIN96]. The
Global Positioning System (GPS) time, or a locally generated time on a known
frequency, is used by all members to determine the correct phase of the frequency
hopping sequence.
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Two-Level Scheme - Some schemes use a long hop sequence for normal data
transfer and a short sequence for coarse acquisition. The short sequence is generally
based on a subset of frequencies used by the system. If the short sequence is known,
methods mentioned above may be used for coarse acquisition. Otherwise, a more
complex protocol may be required. (Such is the case with the Bluetooth protocol as
discussed in Section 2.2.) Once coarse acquisition is achieved, the devices communi-
cate using the short sequence and the information needed for synchronization with
the long sequence is exchanged [GTP86].
Other Synchronization Methods - Other research has been conducted to char-
acterize an unknown hop sequence in a noisy environment, but such methods are of
little value since the entire pattern must usually be recorded twice to counter noise
effects [BBB00]. In the case of a long pattern, this is often not feasible for timely
communication.
2.2 The Bluetooth Protocol
Bluetooth (BT) is a low-power, open standard for implementing PANs [Blu01]
[Blu03]. It is a popular protocol with 40 million Bluetooth-enabled phones shipped
worldwide and over 1,000 new BT products being developed by more than 2,000
companies [GNL03]. It uses a slow hop frequency hopping spread spectrum scheme
with 79 1-MHz frequency slots (23 in some countries) in the 2.4 GHz band. Each
device has a 28 bit 3.2kHz free-running counter (CLK) which cannot be set or reset.
Members of a BT network, or piconet, hop together among the 79 frequencies (num-
bered 0-78) with a sequence that is a function of the master’s free-running counter
and the first 28 bits of the master’s 48 bit address. The piconet master coordinates
time-division duplex transmissions of up to seven active slaves by alternating be-
tween master and slave transmissions in 625 µs time slots. Master packets always
begin on even time slots and can use one, three, or five time slots. Slave packets
always begin on odd time slots and can also be one, three, or five time slots. Time
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slots are designated as even or odd based on bit 1 of the master’s CLK, or CLK1,
which toggles every 625 µs. The 1250 µs containing an even (master) time slot and
the odd (slave) slot immediately following it are denoted as a master-slave time slot
(MSTS) [PBR04b].
Up to 256 nodes can be associated with the piconet in a power conservation
mode where activity is temporarily suspended. A device can be a master in one
piconet and a slave in other piconets thereby forming what is called a scatternet. A
BT device can be in either a standby or connection state or one of seven substates:
inquiry, inquiry scan, inquiry response, page, master response, page scan, or slave
response. The substates are part of the process used in the discovery of prospective
piconet members and the transfer of the master’s clock and address information to
accepted members. Each are described in what follows
2.2.1 Standby state
No communication occurs in the standby state and the device is in the lowest
power consumption mode. This is the deafult state of BT devices.
2.2.2 Connection state
In BT devices, routine data traffic is transferred in the connection state. Pi-
conet members hop together among the 79 frequencies with a sequence that is a
function of the master’s counter and the first 28 bits of the master’s address. Slave
devices add an offset to their resident CLK to match the master’s CLK and generate
the hop sequence.
BT packets are transmitted over ACL (asynchronous) or SCO (synchronous)
links. The BT definition for “synchronous” is different than the standard definition
of “synchronous” given above. A BT SCO link is uses scheduled time slots for
periodic data transfer between the master and a specific slave. These are typically
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used for voice transmission. A BT device can support three SCO links. With
an ACL link, packets are not scheduled and are selected for transmission by the
scheduling protocol. Using the standard definition then, both SCO and ACL links
are synchronous since each node in the piconet hops to the next frequency in the
hop pattern simultaneously.
All packets, except inquiry packets, contain a 72-bit Access Code (AC) to
identify the piconet and a 54-bit Packet Header (PH). The Access Code identifies
the piconet a packet is associated with. Inquiry packets, as discussed in Section
2.2.3, are comprised of an AC without the four trailer bits normally attached to
an AC. Thus, Inquiry packets contain only 68 bits. The PH contains packet type,
acknowledgement and sequence information as well as a 3-bit slave device address
(LT ADDR) which is assigned by the master when the slave is accepted into the
piconet. POLL and NULL packets have no payload. A POLL packet is sent by the
master to a slave to verify its active status in the piconet, retain synchronization,
and allow the slave an opportunity to transmit a packet to the master. If the slave
has no data to send, it responds with a NULL packet.
As shown in Figure 2.2, a single-slot packet can have up to 240 payload bits,
leaving 259 µs of the 625 µs time slot for oscillator re-tuning. Three- and five-slot
packets leave at least 253 µs to re-tune the oscillator for the next frequency in the
hop sequence. ACL packets have two levels of error correction which can be used for
the payload while SCO packets have three levels of error correction.
Multi-slot packets do not change frequencies during transmission. After trans-
mission is complete, the device hops to the current frequency generated by the ad-
dress/CLK combination. Thus, during the transmission of multi-slot packets, some
frequencies in the hop sequence are skipped. By jumping back to the scheduled
frequency once the multi-slot packet is complete, all active devices can determine
the frequency the master will transmit on in a given slot. This pattern is seen in
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Figure 2.2: Bluetooth packets: a) POLL/NULL packet b) full payload single-slot
packet c) full payload three-slot packet d) full payload five-slot packet.
Figure 2.3. In Slot 1, the master begins a 5-slot packet to Slave 3 on Freq 1. After
the transmission, Slave 3 responds in Slot 6 on Freq 6 rather than Freq 2.
Master devices always begin transmission to slaves on even time slots. These
packets are called Master packets. A slave that receives a Master packet responds
in the subsequent odd time slot with a Slave packet. When the master transmits
a packet to a slave, the slave must respond even if it has no data to send. This
acknowledges reception of the master packet as well as confirms link status and
active participation in the network. All active slave devices listen for the master at
the beginning of even time slots to determine if they are being addressed. Within
the Packet Header, the slaves receive the packet type indicator which informs them
of the packet length and destination slave. If a slave is not being addressed, it drops
to a low power mode until the beginning of the next even slot after the master’s
packet is complete. For multi-slot packets, this may be four or six slots. If the
slave device responds to the master with a multi-slot packet transmission, the other
devices detect that the master did not send a packet at the expected hop frequency
and switch to low power mode until the next even time slot.
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Figure 2.3: Bluetooth packet exchange with varying packet size.
If the master’s packet header is disrupted, no slave recognizes it is the in-
tended recipient and therefore none will respond. Such an occurrance can be see
in Figure 2.4. In Slot 1, the master sends a single-slot packet which is received by
Slave 1. The slave responds with a single-slot packet in Slot 2 which is received by
the master. In Slot 3, the master transmits a packet which is disrupted. As indicated
in the figure, it is unclear which slave was the intended recipient and since the header
is disrupted, no slave recognizes it was addressed. Therefore, no slave responds in
Slot 4. If the PH is received successfully and only the payload data is corrupted, the
addressed slave will still respond in the next odd slot after the master has completed
packet transmission.
2.2.2.1 Connection State Frequency Hop Pattern
Over time, frequencies used in the connection state are uniformly selected from
the 79 BT frequencies. However, the instantaneous probability that a frequency is
selected is based on 32-frequency partitions of the BT frequency band. The hop
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Figure 2.4: Bluetooth packet exchange with a disruption.
sequence is generated by the Frequency Hop Selection Kernel (FHSK) shown in
Figure 2.5. The FHSK is described in detail in Section 6.1.3. The FHSK uses a
group of 32 frequencies called the Master Selection Interval (MSI) [PBK03] to select
a frequency for Master packets. In the BT spectrum, the frequencies in a MSI are
not consecutive. The final stage of the BT hop frequency selection process shown
in Figure 2.5 spreads the frequency selections across the BT spectrum by doubling
the Bluetooth frequency number modulo 79 [Blu01] [Blu03]. Since interference from
adjacent frequencies is assumed to be insignificant, placement within the spectrum
is irrelevant. Thus, the spreading stage is ignored and the 32 frequencies in the MSI
are treated as consecutive as shown in Figure 2.6. The MSI is determined by the
CLK and address values of the master device in the piconet. Each unique 28-bit
address input to the FHSK generates a unique hop sequence. The sequence phase is
a function of the free-running counter. Since the order the frequencies chosen within
the MSI are scrambled by the FHSK, the selection appears random to an outside
observer and is considered pseudo-random.
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Figure 2.5: Bluetooth Frequency Hop Selection Kernel in connection state. [Blu03]
When using single-slot packets, the slave transmits on a frequency selected
from the Slave Selection Interval (SSI), a 32 frequency partition immediately to the
right of the MSI modulo 79 [PBK03]. Once each of the 32 frequencies in the MSI
and SSI have been used exactly once, both intervals shift right by 16 frequencies
modulo 79 as shown at (t+ 40) ms in Figure 2.6. Therefore, each piconet’s MSI/SSI
shifts every 32 MSTSs. A MSI cycle is defined as the 32 MSTSs a piconet uses
before shifting by 16 frequencies [PBR04b]. In other words, a MSI cycle begins
when the MSI/SSI shifts and ends 64 time slots later when the MSI/SSI shifts once
again, beginning a new MSI cycle. Note that when multi-slot packets are used, it is
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Figure 2.6: Shifting of the MSI [PBR04b].
possible the MSI/SSI will shift during transmission of the master packet, resulting
in the frequency used by slave packet being selected from a SSI that is 48, rather
than 32, frequencies to the right of the MSI used by the master packet.
The MSI/SSI shifts such that it uses all 79 MSI/SSI combinations before re-
peating a MSI/SSI. Thus, the frequency selection is uniform across the 79 frequencies
in the limit. Note that in Figure 2.5, mod(E + F, 79) determines the beginning of
the MSI and Y 2 provides the 32 frequency offset of the SSI from the MSI.
Before a slave has the master’s CLK and address values needed to generate the
hop sequence, the slave must be discovered by the master, paged to join the piconet,
and assigned a 3-bit piconet address, LT ADDR. This discovery process uses the
inquiry, inquiry scan, and inquiry response substates.
2.2.3 Inquiry Substate
A node enters the inquiry substate for a given period of time to discover other
nodes to form a piconet; the inquiring node acts as the master. BT devices typically
use the specification recommended inquiry time of 10.24 s [Blu03] [WJC02]. A node
in the inquiry scan substate, in contrast, searches for nodes in the inquiry substate
to form a piconet; the scanning node acts as a slave.
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A device in the inquiry substate transmits inquiry packets on two pseudo-
random frequencies during a normal packet time slot as shown in step 1 of Figure
2.7. Inquiry packets consist of a 68 bit General Inquiry Access Code (GIAC) or
Dedicated Inquiry Access Codes (DIAC) that do not include the four trailer bits
normally associated with an AC. The GIAC is used when searching for any BT
device. A node may use one of several DIACs to search for devices with specific
characteristics [Blu01] [Blu03]. The inquiring device waits for a response 625µs later
on the same frequencies from a prospective slave device in the inquiry scan substate.
The inquiring device continues this process while collecting responses until the in-
quiry period is complete or an acceptable number of devices have been discovered.
The device may leave the inquiry substate to service SCO links or to immediately
page a discovered device. The page process uses the response from a discovered de-
vice to contact prospective slaves and incorporate them into the piconet (cf. Section
2.2.5). An inquiring device may also wait until the inquiry period is complete to
page devices that are accepted into the piconet.
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Figure 2.7: Graphical depiction of the Bluetooth discovery process [PBK04].
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Although some have recommended that a device enter the inquiry substate on a
regular basis [Blu03] [SBT01] [ZaG04], many implementations do not. For example,
in their default mode, TDK and Anycom PC BT cards enter the inquiry mode only
when explicitly commanded [PBR04b].
2.2.3.1 Inquiry Substate Frequency Hop Pattern
The inquiry substate uses a 32-frequency partition of the 79 frequencies similar
to that used by a piconet in the connection state [Blu03]. Unlike in the connection
state, however, this partition remains constant. A node uses an address associated
with the GIAC (9E8B3316) or one of the DIACs to generate the frequency hopping se-
quence. This address determines the 32-frequency subset used by the inquiry/inquiry
scan substates.
Although generated using the resident CLK and the GIAC or DIAC address, to
an outside observer the hop sequence within the partition appears random. The 32
frequencies used by the GIAC hop sequence are also spread across the BT spectrum
by the spreading process in the final stage of the Frequency Hop Selection Kernel as
shown in Figure 2.5 [Blu03]. Again, placement within the spectrum is irrelevant for
analysis and the spreading stage is ignored. Thus, the frequencies used by the inquiry
substate for the GIAC address are designated as 0-5 and 53-78, rather than the BT
frequency spectrum designations used after the spreading process which doubles the
frequency number modulo 79 (i.e., 0,2,4,6,8,10,27,29,31,...77) [Blu03].
This set of 32 frequencies is further segmented by the inquiry procedure into
two 16-frequency trains, A and B. A device in the inquiry substate chooses the A
or B train for initial transmission and switches between the trains every 2.56 s.
The train used initially is not significant [Blu03]; the initial train selection process
is implementation specific. Remaining in the inquiry substate for 10.24 s as the
specification recommends allows four train changes. The frequencies within these
trains change over time as shown in Figure 2.8 where the A train are the frequencies
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in the white boxes and the B train are the frequencies in the shaded boxes. The 16
frequencies in a train at a given instant are called the train’s membership [PBR04a].
A frequency entering the A train is shown as a thick bordered box and a frequency
switching to the B train is shaded with a left-hash. The trains exchange one member
every 1.28 s based on bit changes in the free-running counter, completely swapping
membership every 20.48 s. It is possible, although unlikely, that a device will enter
the inquiry substate exactly as the train membership changes. Therefore, assuming
a device enters the inquiry state between t and t + 1.28 s in Figure 2.8 and uses
train A, it begins using a train that includes frequencies 67 and 75. However, by
the time the device changes the train it is using 2.56 s later, train A no longer
contains frequencies 67 and 75, but rather contains 63 and 71 due to membership
changes. Even so, each train always will have eight frequencies in the 53-68 range
and eight frequencies in the 69-78 and 0-5 range. These are called the Lower and
Upper Ranges, respectively [PBR04a].
An inquiring device transmits an inquiry packet at the beginning of an even
time slot, when its two least significant clock bits are zero (CLK1,0 = 002). An even
time slot occurs every 1250 µs. The frequency used is pseudo-randomly selected
from frequencies in the current train, A or B, from the Lower Range [PBR04a].
This frequency is called F1. Another inquiry packet frequency, F2, is selected from
the Upper Range in the current train and is used 312.5µs later when CLK1,0 = 012.
During odd time slots, the device listens for responses from neighboring devices
in the inquiry scan substate. For example, in Figure 2.9, the device transmits an
inquiry packet on frequency F 01 in the even time slot followed by a second packet on
F 02 312.5 µs later. Since responses are transmitted 625 µs after an inquiry packet
is received and are transmitted on the same frequencies, F1 and F2, as per Section
11.3.4 of the specification [Blu03], the device listens on frequencies F1 and F2 in the
odd slot. Thus, in Figure 2.9, the device then listens for a response on F 01 at the
beginning of the odd time slot and on F 02 312.5 µs later. In the subsequenct even
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Figure 2.8: Shifting of the inquiry trains [PBR04a].
time slot, the inquiring device then selects new frequencies, F 11 and F
1
2 , and repeats
the process, collecting data from as many neighboring devices as possible during the
duration of the inquiry substate.
2.2.4 Inquiry scan/Inquiry response substates
A device enters the inquiry scan substate to make itself available to discovery
by an inquiring device. To account for the hop sequence randomness, the scanning
device only changes frequency every 1.28 seconds. Since the scan frequency changes
every 1.28 s, and the train changes every 2.56 s, most implementations only scan for
11.25 ms [KaL01] [Blu03] and then move to the connection (i.e., normal operation)
or a standby state for the remainder of the 1.28 s. Using a scan of length 11.25 ms
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Figure 2.9: The inquiry substate [PBR04a].
rather than 10 ms compensates for any timing misalignment and allows the scanning
device to receive at least one full inquiry train.
When an inquiry packet is received, a scanning device using version 1.1 of
the BT specification drops out of scan mode for an integer number of time slots
uniformly distributed between 0 and 1023 [Blu01]. This corresponds to a back-off
time of 0 to 639.375 ms. This is Step 2 in Figure 2.7. This delay is designed to
reduce collisions between multiple devices receiving the same inquiry packet. After
the back-off period elapses, the device returns to scan mode. After receiving a
second inquiry packet (Step 3), the scanning device waits 625 µs and enters the
inquiry response substate to return a FHS packet to the master (Step 4). The FHS
packet contains the slave device address and CLK values. In Step 5, the inquiring
device either continues transmitting packets for the duration of the inquiry substate
to find other neighboring devices or jumps to the page substate to immediately page
the scanning device before continuing to inquire. After transmitting the FHS packet,
the scanning device advances the scan frequency by adding a 1.28 s offset to the CLK
and re-enters the inquiry scan substate. Before doing so, it is allowed to enter the
page scan substate in case the inquiring device immediately pages it.
Using the standard inquiry scan from BT specification v1.2, the requirement
to receive a second inquiry packet is removed, effectively beginning the scan process
at Step 3 [Blu03]. The back-off interval is utilized between transmission of the FHS
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packet and reentry into the inquiry scan substate where a scan window is once again
opened.
The interlaced scan introduced in v1.2 of the BT specification is similar to the
standard inquiry scan except that immediately following a scan window, a second
scan window is opened using a scan frequency from the train not used in the first
scan window [Blu03].
The inquiring device discovers neighboring devices and collects information to
incorporate devices into the piconet. The inquiring device continues transmitting
inquiry packets and discovering devices until the specified duration of the inquiry
substate is complete or a specified number of devices have been discovered.
When not inquiring, TDK and Anycom BT PC cards remained in the inquiry
scan substate [PBK04a]. Since a scan window requires only 11.25 ms, the remainder
of the 1.28 s between scan windows can be spent performing other operations. If the
device is not a member of any piconet, the time between scan windows can be spent
in the low-power standby state. If the device is an active slave in another piconet,
entering the inquiry scan substate allows it to remain available for acceptance by
another master, thus forming or expanding a scatternet. Since the scan window is
so small, the device is unavailable for normal communication only 0.8% of the time.
Therefore, it is expected when a user initiates an inquiry, most neighboring devices
will be in inquiry scan and open a scan window every 1.28 s. Since the scan window
openings and scan frequencies are independent and the devices have equal probability
of their scan frequency being in train A or train B, the probability of two scanning
devices receiving the same inquiry packet is 0.5/2048 = 0.00024 for a standard scan
and 0.5/3072 = 0.00016 using the v1.1 of the specification. Thus, the number of
scanning devices can be quite large before interference from FHS responses becomes
an issue [PBK04a].
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2.2.4.1 Inquiry Substate Frequency Hop Pattern
In the standard inquiry scan substate, a new scan frequency is used every
1.28 s based on the scanning device’s CLK. Inquiry scan frequencies change over
time resulting in the scan frequency staying within the same inquiry train as shown
in Figure 2.10 [PBK04]. For example, at t = 0, the scan frequency is 61 and in
the A train. At t = 11.52 s, frequency 61 is in the B train. However, the scan
frequency has shifted to 71 which is in the A train even though it was in the B train
at t = 0. Since the scan frequency changes every 1.28 s, a device opens a window in
the inquiry scan substate and scans again. The scan frequency used at the beginning
of a scan window is assumed to be the frequency used for the entire scan window.
This prevents loss of scan capability due to oscillator re-tuning during the window.
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Figure 2.10: Inquiry scan frequency remaining in a train [PBK04].
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2.2.5 Page/Page scan substates
Once a master has receive a FHS packet from a discovered device contain-
ing the address and CLK values of a prospective slave device, the page substate is
used to accept the device into the piconet. The process is similar to that of the in-
quiry/inquiry page substates except the knowledge of the prospective slave’s address
and CLK enables the two devices to quickly find a common frequency. The master
then provides the slave with the CLK and address values needed to synchronize with
the piconet and assigns it LT ADDR [Blu03].
2.2.6 Low Power States
A slave device in the connection state has several low activity modes such as
sniff, hold, and park in addition to the active mode that allows a slave to be and
active participant in a piconet. In sniff mode, the duty cycle of the slave’s listening
activity is reduced to agreed upon intervals. In hold mode, the slave’s listening
activity is suspended for an agreed upon interval. In park mode, the slaves status
as an active piconet member is suspended and the 3-bit slave address is replaced by
an 8-bit Parked Member address [Blu03].
2.2.7 Power consumption
Power consumption must be a consideration in developing a process for adding
new nodes to a network. The power consumed by the device is dependent on the
BT device’s state/substate as shown in Table 2.1.
2.3 Bluetooth Packet Error Rate
As BT devices become more common, the probability of BT networks, or pi-
conets, sharing the transmission space increases. Since piconets typically share the
same spectrum, packets from piconets may share the same channel, or collide, and
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Table 2.1: Bluetooth system power consumption at 3.3V [KaL01].
CPU powered down, Bluetooth detached <11 mW
CPU running, Bluetooth detached 29 mW
CPU running, Bluetooth standby 50 mW
CPU running, Bluetooth inquiry-scan mode 100 mW
CPU running, Bluetooth inquiry mode 200 mW
Bluetooth transmit mode 94 mW
Bluetooth receive mode 94 mW
prevent successful packet reception. Similarly, piconets are expected to form larger
networks, or scatternets (cf., Section 2.5), where the piconets are within transmis-
sion range by design. Thus, the packet error rate (PER) due to collisions must be
characterized to determine the necessity of collision avoidance techniques in scat-
ternet organization and design. To potentially lower PERs, Adaptive Frequency
Hopping (AFH) was added to BT standard v1.2 which allows devices to exclude cer-
tain frequencies. Piconets may not use the full spectrum if they limit themselves to a
subset it through AFH. Establishing the PER between piconets will enable educated
decisions for piconet placement in the BT spectrum.
Current estimates of the PER assume frequencies in the hop sequence are
independently and uniformly selected. This produces an expected PER of 0.0148
[ElH01] [HKZ02]. Thus far, neither the distribution nor the variance of the PER
between arbitrary piconets has been derived.
Although some simulated PER data has been collected and an attempt was
made to explain the distribution, the complex interaction between the piconet hop
sequences have not been adequately defined or analyzed [Bal03] [HaZ02]. Rather,
only a general description of the nature of the BT spectrum partition and an esti-
mate of the upper bound on the PER is available [Bal03] [HaZ02] [PBK03]. Periodic
patterns in the correlation between hop sequences were observed via simulation and
the expected PER with BT hop sequences was shown to be similar to but distin-
guishable from that achieved by a uniform random hop sequence [HaZ02]. Available
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simulation PER data was broken into synchronized and unsynchronized cases, using
yet a third definition of ‘synchronous’ [Bal03]. Due to temporal alignment and the
length of packets, a single-slot packet from a piconet may be vulnerable to collision
by either one or two packets from a neighboring piconet. In this case, ‘synchronized’
means a BT packet is vulnerable to collision from a one packet from a neighboring
piconet rather than two packets. The distributions from the simulation data are
shown in Figure 2.11a and b.
a)
b)
Figure 2.11: PER simulation data for a) packets temporally overlapped by one
interfering packet b) packets overlapped by two interfering packets [Bal03].
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No empirical PER distribution data has been published. Empirical data is
difficult to obtain since parameters that dictate PER for different piconet pairs,
the clock phase and address, remain constant for each piconet device. As shown
in Chapter VI, there are 828 billion combinations of relationships which can affect
the PER. Therefore, it is very difficult to collect enough data to create an accurate
distribution estimate.
2.4 Bluetooth Inquiry Time
The Bluetooth standard [Blu03] recommends a device remain in the inquiry
substate for 10.24 s. Current estimates on the time required to discover a device
using v1.1 of the specification are based on simplifications that underestimate the
needed inquiry time [SBT00] [SBT01] [ZaG04] [KaL01]. For example, an inquiry
time estimate uniformly distributed on [1.25, 659.375] ms assumes a scanning device
is continually receiving and a single frequency train is used. This assumption is
not consistent with current implementations [KaL01]. Even assuming the scanning
device periodically receives during an 11.25 ms window, the estimated inquiry time
is uniformly distributed on [0.001, 1.94]s [KaL01]. Additionally, simulation models
and experiments on inquiry time probabilities have been conducted [KaP02] [Leo03].
Some of the results were in rough agreement, such as Figures 2.12a and 2.12b, while
those in Figure 2.13 were quite different. However, they all suggest that an inquiry
time of 10.24 s is excessive and that the mean inquiry time is approximately 2.2 s.
Furthermore, researchers recognized that a rigorous analysis of the probability dis-
tribution of inquiry time would be difficult but useful [KaP02] [Leo03]. It has been
shown that the discovery time can be reduced by reducing the back-off time [ZaC02].
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Figure 2.12: Estimated probability density functions for v1.1 inquiry scan time a)
simulated data [KaP02] b) measured data [Leo03].
2.5 Bluetooth Scatternets
Although not well defined in v1.2 of the Bluetooth specification [Blu03], pi-
conets can form a clustered structure called a scatternet. A node can be a member
of multiple piconets, acting as the master in one at most. In the rest, the node acts
as a slave. The formation, maintenance, and packet routing in scatternets are not
addressed in the specification.
Current research focuses primarily on the organization and scheduling of scat-
ternets for maximum throughput but does little to address the process of inducting
members into the network after initial formation. Most algorithms presume the out-
reach problem has been solved, yet an actual solution is currently lacking as noted
in [Sto02] [LiS02] [SBT01].
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Figure 2.13: Measured probability density for standard inquiry scan [KaL01].
2.5.1 Scatternet Organization
Four basic structures have been proposed for scatternet architectures and are
presented below. The structure of a scatternet should have little effect on an efficient
outreach process unless each slave in a piconet is also a master in another piconet. In
such cases, the option of designating slaves with little Bluetooth traffic as primary
components of the outreach process is limited since some outreach methods may
not allow master devices to participate in the outreach process. The four structures
presented are representative of those found in current research; but there is limited
research on outreach procedures or their impact on network throughput. A common
assumption is all nodes are within range of each other. This may be a realistic
scenario in a conference room, but unlikely in a large office space or auditorium; BT
devices typically have a range of 10 meters (Class 2 devices) but it can be as much
as 100 meters (Class 1 devices) [YiN02] [Blu03]. A master regulates its power based
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on what power level is needed. For example, if a master determines its power level
is sufficient to reach all slaves, it will not use a higher power level.
2.5.1.1 Spanning Tree
A ‘Bluetree’ (i.e., a spanning tree) has a central root which acts as a master
for other branches which are, in turn, masters of piconets or masters of yet other
branches [ZBC01]. The only slaves that are not also masters of a branch are the
leaf nodes of the tree. Distributed Bluetrees (interconnected, smaller Bluetrees) can
alleviate bottlenecks associated with tree architectures. Since most slaves are also
masters, the options for outreach processes are limited.
2.5.1.2 Ring
Two ring architectures, both called ‘BlueRings’, were published almost simul-
taneously [LTC03] [FoC02]. One proposes a topology similar to a token ring; each
master has one slave which is also a master of a slave and so on. This pattern contin-
ues until a ring is formed [FoC02]. This structure limits the options in an outreach
process since every node is a master. The other architecture proposes a slightly less
inefficient ring structure that allows masters to maintain full piconets, but only two
of the slaves can be members of other piconets [LTC03]. Slave connections form a
ring, with the entire scatternet coordinated to recognize one direction as upstream,
and one direction downstream. If a packet is sent through the downstream slave
to another piconet and the same packet returns through the upstream slave, it is
assumed the destination is no longer reachable.
2.5.1.3 Strand
A strand topology assumes all nodes are within range of each other and form a
structure similar to a BlueRing [LTC03]; however the two ends of the strand are not
connected to form a ring [LaS01]. The strand is constructed such that all but one
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piconet contains seven slaves. In all but the two piconets at the ends of the strand,
two of the slaves act as bridges to the neighboring piconets. Although considerable
restructuring is required when nodes are added to the scatternet, the development
of the outreach process is not limited by structural constraints.
2.5.1.4 Mesh
Mesh (or web) structures are typically more complex and harder to coordinate
than the previously mentioned architectures, but have the advantage of a much lower
mean delay. In one of the first mesh architectures proposed for Bluetooth [SBT01],
all nodes are assumed to be within range of each other. The node with the largest
device address collects information on all of the available nodes and coordinates the
construction of a mesh network. Other methods using meshes do not require nodes
to be within range [BaP02]. These mesh methods also construct the network on the
basis of device addresses. If a device has the highest address in an area, it becomes
the master of as many devices as it is capable of. ‘Bluenets’, on the other hand, are
constructed by requiring random masters to acquire as many slaves as possible while
forbidding slaves from joining piconets that already contain a member of any of the
other piconets it is already a member of [WTH02].
Mesh structures have been proposed that are organized according to quality
of service (QoS) requirements [CMB03]. In these types of structures, each node
advertises specific characteristics desired in a piconet. Masters with the desired
characteristic add that node to the network until it’s throughput capacity has been
reached. Nodes can, for example, seek a high quality link or speed.
2.5.2 Scatternet Scheduling
Scheduling in Bluetooth scatternets is difficult because of the limitations on
piconet nodes. A node can only be present in one piconet at a time since each piconet
has an independent frequency hopping pattern. If a node is a slave in several piconets,
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it not only has to divide it’s time between each, but it has to devote two time slots for
synchronization with each piconet and may have to perform maintenance functions
such as inquiry. Most scheduling and organization algorithms do not allow masters
to be bridge nodes between piconets. If a master leaves to participate in a piconet in
which it is a slave, the piconet it is the master of ceases all communication since the
master is no longer present to coordinate traffic. This inefficient situation is generally
avoided. High throughput with minimum buffering occurs when the master piconet
has timely access to each bridge node. However, the master must not be consumed
with servicing the bridge nodes; it must also communicate with the other slaves in the
piconet. A bottleneck occurs if several bridge slave nodes arrive in a piconet at the
same time with buffered data from the bridged piconet(s) to pass on. The master
cannot serve them all simultaneously and a bridge node may waste considerable
time waiting to access the master. If scheduled correctly, the bridge node can spend
additional time in other piconets which are waiting to use them for data transfer or
in their bridge capacity rather than wait for contact in a busy piconet.
Scheduling algorithms may use Bluetooth’s park, sniff, or hold modes to allow
a member to temporarily leave a piconet to join another. In park mode, the master
retains knowledge that a slave is in the area, but the slave gives up it’s active
status and it’s 3-bit identifier with the master. In the sniff and hold mode, a slave
retains it’s active status, but the master remains out of contact with the slave for
an agreed upon period of time. The specific synchronization algorithm may impact
an outreach procedure, but impacts are unlikely to be significant when comparing
outreach methods. Since most scheduling algorithms depend on scheduled meetings
or appointments, scheduled meetings typically have priority over any outreach duties
a node may be tasked with.
Most synchronization algorithms concentrate on determining the duration of
time spent outside each piconet or, given a fixed duration, whether to actually switch
to a different piconet at the expected time. A credit scheme based on last piconet
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visit time and number of packets transmitted to a bridge device has been proposed
[BFK01]. If the current piconet has more credits than a piconet with a scheduled
sniff/hold meeting, the sniff/hold meeting is ignored. If a link is relatively unused, it
distributes its ‘extra’ credits to those with more data to transmit. A simulation of the
scheme used a scatternet organized by a tree structure with three piconets and five
nodes. The goodput was measured using credits adjusted exponentially and linearly.
Although the exponential adjustment performed better, especially with bursty traffic,
packet size was not specified, making it difficult to interpret the significance of the
300 kbps goodput. However, goodput is adversely affected when the dwell time
within a piconet falls below 5 MSTSs (i.e., 10 time slots).
Randomly generated appointment times between each bridge slave and all of
the masters it serves have been proposed [RMK01]. When an appointment is kept,
packets are exchanged until neither have any remaining packets to exchange or one
has to leave due to another appointment. The frequency of appointments is based
on the utilization between the two devices. If a master/slave pair have packets to
exchange for the duration of every meeting, the algorithm increases the frequency
of appointments. If one of the devices fails to arrive at scheduled appointments or
the devices have few packets to exchange, appointments become less frequent. A
simulation model compares the method to an “ideal” schedule where all nodes have
complete knowledge of the buffer contents of all other nodes as well as a random
schedule. A tree structure with a root (Network Access Point) and up to seven
branch piconets (laptops), each with one slave (a mouse) was used. Bulk data sent
from the Network Access Point to each laptop and 2.56 kbps of data sent from each
mouse resulted in a throughput of 460 kbps. A packet size was not specified, making
it difficult to interpret the significance of the throughput performance.
A variant of this approach is called ‘Rendezvous’ windows [JAJ01]. Masters
track when Rendezvous windows occur for each bridge node. At the beginning of a
window, each master checks to see if the slave is present. If so, the slave will then
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be present until the next window. If not, the slave is in a different piconet until the
next window. The slave may use a credit-type method to determine which piconet
to switch to for each Rendezvous window. No performance data is available for this
approach.
The Load Adaptive Algorithm is more complex since it uses several factors to
determine when to switch piconets [HKZ02]. Like [RMK01], it switches to a new
piconet if neither device in the current piconet has packets to send. However, it
considers the queue size of all of the piconets, as well as how long it has been since
it has visited individual piconets. Before leaving a piconet, it uses queues lengths to
calculate the maximum time it will be absent from the current piconet. It is similar to
the appointments in [RMK01] but it is not random and the bridge may return before
the appointment time. Mean delay for packets was determined using an OPNET
simulation of a scatternet with two piconets connected by a slave bridge for a total
of nine nodes. Single-slot packets were generated with equal likelihood of being
destined for any node in the network according to a Poisson arrival process. Plots
showed the change in delay with varying appointment times and arrival rates. When
stable, the mean delay rose slightly as the arrival rate rose. With an appointment
of 32 time slots, the mean delay rose from approximately 45 time slots (28.125
ms) to 60 time slots (37.5 ms) as the arrival rate rose from 10 packets/second to
approximately 75 packets/second. With the appointment time extended to 112 time
slots, the mean delay time rose from approximately 85 time slots (53.125 ms) to 200
time slots (125 ms) as the arrival rate rose from 10 packets/second to approximately
100 packets/second.
No outreach methods or consideration for packet collisions were evaluated in
any of the scheduling methods.
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2.5.3 Intra-piconet Scheduling
Several scheduling methods have been proposed for scheduling packet delivery
within a piconet. The methods include Round Robin polling, Exhaustive polling
which allows a master/slave to exchange all packets, and E-Limited Exhaustive
which puts a slot limit on an otherwise exhaustive exchange between a master/slave
[CKG01] [CMM04] [MiM03]. Additional methods include those that look at the
number of packets buffered between a master/slave pair to schedule packet transmis-
sion [CMM04]. Others focus on using traffic levels to determine Tpoll, the maximum
time that a master allows an active slave to go uncontacted. Those with less traffic
may be contacted less often [RBK01]. It has been shown throughput is maximized
if both the master and slave packets contain data, avoiding POLL/NULL packets
which contain no user data [KBS99].
2.5.4 Outreach
Although no current research specifically addresses outreach (i.e., the process
that a scatternet uses to discover nodes and be discovered), some do mention the
topic. Many propose a method for initially establishing a piconet that consists of
alternating between inquiry and inquiry scan substates so that all nodes consistently
search for and are available to discovery by other nodes and neighboring scatter-
nets [BaP02] [WTH02] [Sto02] [LiS02] [ZaG04] [SBT01]. The common theme for
outreach is that the outreach process continues throughout the operation of the
scatternet in a manner similar to that used when forming the scatternet. Thus
far, [Sto02], [LiS02], and [SBT01] directly acknowledge the difficulty of maintaining
throughput while entering the inquiry or inquiry substate for outreach. They also
acknowledge a solution has not yet been found.
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2.5.5 Collision Avoidance
It is shown in Chapters V and VI the interference between an inquiring node
and a piconet as well as the inter-piconet interference is significant. Thus, developing
an efficient outreach protocol includes avoiding collisions between inquiring nodes in
the scatternet and any piconets operating in the connection state. This results in
both higher throughput and less energy wasted transmitted inquiry and connection
packets which will be disrupted due to a collision with another packet. This can be
accomplished by using the AFH mechanism introduced in v1.2 of the BT specifica-
tion whereby piconets avoid the frequencies used by the discovery process [Blu03].
However, this limits the available frequencies, increasing inter-piconet collisions as
well as reducing the security and noise-reduction advantages of FHSS.
Piconets in a scatternet can avoid collisions by further partitioning the spec-
trum. However, this further limits the FHSS advantages and makes frequency man-
agement an additional layer of complexity in organizing the scatternet, to include
de-allocating partitions when piconets leave the scatternet. This may also violate
FCC directives which requires frequencies receive equal usage, especially if a piconets
leaves without reallocating frequencies to neighboring piconets [FCC98]. Other col-
lision avoidance procedures proposed for piconets in connection state are described
below.
2.5.5.1 Packet Length Assignment
Using packet length information, certain frequencies in the hop sequence can be
avoided [AnK00]. Since multi-slot packets use a single frequency, some frequencies
in the hop sequence can be skipped and packet scheduling can be used to avoid
collisions. For example, if a 3-slot packet is scheduled to be transmitted by the
master and the slave will respond on a frequency known to be noisy, the master
can instead transmit a single- or 5-slot packet from the buffer. The slave, then,
will not transmit on the error-prone channel. Likewise, slave packet length can be
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adjusted such that the next master packet avoids transmission on a noisy channel.
This method is limited by the packets available in the buffer, knowledge of channel
conditions, and how far the devices are willing to look into the future to orchestrate
the multi-slot packet hop sequence.
2.5.5.2 Hop Sequence Knowledge
Popovski has proposed an interference avoidance method, referred to as the
Popovski Interference Avoidance Method (PIAM). PIAM uses knowledge of neigh-
boring piconets’ hop sequence in a scatternet to prevent packet collisions [PGR03].
By using knowledge of other piconets’ hop sequence, throughput is increased and
energy is saved by not transmitting packets doomed to collision [PGR03]. In a scat-
ternet, bridge devices can pass the address, clock, and timing offset data from one
piconet to the master of another, giving it the capability to calculate what frequencies
the other piconet will be using for single-slot packets. By calculating the frequen-
cies used by other piconets, a priority scheme based on the sum of the frequencies
used by the master and slave packets determines which device is authorized to use a
channel with conflict potential. If a collision is predicted, PIAM compares the sum
of the frequencies of the master/slave packets involved [PGR03]. This sum is called
the time slot frequency sum (TSFS) [PBR04c]. For packets subject to an imminent
collision, the piconet with the larger TSFS transmits while others remain silent.
For example, a collision is scheduled between Piconet 1 and Piconet 2’s Slave
packets on frequency 47 in Figure 2.14a. Since Piconet 1’s TSFS of 79 is greater than
Piconet 2’s TSFS of 58, Piconet 1 is authorized to use the channel and transmits the
Master packet. Piconet 2 does not transmit the Master packet on frequency 11 since
the slave is not permitted to respond on frequency 47. Similarly, in 2.14b, Piconet
1’s Master will collide with Piconet 2’s Slave Packet. Since Piconet 1’s TSFS of
79 is greater than Piconet 2’s TSFS of 42, Piconet 2 again does not transmit the
Master packet. Piconet 2 may transmit the next Master packet on frequency 12
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even though it overlaps temporally with Piconet 1’s Slave packet since the packets
are transmitted on different frequencies.
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Figure 2.14: Collision avoidance using PIAM a) slave packets collision b)master-
slave packet collision c) inefficiency due to master-slave packet collision d) inefficiency
due to identical TSFSs.
In 2.14c, PIAM’s inefficiency is illustrated. Although Piconet 1 does not trans-
mit it’s a packets due to having a lower TSFS than Piconet 2 when comparing the
master/slave pairs containing frequency 32, Piconet 2 does not transmit the sec-
ond master packet due to the lower TSFS when comparing the master/slave pair
containing frequency 47. Even though the interfering packet from Piconet 1 is not
transmitted, Piconet 2 refrains from transmitting due to the collision avoidance algo-
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rithm. Likewise, in 2.14d neither Piconet 1 nor Piconet 2 transmit due to a scheduled
conflict and equivalent TSFSs.
Although unlikely, a MSTS change result in no packets being transmitted as
shown in Figure 2.15. As in Figure 2.14d, neither Piconet 1 nor Piconet 2 transmit
due to a scheduled conflict and equivalent TSFSs. However, a MSI shift causes
Piconet 2’s next Master packet to share Piconet 1’s frequency and have a lower
TSFS.
Master Packet
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Slave Packet
Freq = 47
Master Packet
Freq = 23
Slave Packet
Freq = 47
Master Packet
Freq = 47
Slave Packet
Freq = 16
Piconet 1
Piconet 2
t,s
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Figure 2.15: Inefficient collision avoidance using PIAM.
Limiting the piconet to single-slot packets, however, places an unreasonable
limit on throughput. PIAM can be extended to multi-slot packets if the packet
lengths of neighboring piconets are known. Such information is generally unavail-
able, rendering the method infeasible for widespread use. Likewise, the method is
inefficient since neither device is authorized to use the channel when the frequencies
in a time slot are the same for both piconets since the frequency sums are equivalent.
As the method generally resolves conflicts between two packets, PIAM gen-
erally halves the probability that a packet is transmitted by not successfully re-
ceived [PGR03]. As multiple piconets are introduced and conflicts are occasionally
resolved between multiple packet vying for use of the channel, the probability that
a transmitted packet is disrupted is reduced below half.
Additionally, the network becomes more efficient as node do not transmit pack-
ets doomed to failure. Defining efficiency as the number of packets successfully re-
ceived divided by the number transmitted, the efficiency increases by approximately
110% when 6 piconets are present [PGR03].
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2.6 Summary
In this chapter, FHSS, clustered, ad hoc networks are defined. The baseband
layer of the BT protocol is presented with descriptions of the states and substates
used by BT devices. Hop sequence generation for each state/substate is explained.
Current research into the methods for scatternet organization are presented. Pro-
posed methods for scheduling bridge dwell times and coordination of piconets are
presented with published performance metric data. Additionally, current methods
for collision avoidance including using AFH, packet length tailoring, and the PIAM
are presented.
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III. Analysis Techniques
3.1 Introduction
Although standard queueing network analysis techniques are a valuable tool
to determine the performance and operating characteristics of many systems, they
are not suitable for all applications. While the arrival process to each node can be
modelled using well known stochastic distributions (i.e., as a Poisson or Pareto pro-
cess), much of a BT network cannot. Much of the analysis in Chapters V through IX
models performance metrics within a BT network by directly deriving them using
knowledge of the BT protocol. Thus, stochastic analysis techniques such as the con-
volution of distributions, is required. Simulation models validate the resulting per-
formance metric distributions. Derived, simulated, and measured (when available)
distributions are tested for statistical similarity using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and
Cramer von-Mises tests.
In Chapter X, a simulation model is used to present general comparisons of
outreach techniques. The deterministic hop patterns in the connection state and
inquiry/inquiry scan substates coupled produces a large variance in the relational
factors between an arbitrary pair of nodes, making collision modelling difficult in a
scatternet performing outreach. Likewise, the multiple substates needed for outreach
in a scatternet do not conform to standard network analysis techniques. Although
the simulation data used in Chapter X is not complete due to the large number and
wide variance in piconet and nodal relationships, confidence intervals are used to
bound the expected results.
3.2 Stochastic Analysis
The derivations in this research rely heavily on the Law of Total Probabil-
ity as the characteristics of BT performance metrics are distinctly partitioned by
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parameters such as the 1.28 s intervals between scan windows and intervals of tem-
poral relationships between packets. Additionally, when calculating inquiry time, the
random variables representing the time required for various stages in the discovery
process add to determine the overall inquiry time.
3.2.1 Law of Total Probability
The probability of a random event occurring can be determined by combining
all conditional probabilities of the event occurring under the Law of Total Probability.
Let B1, B2,.....Bn be mutually exclusive and exhaustive events. Then for
an event A ∈ F [Kul95]
P{A} =
n∑
i=1
P{A|Bi}P{Bi} (3.1)
where F is “a set of all possible events of interest” [Kul95].
3.2.2 Random Variable Addition
The probability density function (pdf) of the sum, Z, of two independent ran-
dom variables, X and Y , is the convolution of their respective pdfs, or [Kul95]
fZ(z) = fX(x) ∗ fY (y) =
∫ ∞
−∞
fX(x
′)fY (z − x′)dx′. (3.2)
3.3 Probability Distribution Comparisons
Although it is impossible to definitively determine the population from which
data samples have been drawn, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cramer von-Mises tests
provide a metric that indicates whether two distributions are statistically equivalent.
Ho : C1(x) = C2(x) ∀x ∈ < (3.3)
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Hence, both test equivalence of the CDFs.
3.3.1 Cramer von-Mises Test
Cramer von-Mises test compares a data sample consisting of N events whose
cumulative distribution is SN(x) with a hypothesis function whose cumulative dis-
tribution is F (x). For N > 3, the test statistic is
W 2 =
∫ ∞
−∞
(
SN(x)− F (x)
)2
f(x)dx ∀ x. (3.4)
The null hypothesis that the sampled distribution is not the same as the hy-
pothesis function is rejected if NW 2 < 0.461 at a 95% confidence level. For 90% and
99% confidence, the test statistic is compared to 0.347 and 0.743, respectively.
3.3.2 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is a simpler test which is also used to compare a
data sample consisting of N events whose cumulative distribution is SN(x) with a
hypothesis function whose cumulative distribution is F (x). For N > 80, the test
statistic
DN = max(|SN(x)− F (x)|) ∀ x. (3.5)
Using a 95% confidence level, the null hypothesis that the sampled distribution is
not the same as the hypothesis function is rejected if DN
√
N < 1.36. For 90% and
99% confidence, the test statistic is compared to 1.22 and 1.63, respectively.
3.4 Summary
The fundamental tools for analysis and derivation have been presented. Due
to the complex nature of the BT discovery process, traditional network analysis
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models cannot be used. Many of the performance metrics used to determine an
appropriate outreach method are derived in Chapters V through IX using traditional
probability theory. These are verified by comparing them to distributions from
simulation models using the Cramer von-Mises and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests.
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IV. Research Objectives and Methodology
This chapter presents the objectives and methodology used throughout this
research. Much of the research consists of characterizing performance metrics and
interference between clusters, or piconets, in the larger network as well as between the
piconets and nodes in the discovery process. Characterization of these performance
metrics is necessary for outreach method analysis, but the characterizations are
either unavailable or unreliable in literature. Once these performance metrics are
characterized, the outreach method performance is evaluated. The steps used in this
research (listed below) are discussed in this chapter.
1. State research thesis and objectives
2. Define system boundaries and assumptions
3. Define and select performance metrics of interest
4. List parameters of the system
5. Characterize the impact of the relevant performance metrics and parameters.
6. Propose improvements developed in characterizing performance metrics and
parameters
7. Propose outreach methods
8. Compare competing outreach methods using simulation model
4.1 Research Objectives
The fundamental thesis of this research is that the throughput and time needed
to locate new nodes can be improved by allowing the nodes in a FHSS, clustered
network to passively scan for nodes arriving in an area rather than actively searching
for them on a regular basis.
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The objective of this research is to develop a more efficient method for scat-
ternet outreach, including an inquiry/inquiry scan schedule for nodes if appropriate,
while improving network throughput, packet delay, and the time to find arriving
nodes.
To meet this objective, this research addresses the following specific areas:
a) The interference between an inquiring node and BT piconet is characterized.
Since the impact of an inquiring node on piconet performance has not hereto-
fore been determined, the impact of proposed outreach methods on piconet
throughput cannot be adequately assessed.
b) The time needed to discover a BT device is characterized. This is essential for
determining the duration that a node is in the inquiry substate and unavail-
able for data transmission as well as how long a node should transmit inquiry
packets during the outreach process.
c) The time needed to discover a BT device is analyzed when packet collision
avoidance methods are used. Using knowledge of neighboring piconets’ hop
sequence allows inquiring nodes to avoid transmissions that may disrupt data
packets. This may delay discovery time and affect the time a node remains in
the inquiry state. Additionally, the impact of multiple inquiring nodes on the
discovery of a node is characterized.
d) Packet interference between piconets in the connection state is characterized.
Since packet error rates are critical to determining throughput, characterizing
the relationship between the hop sequences in neighboring piconets is crucial to
formulating schemes to maximize throughput through collision avoidance. Al-
though models for the interference have been proposed, none capture the actual
relationships between piconets or provide an accurate performance analysis of
collision avoidance techniques.
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e) A packet collision avoidance methodology is developed by extending proposed
interference avoidance methods. Using knowledge of the neighboring piconets’
hop sequence allows piconets to avoid packet transmission which may disrupt
other data packets. A complete performance analysis of the method is pre-
sented and compared to the performance of a previously proposed collision
avoidance method.
f) Finally, an outreach method is proposed to increase throughput and decrease
packet delay time as well as time to discover arriving node. The performance
of method is compared to that of currently proposed methods.
4.2 System Boundaries and Assumptions
The system considered in this research consists of a BT scatternet with an
arriving node that needs to be discovered to join the scatternet. The following are
the boundaries and assumptions for the system.
4.2.1 Baseband Layer
This research is limited to impacts on the BT v1.2 Baseband layer. Noise
sources which may affect the physical layer of the protocol other than packets from
BT devices are assumed to be negligible. Similarly, the packets are considered to be
transmitted at a power level sufficient to be properly received unless disrupted by
another BT packet. Although built into the simulation model to allow nodes to have
limited range, the extensive simulation time and limited benefit of including range
limitations warranted its exclusion from analysis.
Likewise, higher layers of the protocol, including packet processing and pack-
aging as well as scatternet organization is assumed to be present.
Inquiry time is characterized for v1.1 of the specification in addition to v1.2 of
the specification since many current devices are based on v1.1 and the distribution
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of the v1.2 inquiry time is one of the stages in the derivation of the inquiry time for
v1.1.
4.2.2 Propagation Delay
Since BT devices are assumed to have a typical range of 10 meters, with a
maximum of 100 meters, propagation delay for packet transmission time is assumed
to be zero.
4.2.3 Standard Configurations
The BT standard allows variation in some parameters, such as the time between
scan windows and maximum back-off time. Unless otherwise noted, default param-
eters are used. The scan windows used in the inquiry scan substate are 11.25 ms in
duration and begin every 1.28 s. The minimum back-off duration in both v1.1 and
v1.2 is 1023 time slots. Adaptive Frequency Hopping is not used.
4.2.4 Scatternet Organization
It is assumed that a protocol to organize the scatternet efficiently is used.
Once an arriving node is discovered and accepted into the piconet, this organization
algorithm is responsible for assigning the node to an appropriate piconet or directing
the creation of a new piconet within the scatternet. The focus of the research is to
efficiently discover the arriving node, not the organizational responsibilities once the
node has been discovered. Considerable research has been devoted to scatternet
organizations, some of which is reviewed in Chapter 2.
4.2.5 Scatternet Scheduling
Similarly, research devoted to bridge and packet scheduling within the piconet
has produced multiple and sometimes complex scheduling algorithms. For simplicity,
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bridge dwell times are assumed to change according to a uniform random variable.
Due to piconet synchronization delays when changing piconets, the minimum piconet
dwell time is established at 5 MSTSs to allow a bridge node to synchronize and reside
in a piconet long enough to justify the change.
Intra-piconet scheduling uses a prioritized FIFO method within the master
with a maximum contact interval, Tpoll. Although individual packets are assumed to
be of equal priority, slave devices in the piconet not contacted within Tpoll have the
highest priority. If several slave nodes have not been contacted in Tpoll, the node with
the oldest buffered packet is contacted first. If all slaves currently in the piconet have
been contacted within Tpoll, the next priority is the oldest packet going to a slave
that has packets buffered for the master. This maintains throughput while reducing
delay as the number of packets going in both directions (master-slave, slave-master)
is maximized. If no such conditions exist, the master transmits the oldest buffered
packet. If it has no buffered packets, the master generates a packet to transmit.
Slaves transmit the oldest packet destined for the master of the piconet in which it
is active. If no packets are buffered, the slave generates a packet. It is assumed that
the slave uses a bit in the LT ADDR field to return a flag to the master indicating
whether is has more packets buffered for the master.
4.3 System Performance Metrics
4.3.1 Discovery Time
The most relevant metric in evaluating an outreach method is the time required
for a scatternet to discover an arriving node. However, this is not the most important
metric in the overall system. Discovery time must be balanced with the impact on
other, more important performance metrics. Since a scatternet consists of clustered
networks, or piconets, discovery time by multiple piconets is relevant in addition to
initial discovery by a single node in the scatternet.
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4.3.2 Throughput/Goodput
A common system performance metric used in network analysis is the bits
transmitted each second, or throughput. Since BT allows transmission of packets
consisting only of overhead bits, a more useful metric is goodput, or the number
of user data bits. Depending on the application, system goodput or nodal goodput
may be more useful in comparing systems. Assuming a saturated network, goodput
is dependent on the PER.
4.3.3 Mean Delay
The time required for packet delivery to the destination node after acceptance
by its source node, or mean delay, is also a relevant performance metric. An efficient
outreach method should not significantly increase mean delay from that experienced
with no outreach method in place. Delay is dependent on the source and destination
of the packet. For example, master-to-slave and slave-to-master packets within a
piconet only require one time-slot delay. However, slave-to-slave packets within a
piconet require a minimum of two time slots since the packet must be passed to the
master before being delivered to the destination slave. Packets leaving a piconet
are subject to buffer delays and bridge change times in piconets in the route to the
destination node.
4.3.4 Packet Error Rate
Since a perfect channel is assumed, packet errors only occur due to collisions
with other BT packets. PER is significant in determining the goodput, although the
two metrics are not necessarily directly related. Since a successfully received packet
from the master to a slave must be repeated if the header of the slave response
is disrupted, disrupting the ACK to the master, a single collision may effectively
disrupt two packets.
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4.3.5 Buffer Size
The average and maximum size of the packet buffer at each node is needed to
determine adequate buffering resources at each node for each outreach method.
4.3.6 Packet Generation Time pmf
Using the packet generation scheme described in Section 4.2.5, which places
the network in a saturated condition, the pmf of packet generation times is observed
and analyzed for the different types of nodes (i.e., master, bridge, slave).
4.4 System Parameters
In a BT scatternet, there are a large number of parameters that can signifi-
cantly affect performance.
4.4.1 Network Topology
A mesh structure of five piconets with a total of twenty-four nodes using single-
slot packets shown in Figure 4.1 is used for outreach method comparison in Chapter
X. Although the outreach methods are applicable to any size scatternet, this size was
chosen to allow enough nodes to pose congestion and interference problems without
requiring overwhelming processing power for simulation. Additionally, each piconet
is connected to all other piconets. Each bridge device connects two piconets. The
mesh structure is a representative model as it provides a similar number of master
and bridge nodes as strand or ring structures. Spanning trees are unlikely to be
widely used if master devices must also serve as bridge nodes. Further, it requires
fewer hops than the other structures, which produces higher goodput.
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Figure 4.1: Scatternet configuration used for outreach comparisons.
4.4.2 Packet Distribution
In a scatternet, each application and scenario produces different distributions of
master-slave/slave-master and slave-slave packets within a piconet as well as packets
leaving a piconet. Additionally, POLL/NULL packets may be common in some
applications. Since there is no standard distribution for BT packet characteristics,
a distribution was chosen to produce buffering of packets at the master and bridge
nodes without overwhelming them. If a large number of packets are generated which
leave the piconet, bridge nodes may be overwhelmed and be unable to generate
packets without seriously affecting network performance.
Initially, it was anticipated that NULL packets from slaves may be necessary
to prevent master buffers from being overwhelmed as some packets are disrupted
and must be repeated. Preliminary tests indicated this was not the case. Therefore
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POLL/NULL packets are not used. Thus, packet arrival distributions that saturates
the network can be determined.
In order to exercise, but not overwhelm bridge nodes, 70% of the generated
packets are destined for nodes outside the piconet. Of those remaining in the piconet,
70% of slave packets are destined for other slaves in the piconet, leaving 30% with
the master as the destination. All master packets destined within the piconet are
transmitted directly to the destination slave.
4.4.3 Outreach Methods
At the onset of this research, prior to characterization of the interference and
inquiry time, a wide variety of outreach methods were anticipated. The expected
possibilities included
1. A commonly proposed method with all nodes alternating between inquiry and
inquiry scan substates; arriving nodes are discovered in either the inquiry or
inquiry scan substate; disjoint scatternets quickly find each other
2. Limit the inquiry substate to slaves only, all nodes scan regularly
3. Limit the inquiry substate to slaves only, only slaves scan regularly
4. Limit the inquiry substate to non-bridge slaves only, all nodes scan regularly
5. Limit the inquiry substate to non-bridge slaves only, only slaves scan regularly
6. Nodes in the scatternet rarely enter inquiry substate, all nodes scan regularly
7. Nodes in the scatternet rarely enter inquiry substate, only slaves scan regularly;
arriving nodes must inquire
Collision avoidance between piconets was a consideration as part of the out-
reach method. If feasible, it was expected that inquiring devices could avoid collisions
with piconet data packets. Additionally, since the interference effects of an inquiring
node (with no collision avoidance) was unknown, a possible option also included
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attempting to detect inquiring nodes that were not part of the scatternet to immedi-
ately notify them to cease inquiry operations as they degrade scatternet performance.
The scatternet would then inquire for the arriving node. Since the option to notify
an inquiring node to cease inquiry operations is not in the BT protocol, it would
have to be added to the specification.
It was also anticipated that other options might arise as the protocol was
characterized. However, once the inquiry time and interference were characterized,
the options listed above were reduced to three: limiting the inquiry substate to
all slaves while all slaves also scan regularly, limiting the inquiry substate to non-
bridge slaves while all slaves scan regularly, and finally, allowing slave devices to
scan regularly while nodes in the scatternet rarely enter the inquiry substate. The
rationale for selecting these options is presented in Chapter X.
4.4.4 Packet Length
Using multi-slot packets can greatly increase throughput as the ratio of user
data to overhead bits and oscillator re-tuning time increases. However, since the ra-
dio remains on a single frequency for the duration of the packet, it is more vulnerable
to disruption than single-slot packets.
Only single-slot packets are used to characterize the impact of inquiry packets
on piconet traffic. Although this provides the best-case scenario, the impact on
multi-slot packets can be easily extrapolated as discussed in Chapter VI.
To characterize packet interference between piconets, all combinations of pack-
ets are used: single-slot packets in one piconet with single-slot packets in another
piconet, single-slot packets in one piconet with three-slot packets in another piconet,
etc. Since no typical distribution of single-, three- and five- slot packets has been
published and packet size varies by implementation, mixtures of packet sizes are
not used. Thus, the interference performance is characterized for piconets which
consistently use each of the combinations of packet sizes.
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The impact of packet size within the scatternet can have a significant effect
on goodput and PER. However, the impact on the comparison of outreach methods
is expected to be minimal due to the drastic differences in the tested methods.
Therefore, only full single-slot packet are used in comparing outreach methods.
4.4.5 Collision Avoidance
Although the effect of two collision avoidance methods are characterized in
this research, collision avoidance is not used to compare the outreach methods. The
effects of collision avoidance can be extrapolated, regardless of outreach method.
Therefore, to accelerate the simulation model, collision avoidance methods are not
included.
4.4.6 Range
All devices are within transmission range of each other. Although this is not
always a valid assumption in practice, it removes ambiguity when assessing the effects
of specific devices on the performance of the system.
4.4.7 Bridge Dwell Time
Complex scheduling algorithms for slave-bridge dwell time have been developed
to maximize throughput (cf., Section 2.5.2). The dwell time is uniformly distributed
on [10,50] time slots. A minimum dwell time of 5 MSTSs is selected to ensure
the device has adequate time to synchronize and exchange packets with the mas-
ter [BFK01]. A periodic dwell time is not used since several bridge devices may
consistently arrive to a piconet nearly simultaneously. It is unlikely the master can
service each of the bridge node adequately in such cases. A maximum of 25 MSTSs
is selected since the delay time for packets passing through bridge devices increases
as the bridge dwell time increases.
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4.4.8 Inquiry Timing
Inquiring nodes within the scatternet remain in the inquiry substate for 3.84 s.
Although the specification recommends an inquiry substate dwell time of 10.24 s, it
is shown in Chapter V that the inquiry time must be as short as possible while it is
shown in Chapter VIII that 99% of devices can be located in 3.84 s using the standard
inquiry scan (1.28 s using interelace inquiry scan) in a noiseless environment. With
multiple devices transmitting, the channel is not necessarily noiseless. However, with
multiple devices in the inquiry substate, discovery of the arriving node by members
of the scatternet is likely.
The time until re-entry into the inquiry substate is uniformly distributed on
[0,40] s. Although specification suggests entering the inquiry substate every 60 s,
even 40 s is considered a long delay for an arriving device to be discovered if it is
relying entirely on inquiry scans to be discovered. Arriving nodes that inquire enter
the inquiry substate for 3.84 s and do not re-enter.
4.4.9 Inquiry Scan Type
The standard inquiry scan from v1.2 of the specification is used to evaluate
outreach methods. As few v1.2 compatible devices have been produced, it is unknown
which inquiry scan type will be most prevalent. The type of scan should have little
effect on the goodput of a piconet with several slave devices or the comparison of the
outreach procedure. Using the interlaced inquiry scan may reduce discovery time but
it requires additional time in the inquiry substate where data transmissions cannot
occur.
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4.4.10 Device Arrival Time
In the outreach method comparison, devices arrive to the scatternet at a time
uniformly distributed on [6.52, 12.5] s, thereby allowing the network to stabilize
before discovery is attempted.
4.5 Performance Metric and Parameter Characterization
In Chapter V, the interference posed by an inquiring device to a piconet trans-
mitting single-slot packets is characterized via analytical and simulation models.
Additionally, the models are extended to include multiple inquiring nodes.
In Chapter VI, the PER and goodput for multiple piconets is characterized via
analytical and simulation models.
In Chapter VIII, the time for an inquiring device to find an arbitrary device in
the inquiry scan substate is characterized via analytical and simulation models. The
inquiry scan from v1.1 of the specification, as well as the standard and interlaced
inquiry scans from v1.2 of the specification are included. The impact of multiple
inquiring devices on inquiry time is also characterized as well as the impact of a
collision avoidance method for inquiring devices attached to a pico- or scatternet.
Since the inquiry time models match most, but not all available measures
of inquiry time data, the variation is explained in Chapter IX. A specification-
compatible simplification to the inquiry substate is presented and fully characterized
via analytical and simulation models.
4.6 Performance Metric Improvements
A collision avoidance method designed to prevent collisions between single- and
multi-slot packets is presented in Chapter VII and compared to a proposed collision
avoidance method for single-slot packets.
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In Chapter IX, an improvement to the inquiry substate is characterized. Al-
though not advertised by the device manufacturers, the improvement was imple-
mented in tested devices. The change simplifies the inquiry substate implementation
and decreases the inquiry time.
4.7 Outreach Method Proposals and Evaluation
Outreach methods mentioned in Section 4.4.3 are evaluated in Chapter X. The
candidate methods are reduced to three based upon the results of the performance
metrics characterization. The performance metrics of interest of three proposed
outreach methods are compared via simulation models.
4.8 Summary
The objectives and methodology used in this research were presented in this
chapter. Section 4.1 listed the research thesis and objectives. System boundaries
and assumptions were presented in Section 4.2. The performance metrics used in
evaluating the Outreach methods were discussed in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 con-
tained descriptions of the system parameters used in the research. A description of
the analytically characterized performance metrics was presented in Section 4.5. Sec-
tion 4.6 listed the methods for improving metric performance which are presented in
this research. Finally, Section 4.7 described the method for reducing and evaluating
the proposed outreach methods.
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V. Inquiry Substate Interference
The key to successfully establishing and maintaining a BT scatternet is the
inquiry procedure that discovers BT devices within range. While a piconet master
in the scatternet is in the inquiry substate, other piconets may experience interference
from concentrated transmissions in the inquiry frequency partition. Likewise, if each
piconet master delegates its inquiry process to one or more slave nodes, all the
piconets may experience significant interference. Further interference can be caused
by nodes arriving in the vicinity entering the inquiry substate in an attempt to join
a pico- or scatternet.
In this chapter, an analytical model characterizing the interference between a
piconet and a single inquiring node is derived. The model is subsequently extended to
determine the interference of m inquiring devices. Analysis shows a single inquiring
node is expected to disrupt 1.3% of the packets in a neighboring piconet using single-
slot packets with interference approaching 73% as the number of inquiring nodes
increases. Likewise, the probability of disruption increases for multi-slot packets as
the packets are vulnerable to twice and three times as many inquiry packets.
5.1 Inquiry Interference Probability
The alignment of time slots between a piconet and an inquiring device is signifi-
cant; it determines the packet’s vulnerability to interference. If a piconet master and
inquiring device both begin their even time slots at the same instant, the inquiring
device will transmit two packets which have a possibility of directly interfering with
the piconet’s Master packet. On the other hand, it is not possible for the piconet’s
Slave packet to be directly disrupted since the inquiring device listens for a response
from devices in the inquiry scan substate while the piconet transmits its Slave packet.
Likewise, if the piconet’s even slots begin at the same instant as the inquiring devices
odd slots, only the piconet’s Slave packets are vulnerable to interference. Since BT
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device clocks are permitted very little drift, the temporal relationship between the
piconet and the inquiring device is essentially constant. The offset of the beginning
of an inquiring device’s even slots from the piconet’s even slots, ∆, is distributed uni-
formly between 0 and 1250 µs. Thus, the expected vulnerability of the packets can
be determined. However, the relationship of ∆ to F1 and F2, the frequencies from
the Upper and Lower Ranges in the inquiry frequency partition (See Section 2.2.3),
is also important. Consider an inquiring device whose even packets are offset by 200
µs (i.e., ∆ = 200 µs) as shown in Figure 5.1a. The Master packet is only vulnerable
to interference if the MSI overlaps the Lower Range since it can only be affected by
the packet transmitted on F1. Even if the MSI overlaps the Upper Range, inquiry
packets at those frequencies will only be transmitted while the piconet devices are
re-tuning their oscillators. In contrast, when ∆ = 257 µs as shown in Figure 5.1b,
both the Master and Slave packets are vulnerable to interference. If the SSI overlaps
the Upper Range, the Slave packet can be affected by the inquiry packet transmitted
on F2.
AC
Payload
Master packetPH
Slave packet
t, s
IP
t, s
Oscillator
Re-tune IP
F1
Piconet
Inquiring node
F2
Oscillator
Re-tune
Oscillator
Re-tune
Oscillator
Re-tune
200 µs
IP
IP = Inquiry Packet t, s
Oscillator
Re-tune IP
F1
Inquiring node
F2
Oscillator
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Re-tune
257 µs
a)
b)
AC PH
Figure 5.1: Alignment between piconet and inquiring node where a) Master packet
is vulnerable only to the packet from the Lower Range (with a frequency F1) and b)
both Master and Slave are vulnerable to disruption.
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The vulnerability of packets to interference as a function of the inquiry de-
vice offset, ∆, is indicated in Table 5.1 using I∆,Intersection, where the Intersection
values {ML,MU,SL,SU} indicate whether a Master (M) or Slave (S) piconet packet
can be affected by an inquiry packet from the Lower (L) or Upper (U) Range. For
example, if I∆,ML = 1, the Master packet is disrupted if it simultaneously trans-
mits on the same frequency used by the inquiring device in the Lower Range. Con-
versely, if I∆,ML = 0, the Master packet is not disrupted even when it simultaneously
transmits on the same frequency used by the inquiring device in the Lower Range.
The expected number of bits in the payload and the number of bits in the Access
Code/Payload Header which must be affected to consider the packet disrupted are
denoted by x and y, respectively. The number of bits, x and y, are not constant
due to different error correction in single-slot packet types. Generally, y ∼= 12 due
to the Hamming distance of 14 provided by the error correction in the Access Code
and constructive/destructive interference [Blu03] [Skl01]. A Hamming distance of
14 allows for error correction of up to 6 bits. However, it is assumed that in half
of the cases, the overlap of bits will cause constructive interference and not impact
reception of the correct bit. Therefore, 12 bits must be overlapped for the packet to
be disrupted. There are cases where the overlap of only 7 bits will cause the packet
to be disrupted. Likewise, if the inquiring device is not fully within the range of
the piconet, the interference may not be significant enough to disrupt all conflicting,
overlapping bits.
When x = 1, y = 12, and ∆ = 200µs as in Figure 5.1a, I200,ML = 1 (from the
second row in Table 5.1) indicates the Master packet is vulnerable to collision from an
inquiry packet transmitted from the Lower Range at F1. All other entries in this row
are zero, indicating that the Master packet is not vulnerable to a packet at F2 and
the Slave packet is not vulnerable to interference by the inquiring device. Likewise
in Figure 5.1b, I257,ML = 1 and I257,SU = 1 while I257,MU = 0 and I257,SL = 0. Table
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Table 5.1: Piconet packet vulnerability.
 
(µs) I  ,ML I  ,MU I  ,SL I  ,SU
0 to (54-x ) 1 1 0 0
(54-x ) to (245+y ) 1 0 0 0
(245+y ) to (366-x ) 1 0 0 1
(366-x ) to (557+y ) 0 0 0 1
(557+y ) to (679-x ) 0 0 1 1
(679-x ) to (870+y ) 0 0 1 0
(870+y ) to (991-x ) 0 1 1 0
(991-x ) to (1182+y ) 0 1 0 0
(1182+y ) to 1250 1 1 0 0
M = Master Packet U = Upper Range
       S = Slave Packet L = Lower Range
x  = number of bits interfering with Payload to
  cause an error
y  = number of bits interfering with Header to
   cause an error error
5.1 contains the indicator values for I∆,ML, I∆,MU , I∆,SL, and I∆,SU for all possible
values of ∆.
If ∆ is unknown, E[I∆,Intersection] can be used and is calculated by averag-
ing I∆,Intersection across all possible values of ∆. For example, if x = 1, y = 12,
E[I∆,Intersection] = 0.337 for Intersection ∈ {ML,MU, SL, SU}. This is obtained
by dividing the range of values of ∆ which cause I∆,Intersection to equal 1 by the range
of ∆ (i.e., 421/1250).
Even if a Slave packet is not vulnerable to direct disruption, a Slave packet
can be indirectly lost if the preceding Master packet’s AC or PH is disrupted. A
slave device cannot determine it has been addressed and thus will not respond to
the master. Likewise, if a Slave packet’s AC or PH is disrupted, the master will
not recognize the response from the slave and will likely retransmit at the next
opportunity. Thus, a Master packet can also be lost indirectly. Since the impact of
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indirect interference is also significant, the vulnerability of the AC and PH is shown
in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Piconet packet header vulnerability.
 
(µs) I  ,MHL I  ,MHU I  ,SHL I  ,SHU
0 to (126-y ) 1 0 0 0
(126-y ) to (245+y ) 0 0 0 0
(245+y ) to (439-y ) 0 0 0 1
(439-y ) to (557+y ) 0 0 0 0
(557+y ) to (751-y ) 0 0 1 0
(751-y ) to (870+y ) 0 0 0 0
(870+y ) to (1064-y ) 0 1 0 0
(1064-y ) to (1182+y ) 0 0 0 0
(1182+y ) to 1250 1 0 0 0
       MH = Master Packet Header U = Upper Range
       SH   = Slave Packet Header L = Lower Range
y  = number of bits interfering with Header to
   cause an error
The probability of interference changes as the MSI/SSI shifts and change its
intersection with the Lower and Upper Ranges. The first frequency in the MSI
determines the probability of interference. The position of the MSI/SSI is periodic,
repeating every 3.16 seconds (i.e., 79·40ms) and can be calculated relative to a known
reference point since it shifts by 16 frequencies modulo 16 every 40 ms. Thus, the
first frequency in the MSI, β(n), is
β(n) = (16n)mod 79 (5.1)
where n is the number of times the MSI/SSI has shifted since the first frequency in
the MSI was zero.
Let Mβ(n),L and Sβ(n),L be the number of frequencies in the MSI and SSI that
overlap the Lower Range at MSI shift n. Likewise, Mβ(n),U and Sβ(n),U are the
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number of frequencies in the MSI and SSI that overlap the Upper Range at MSI
shift n, respectively, then
Mβ(n),L =



n− 21 22 ≤ β(n) ≤ 36
16 37 ≤ β(n) ≤ 53
69− n 54 ≤ β(n) ≤ 68
0 otherwise
, (5.2)
Mβ(n),U =



6− n 0 ≤ β(n) ≤ 5
n− 37 38 ≤ β(n) ≤ 52
16 53 ≤ β(n) ≤ 69
85− n 70 ≤ β(n) ≤ 78
0 otherwise
, (5.3)
Sβ(n),L = M(β(n)+32)mod 79,L, (5.4)
and
Sβ(n),U = M(β(n)+32)mod 79),U . (5.5)
5.1.1 Direct Interference Probability
Assuming the MSI overlaps the Lower Range by Mβ(n),L frequencies and the
Master packet is vulnerable to interference by the Lower Range (I∆,ML = 1), the
probability of a Master packet being transmitted on a frequency in the Lower Range
is Mβ(n),L/32 since any frequency in the MSI generally has a 1/32 chance of being
used. There are dependencies between frequencies of Master packets since frequencies
in a MSI are used only once but these dependencies are assumed to be insignificant.
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If a frequency in the Lower Range is used by the Master Packet, the probability that
the frequency is in the train being used by the inquiring device is 1/2 since only 8
of the 16 frequencies in the Lower Range are in the train. Finally, if the frequency
is in the train, there is still only a 1/8 chance of interference since any of the eight
frequencies in the train in the Lower Range can be selected. A similar analysis
applies to the Upper Range as well. Thus, the probability of a Master packet being
directly (D) disrupted by an inquiry packet is
P
(
XM,D(n,∆)
)
= I∆,ML
Mβ(n),L
512
+ I∆,MU
Mβ(n),U
512
(5.6)
where XM,D(n,∆) is the event the Master packet was directly disrupted in the nth
MSI/SSI after the MSI began at zero (t = 0) by a inquiry packet from a node whose
even time slots begin ∆ µs after the piconet’s. Note the event that a packet is
disrupted by the inquiry packet transmitted in in the Upper and Lower Range are
mutually exclusive. Assuming ∆ is not known but uniformly distributed, E[I∆,ML]
can be used instead of I∆,ML for a specific piconet/inquiring device pair. It was
determined earlier that E[I∆,Intersection] was 0.337 for Intersection ∈ {ML,MU},
and Mβ(n),L and Mβ(n),U are added to form Mβ(n). Thus, the probability a packet is
vulnerable is
P
(
E[XM,D(n)]
)
=
0.337
512
Mβ(n). (5.7)
The probability of Master packet disruption is periodic and a complete period (t =
3.16 s) is shown in Figure 5.2a for n =
⌊
t
40ms
⌋
and an unknown ∆.
The above analysis can be applied to the Slave packet with the probability a
slave packet is directly disrupted being
P
(
XS,D(n,∆)
)
= I∆,SL
Sβ(n),L
512
+ I∆,SU
Sβ(n),U
512
(5.8)
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Figure 5.2: Probability of direct interference versus time of a) a Master packet b)
a Slave packet c) Master or Slave packet where n =
⌊
t
40ms
⌋
.
when ∆ is known and
P
(
E[XS,D(n)]
)
=
0.337
512
Sβ(n) (5.9)
when ∆ is unknown. One period of the probability of direct Slave packet disruption
with an unknown ∆ is shown in Figure 5.2b.
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During the 40 ms a MSI/SSI is used, half of the packets transmitted are Master
packets and half are Slave. Thus, the overall probability of a packet from a piconet
being directly disrupted is
P
(
XD(n)
)
=
P
(
XM,D(n)
)
+ P
(
XS,D(n)
)
2
(5.10)
and is shown in Figure 5.2c.
5.1.2 Indirect Interference Probability
The expression for the probability of packets being lost due to indirect inter-
ference, D̄, is similar. The vulnerabilities differ and indirect disruption of a packet is
caused by direct disruption to the opposite type packet. That is, the probability of
a Master packet being indirectly lost is dependent on the vulnerability of the Slave
packet’s AC/PH. If the Slave packet cannot be disrupted, no Master packets can
be indirectly lost. Therefore, the probability that an inquiry packet will indirectly
interfere with a Master packet using the same notation as before is
P
(
XM,D̄(n,∆)
)
= I∆,SHL
Sβ(n),L
512
+ I∆,SHU
Sβ(n),U
512
. (5.11)
Note that Sβ(n),L and Sβ(n),U are the same as in the direct interference case.
Likewise, the analysis when ∆ is unknown is similar to the previous cases. The
expected vulnerability, E[I∆,Intersection], is 0.136 for Intersection ∈ {MHL,MHU,
SHL, SHU} when x = 1 and y = 12. Therefore, the probability a slave packet is
indirectly disrupted due to header disruption is
P
(
XM,D̄(n)
)
=
0.136
512
Sβ(n). (5.12)
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5.1.3 Total Interference Probability
The probability that a Master packet is disrupted is the combination of the
interference due to direct and indirect interference. If the packet is not transmitted
due to indirect interference, it cannot be directly disrupted. Therefore, the total
probability of the Master packet in the nth MSI/SSI being lost due to an inquiry
packet is
P
(
XM(n)
)
= P
(
XM,D(n)
)(
1− P
(
XM,D̄(n)
))
+ P
(
XM,D̄(n)
)
. (5.13)
Similarly for a Slave packet,
P
(
XS(n)
)
= P
(
XS,D(n)
)(
1− P
(
XS,D̄(n)
))
+ P
(
XS,D̄(n)
)
. (5.14)
Again, since there is equal likelihood of a packet being Master or Slave, the
probability of a piconet packet being disrupted by an inquiring device is
P
(
X(n)
)
=
P
(
XM(n)
)
+ P
(
XS(n)
)
2
. (5.15)
One period of interference probability, P (X(n)), is shown in Figure 5.3.
This result is compared to a simulation study using 1500 piconet/inquirer pairs
with random clock, address, and alignment values. Each piconet generated packets
for all slots (both master and slave) as the MSI cycles through all 79 possibilities.
Collision with packets from the inquiring device were recorded. The analytical result
fell within the 95% confidence interval for all values shown in Figure 5.3.
The interference for a specific piconet/inquiring node pair where ∆ is known
can be derived in a similar fashion using
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Figure 5.3: Pattern of direct or indirect interference probability against any packet.
P
(
X(n,∆)
)
=
1
2
(
P
(
XS,D̄(n,∆)
)
+ P
(
XS,D(n,∆)
)(
1− P
(
XS,D̄(n,∆)
))
+
P
(
XM,D̄(n,∆)
)
+ P
(
XM,D(n,∆)
)(
1− P
(
XM,D̄(n,∆)
)))
(5.16)
instead of (5.15).
5.2 Multiple Inquiry Nodes
In a scatternet, there may be more than one node in the inquiry substate
at a time, depending on the outreach method. In what follows, the probability of
interference is extended to account for this.
5.2.1 Direct Interference Probability with m Inquiry Nodes
The probability a Master packet is disrupted in the nth MSI/SSI by any of m
inquiry devices is
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P
(
XmM,D(n)
)
=
(
P
(
L(M,n)
) m∑
i=1
P
(
V (M,L,m) = i
)
+ P
(
U(M,n)
) m∑
i=1
P
(
V (M,U,m) = i
))
×
i∑
j=0
P
(
T (i) = j
)
P
(
XmM,D(n)|T (i) = j
)
(5.17)
where
L(M,n) is the event the Master packet is transmitted on a frequency in the
Lower Range in the nth MSI/SSI,
U(M,n) is the event the Master packet is transmitted on a frequency in the
Upper Range in the nth MSI/SSI,
V (L,m) is the random number of m inquiry nodes to which the Master packet
is vulnerable in the Lower Range,
V (U,m) is the random number of m inquiry nodes to which the Master packets
are vulnerable in the Upper Range, and
T (i) is the random number of i inquiry nodes using the train containing
the frequency used by the piconet packet assuming the piconet uses a
frequency in the Upper or Lower Range.
Since each frequency in an MSI is equally likely to be used at a given time,
P
(
L(M,n)
)
=
Mβ(n),L
32
(5.18)
and
P
(
U(M,n)
)
=
Mβ(n),U
32
. (5.19)
If ∆ for each inquiring node is known, P
(
V (M,L,m) = i
)
and P
(
V (M,U,m) =
i
)
can be computed directly. For example, when m = 5 and the inquiring nodes
have ∆s of 200, 300, 600, 900, and 1200 µs,
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P
(
V (M,L,m) = i
)
=



1 i = 3
0 i ∈ {1, 2, 4, 5}
(5.20)
and
P
(
V (M,U,m) = i
)
=



1 i = 2
0 i ∈ {1, 3, 4, 5}
(5.21)
using Table 5.1. If the ∆s are unknown, E[I∆,Intersection] is used giving
P
(
V (M,L,m) = i
)
= P
(
V (M,U,m) = i
)
=
(
m
i
)
0.337i0.337m−i (5.22)
for x = 1 and y = 12.
The probability that j of i inquiring nodes are using the train which contains
the frequency used by the piconet’s packet is
P
(
T (i) = j
)
=
(
i
j
)
0.5j0.5i−j. (5.23)
Finally, the probability at least one of the inquiring nodes use the frequency of
the piconet packet, assuming the piconet packet is vulnerable and in the same train
and Range, is
P
(
XmM,D(n)|T (i) = j
)
= 1−
(
7
8
)j
. (5.24)
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5.2.2 Indirect Interference Probability with m Inquiry Nodes
The probability a Master packet is indirectly disrupted in the nth MSI/SSI is
P
(
Xm
M,D
(n)
)
=
(
P
(
M,LH(n)
) m∑
i=1
P
(
V (M,LH,m) = i
)
+
P
(
M,UH(n)
) m∑
i=1
P
(
V (M,UH,m) = i
))
×
i∑
j=0
P
(
T (i) = j
)
P
(
XmM,D(n)|T (i) = j
)
(5.25)
where
LH(M,n) is the event the preceding Slave packet was transmitted on a fre-
quency in the Lower Range in the nth MSI/SSI,
UH(M,n) is the event the preceding Slave packet was transmitted on a fre-
quency in the Upper Range in the nth MSI/SSI,
V (M,LH,m) is the random number of m inquiry nodes to which the preceding
Slave packet was vulnerable in the Lower Range, and
V (M,UH,m)is the random number of m inquiry nodes to which the preceding
Slave packet was vulnerable in the Upper Range.
As before, indirect interference is a result of the Header of the preceding packet
being disrupted, giving
P
(
LH(M,n)
)
=
Sβ(n),L
32
(5.26)
and
P
(
UH(M,n)
)
=
Sβ(n),U
32
. (5.27)
Likewise P
(
V (MH,L,m) = i
)
and P
(
V (MH,U,m) = i
)
can be computed
directly using Table 5.2 or the Expected Vulnerability using the data for the Slave
packet.
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5.2.3 Total Interference Probability with m Inquiry Nodes
As in (5.13), the probability that one or more of m inquiring devices will disrupt
a Master packet is
P (XmM(n)) =P (X
m
M,D(n))(1− P (XmM,D̄(n))) + P (XmM,D̄(n)). (5.28)
Applying the same approach used to derive P
(
XmS (n)
)
, the overall probability of
interference on a packet is
P (Xm(n)) =
P (XmM(n)) + P (X
m
S (n))
2
. (5.29)
The resulting probability of interference for m = 5 and m =∞ are shown in Figures
5.4a and 5.4b, respectively. Note that the probability of interference has a bipolar
distribution. For example, when m = 5 the probability of interference is above 0.073
44% of the time even though the mean probability of interference is only 0.06.
A simulation study was run with 2, 3, 4 and 5 inquiring devices for verification
and again, the derived probability of interference fell within the 95% confidence
interval of the simulated result in all cases.
5.3 Expected Interference
When the cyclic probability pattern is averaged over the possible MSI’s (i.e.,
0 ≥ n ≤ 78), the expected interference for a single inquiring node is 0.013. However,
this quickly rises to significant levels as the number of inquiring nodes increases as
shown in Figure 5.5. Including both direct and indirect interference, it approaches
0.73 since packets transmitted in the Upper or Lower Range are always disrupted
and indirectly cause the next packet to be lost. For example, every Master packet
transmitted in the Upper/Lower Range has its Header disrupted which indirectly
disrupts the subsequent Slave packet, regardless of the Slave frequency’s relation to
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Figure 5.4: Pattern of interference probability with a) five inquiring nodes b) an
infinite number of interfering nodes.
the Upper/Lower Ranges. If only direct interference is considered, the probability
approaches 0.41. The data for the expected interference rate for 1 ≤ m ≤ 10 are
shown in Table 5.3.
5.4 Summary
Although often considered insignificant, we have demonstrated that, in fact,
the probability of packet disruption from inquiring nodes is significant. All nodes
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within range will be affected by the inquiring node, with the pattern of interference
repeating every 3.16 seconds. With five inquiry nodes, the probability of packet
disruption a neighboring piconets suffers exceeds 7.3% approximately half of the
time. Thus, the maintenance and growth of scatternets in a Bluetooth network
must be well regulated to avoid such interference.
In previously proposed models where nodes continually alternate between the
inquiry and inquiry scan substates, it is clear the probability of packet disruption
from inquiring nodes is significant. To properly address a resolution to the interfer-
ence, the interference rate between piconets in the connection state is characterized
in Chapter VI.
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Table 5.3: Probability of interference for unknown ∆.
Inquiring nodes, Direct and Indirect Direct Effects 
 m Effects Only
1 0.013 0.009
2 0.025 0.017
3 0.037 0.026
4 0.049 0.034
5 0.060 0.042
6 0.072 0.050
7 0.083 0.058
8 0.094 0.065
9 0.105 0.072
10 0.116 0.080
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VI. Packet Error Rate (PER)
As BT devices become more common, the probability of piconets sharing the trans-
mission space increases. Since piconets typically share the same spectrum, packets
from piconets may share the same channel, or collide, and prevent successful packet
reception. Similarly, piconets sometimes form scatternets where the piconets are
within transmission range by design. Thus, the PER due to collisions is charac-
terized to determine the necessity of collision avoidance techniques in scatternet
organization and design. Additionally, adaptive frequency hopping was added in the
BT standard v1.2 which allows devices to exclude certain frequencies. Establishing
the PER between piconets enables educated decisions for piconets placement in the
BT spectrum.
6.1 Packet Error Rate Characterization
A collision occurs when two piconets transmit packets on the same frequency
with temporal overlap sufficient to cause the packet to be disrupted, or received
with uncorrectable errors. It has been shown the probability of packet collision can
range from 0 to 1/32 for a pair of neighboring piconets assuming the frequency
selection within the respective MSI/SSI is uniformly distributed and the MSI/SSIs
in the two piconets shift simultaneously [PBK03]. However, frequency selection
is not uniform within the MSI/SSI and the probability of packet collision can be
even greater. The PER depends on the relationship between MSI/SSIs, the time at
which MSI/SSIs change, the frequency selection pattern within the MSI/SSI, and
the temporal alignment of packets. To determine the actual probability of packet
collisions, these relationships are defined.
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6.1.1 MSI/SSI Relationship
The relationship between the MSI/SSIs of piconets is a significant factor in the
probability of error [PBK03]. For example, if the MSI/SSIs have complete spectral
overlap as shown in Figure 6.1, the probability of master packets using the same
channel is unconditionally 1/32. If the master packets are temporally aligned (cf.
Section 6.1.4) and the piconet masters share a channel, a collision will result. Since
the slave packets will also overlap temporally and the SSIs are also spectrally aligned
as in Figure 6.1, the expected slave PER is also 1/32. Now consider a different
scenario where the MSI/SSIs of two piconets are spectrally aligned as in Figure 6.1
but have a temporal alignment such that the master packet of one piconet only
overlaps the slave packet of the other (cf. Section 6.1.4). In this case, the PER for
master and slave is zero since the master and slave devices alternate between sending
packets and thus will never share a transmission frequency with the other piconet.
That is, the MSI and SSI are mutually exclusive and the master packet transmits
on a frequency from the MSI while the slave transmits on a frequency from the SSI.
The spectral relationship between the MSI/SSIs of Piconets i and j, Ni,j, is
the number of frequency slots j’s MSI is offset to the right from i’s MSI during the
transmission of j’s first master packet during i’s MSI cycle. Figure 6.2 shows the
spectral offset of Piconets 1 and 2, N1,2. Piconet 1 begins a new MSI cycle at t1 as
its MSI/SSI shifts from beginning at frequency 63 to begin at frequency 0 in MSTS
0 of the new cycle. Piconet 2’s MSI begins with frequency 19 at t2, thus N1,2 = 19
since mod(19 − 0, 79) = 19. Note that N1,2 is based on the spectral beginning of
Piconet 2’s MSI used by the first master packet after t1 (i.e., frequency 19) rather
than the beginning of Piconet 2’s MSI at t1 (i.e., frequency 3). In Figure 6.3 however,
N1,3 = 3 since Piconet 3’s MSI begins at frequency 3 for the master packet sent in
the MSTS following t1 (MSTS 31). Since Ni,j is determined during the first MSTS
in a piconet’s MSI cycle, both N2,1 and N3,1 equal 60. In Figure 6.2, Piconet 1’s MSI
begins at frequency 0 at t3 in the first MSTS of Piconet 2’s MSI cycle that begins at
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t2 with frequency 19 and mod(0− 19, 79) = 60. Likewise, in Figure 6.3, Piconet 1’s
MSI begins at frequency 0 at t5 when Piconet 3 begins a MSI cycle using frequency
19 at t4. Since piconets retain their clock phase, temporal alignment, including when
the MSI/SSIs shift every 32 MSTSs (40 ms), Ni,j is constant over time.
0 1 787273
MSISSI
2526 4041
SSI
Piconet 1
Piconet 2
… … ……
MSISSI SSI
Figure 6.1: Aligned MSI/SSIs.
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Figure 6.2: Determining the MSI/SSI spectral relationship, Ni,j.
6.1.2 MSI/SSI Relative Change
The MSI/SSI’s for different piconets shift every 32 MSTSs, or 40 ms, but do
not necessarily shift at the same time. The PER is also a function of when this
shift occurs. For example, if the MSI/SSIs are spectrally aligned as in Figure 6.1
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Figure 6.3: Determining the MSI/SSI relationship: Ni,j and ni,j.
and yet remain aligned for 30 MSTSs before one of the MSIs shift, the PER will
be different than when one of the MSIs shift after only being spectrally aligned for
one MSTS. This relationship is denoted ni,j, the number of MSTSs that occur in
Piconet i before Piconet j begins a new MSI cycle. In Figure 6.4, n1,2 = 0 since t2
(the beginning of a new MSI cycle for Piconet 2) lies in the first MSTS after Piconet
1 begins a MSI cycle at t1. Likewise, Piconet 1 begins a new MSI cycle in the MSTS
just before t2, which is 31 MSTSs after the previous cycle began, so n2,1 = 31. In
Figure 6.3, t4 (the beginning of a new MSI cycle for Piconet 3) lies in the second
MSTS of Piconet 1’s MSI cycle that begins at t1, giving n1,3 = 1. On the other hand,
Piconet 1 doesn’t begin a new cycle until after 30 of Piconet 3’s MSTSs in a MSI
cycle, therefore n3,1 = 30.
6.1.3 Placement within the MSI/SSI
A third factor in determining the PER between piconets is the pseudo-random
choice of frequencies within the MSI and SSI. Recall that each of the 32 frequencies in
the MSI/SSI is selected exactly once during an MSI cycle. By assuming the frequen-
cies within the MSI or SSI are uniformly and independently chosen, the probability of
any of the 32 frequencies being chosen is 1/32. However, the placements, or spectral
offsets, within the MSI and SSI are neither uniformly distributed nor independent.
The Frequency Hop Selection Kernel (FHSK) consists of three stages pertinent to
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Figure 6.4: Determining the MSI/SSI temporal relationship ni,j.
this analysis and are shown in Figure 6.5. The only inputs which changes during the
32 MSTSs in a MSI cycle is the 5-bit X value which counts from 0 to 31, changing
every MSTS (i.e., 1250 µs), and Y 1/Y 2 which change the placement for the slave
packet and shift it into the SSI. A phase shift of A is introduced to the X sequence
in the first block. This phase shift increases by one every 11 seconds. The second
block reorders the X sequence to one of 16 possible sequences. The new pattern,
which we call Z, is created by a bitwise XOR between the four lower bits of X (i.e.,
X0 − X3) and the corresponding address bits in B (i.e., A19-A22). Thus, since the
address used in the FHSK remains constant, the Z pattern remains constant for each
piconet. Some of the 16 possible Z patterns remain very similar to X, including X
itself when B = 0. Note that since only the lower four bits are inverted, the first
16 values in sequence Z are always between 0 and 15 while the final 16 are always
greater than 15. With the one-to-one relation between sequences, the phase shift in
X causes an identical phase shift in Z.
Finally, the Perm5 stage is a butterfly permutation that shuffles the order of
the bits in Z without changing the number of ‘1’s and ’0’s. The pattern of shuffling
changes with every MSI cycle. The placement within the MSI is the result of the
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Figure 6.5: Portions of the Frequency Hop Selection Kernel [Blu03].
Perm5 operation. The difference between the placement within the MSI and SSI is
due to inversion of the C input to the Perm5 operation during the odd (slave) time
slots. Therefore, the ZAB(X) input to the Perm5 operation and placements within
the MSI and SSI always have the the same number of set, or ‘1’, bits.
For example, the placements with the MSI and SSI are contained in the set {1,
2, 4, 8, 16} if the input into the Perm5 operation, ZAB(X) = 1. Likewise, if ZAB(X) =
0, both the MSI and SSI placement must be zero. When X = 0, A = 7, and B = 9,
the first input into the Perm5 operator, Z79(0) is 14 (00111b ⊕ 01001b = 01110b).
Thus, the placement within the MSI for the first packet has three set bits and the
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possible placement selections from the set {7, 11, 13, 14, 19, 21, 22, 25, 26, 28} are
all equally likely. The placement within the SSI will also have three set bits in this
case. However, due to a peculiarity in the Perm5 operator, the placement within the
SSI cannot be the same as the MSI placement if the placement has two or three set
bits.
Since the first 16 values in Z are less than 16 and are less likely to have many
set bits in that portion of the sequence, the number of set bits and, therefore, the
placements are not uniformly distributed. Thus, ZAB for the two piconets, denoted
ZAiBi and Z
Aj
Bj , are significant when determining the probability that two piconets share
a frequency. Consider the case where N12 = 47, n1,2 = 1, A1 = 7, and A2 = 12. For
simplicity, we assume Piconet 1’s MSI begins at frequency zero, placing Piconet 2’s
MSI at frequency 47 for the first MSTS. Also, we assume B1 = B2 = 0, which sets
Z to equal X in both piconets. The frequencies that can be used by each piconet for
the first four MSTS’s in Piconet 1’s MSI cycle are shown in Figure 6.6. Note that,
Z does not correspond directly to X since each piconet has a different phase shift,
A.
In the first MSTS in its MSI cycle, Piconet 1’s MSI includes frequencies 0 to
31 while Piconet 2’s MSI include frequencies 47 to 78. Since the MSI’s have no
overlap, it is impossible to share the same frequency. In the second MSTS, however,
Piconet 2’s MSI shifts by 16 frequencies as n1,2 = 1 and X
2 (i.e., the X value in
Piconet 2) scrolls back to zero. The possible placements within Piconet 1’s MSI all
have a single set bit since Z70(1) = 8, which has a single bit. Due to its phase shift
Z120 (0) = 12 and has two set bits. Note that Piconet 2 uses X
2 and Piconet 1 uses
X1. Thus, four of Piconet 1’s five possible MSI placements in that time slot (i.e.,
1, 2, 4, and 8) are on one of the ten frequencies that may be used by the other
piconet, (i.e., frequencies 1, 2, 4 or 8). The bold frequency blocks are those which
may be shared by the two piconets. Each of Piconet 1’s five placements have a 0.2
probability of being used. For four of the five, the probability that Piconet 2 uses
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Figure 6.6: Impact of placement within the MSI on likelihood of sharing a channel
when N1,2 = 24, n1,2 = 1, A1 = 7, A2 = 12, and B1 = B2 = 0.
the same frequency is 0.1. Thus, when X1 = 1, the probability of the master packets
sharing a frequency in the master slot is 4 × 0.2 × 0.1 = 0.08. When X1 = 2, six
of the possible placements can be used by both piconets, making the probability of
such an occurrence 6× 0.1× 0.1 = 0.06. With this set of relational parameters (i.e.,
N1,2 = 24, n1,2 = 1, A1 = 7, A2 = 12, and B1 = B2 = 0), the probability that
the piconets share frequencies is nonzero for 16 of the 32 X values in the MSI cycle.
Since each X value is equally likely in a MSI cycle, the probability of master packets
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sharing a frequency 0.044 when the piconets have the relationship specified. The
expression for this probability can be found in Section 6.2.1.
The probability that the master packets share a frequency is sensitive to the
relationship between the piconets. For example, if n1,2, A1, or B2 were increased
by one slot, or A2 were decreased by one, the probability of master packets sharing
a frequency drops by 80% to 0.0088. If N1,2 was shifted by one frequency, the
probability drops to 0.016. Finally, if B1 were increased by one, the probability drops
to 0.0069. Thus, all parameters (i.e., ni,j, Ni,j, Ai, Bi, Aj, and Bj) are essential
to capturing the large variation between piconets with subtle relational differences.
Although the relationship between slave packets is similar, their collision properties
also depend on the interaction between master packet frequencies.
6.1.3.1 Master-Slave Frequency Dependence
The dependence between the placement of the master and slave frequencies
links the probability of both packets being disrupted by another piconet. When
MSI/SSIs are spectrally aligned as in Figure 6.1 (i.e., N1,2 = 0) and the first frequency
in the MSI is used (i.e., the placement is zero), master and slave packets are both
disrupted if the master packet is disrupted. Since the first frequency in the MSI is
used, the placement within the SSI is also zero. Since the master packet is disrupted
only when the placement within the MSI of both piconets is zero, the placement
in both piconets’ SSI must also be zero. That is, since the MSI/SSIs are spectrally
aligned, neither the master nor the slave packets can collide if one piconet uses a MSI
placement of 0 and the other does not. Similarly, if the master packet is disrupted
with a MSI placement of 1, the probability of the slave packet also being disrupted
is 0.2 . Since the placement within the MSI is 1 in both MSIs, the placement
in the SSIs is chosen from the set {1, 2, 4, 8, 16} for each piconet. Each of these
placements are equally likely in each piconet. Therefore, the probability of a collision
is 5× (0.2)2 = 0.2.
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The more complex case of N1,2 = 24 is shown in Figure 6.7. Determining
the probability of slave packets sharing a frequency is more difficult when Piconet
2’s MSI is located 24 frequencies to the right of Piconet 1’s MSI. Piconet 1 using
frequency 30 corresponds to the placement of 30 within the MSI. Since 30 (11110b) is
a placement with four set bits, the possible SSI placements for Piconet 1 include all
five-bit numbers with four set bits, or {15, 23, 27, 29, 30}. Thus, the probability of
Piconet 1 transmitting the slave packet on frequencies 47, 55, 59, 61, or 62 is 0.2. On
the other hand, Piconet 2 has a MSI placement of 6 (00110b), which has two set bits.
Therefore, the possible SSI placements are {3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 17, 18, 20, 24}, making
the probability of Piconet 2’s slave packet being transmitted on frequency 59, 61, 65,
66, 68, 73, 74, 76 or 1 each 0.111. Note the placement within the SSI cannot be 6
since the placement within the MSI and SSI cannot be the same when the placement
contains two or three set bits. A placement of 3 maps to frequency 59 since the SSI
is 32 frequencies to the right of the MSI and N1,2 = 24. Thus, the probability of
both piconets transmitting on frequency 59 or 61 is 2 × 0.111 × 0.2 = 0.0444. If
the placement within the SSI were independent, the probability of using the same
frequency in the spectrally overlapped range of 56-63 would only be 0.04.
This difference is significant due to the polling nature of the Bluetooth protocol.
If the payload of the master packet in a piconet is disrupted, the slave still receives
the packet and responds with a packet and a NACK indicator to inform the master
that the payload needs to be re-sent. However, when the header of the master packet
is disrupted, the intended slave recipient will not recognize it has been addressed and
will not respond with a packet [Blu03]. Therefore, when a master packet header is
vulnerable to a master packet from another piconet, the probability that the slave
packet is disrupted by the subsequent slave packet is dependent on whether the
master packet’s header is disrupted.
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Figure 6.7: Effect of the master-slave frequency selection dependence on packet
disruption.
6.1.4 Temporal Packet Relationship
The final factor which determines PER between a pair of piconets is temporal
alignment between piconet packets. This relationship is defined as the difference
between the beginning of the master packet slot in Piconet i and the beginning of
the next master packet slot in Piconet j and is again denoted by ∆i,j. The value of
∆i,j can range from 0 to 1250 µs and is assumed to remain constant due to limited
drift in piconet clocks. Two piconets can have their time slots aligned such that a
packet from one piconet may be vulnerable to, or may collide with, both a master and
slave packet from the other piconet. The probability of this occurring for single-slot
packets is
P (H) = 2r − 1 (6.1)
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where r is the ratio of packet and slot duration [ElH01].
Assuming each single-slot packet contains a full payload so that r = 366/625,
there are eight significant intervals of ∆i,j which must be characterized for single-slot
PER analysis. Table 6.1 shows the intervals that ∆i,j can fall within and the packet
vulnerability for each interval. In the table, x is the number of bits that a packet
must overlap the payload of another packet for an error to occur. The value for
x varies according to the type of packet and the Forward Error Correction (FEC)
used. We assume the worst case and use x = 1. Since the BT standard specifies that
the AC and PH incorporate a error correction capability, a different number of bits
must overlap for the header (consisting of the AC and PH) to be disrupted. Let y
be the number of bits required to cause an error in the header. Note the temporal
alignment may be such that the beginning of a packet from one piconet temporally
overlaps the end of the payload of a packet from another piconet. If this occurs,
the errors in the header may be correctable while the payload of the other packet is
disrupted and uncorrectable. Since the PH uses 1/3 FEC, repeating the 8-bit PH
word 3 times, we assume y = 8.
In Figure 6.8, ∆1,2 = 240 µs since Piconet 2 begins it’s master packet 240 µs
after Piconet 1 begins it’s master packet, placing it in Interval 2 (T2). From Table 6.1,
M0 in the Master Payload (MP) column indicates that Piconet 1’s master packet’s
payloads are vulnerable to interference from a Piconet 2 master packet begun in
the same MSTS (M0). Piconet 1’s master packet payload will be disrupted if M0
is transmitted on the same frequency. Likewise, Piconet 1’s Slave packet’s Payloads
(SP) are vulnerable to interference from slave packets from Piconet 2’s that occur
in the same MSTS (S0) in which Piconet 1’s master packet begins. Conversely,
∆2,1 = 1010 µs since Piconet 1 begins it’s master slot 1010 µs after Piconet 2. As a
result, it is in T8. From Table 6.1, M−1 in the Master Header (MH) and MP columns
indicates that the master packet transmitted by Piconet 1 in Piconet 2’s previous
MSTS can disrupt Piconet 2’s master packet’s header and payload. Likewise, Piconet
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2’s slave packet’s headers and payloads can be disrupted by Piconet 1’s slave packet
begun in the previous MSTS.
Table 6.1: Piconet packet vulnerability.
Vulnerability of
Interval
 
(µs) MH MP SH SP
T1 0 to (126-y) M0 M0 S0 S0
T2 (127-y) to (258+y) - M0 - S0
T3 (259+y) to (366-x) S-1 M0 M0 S0
T4 (367-x) to 498+y S-1 S-1 M0 M0
T5 499+y to (751-y) S-1 S-1 M0 M0
T6 (752-y) to (883+y) - S-1 - M0
T7 (884+y) to (991-x) M-1 S-1 S-1 M0
T8 (992-x) to 1250 M-1 M-1 S-1 S-1
x = number of bits interfering with Payload to cause an error
y = number of bits interfering with Header to cause an error
MH = Master Header SH = Slave Header
MP = Master Packet SP = Slave Packet
M0 = MP of interfering piconet that began in same MSTS
S0 = Slave packet following M0
M-1 = MP of interfering piconet that began in previous MSTS
S-1 = Slave packet following M-1
The temporal offset between Piconet 1 and Piconet 3, ∆1,3, is 915 µs, placing
it in T7. From Table 6.1, M−1 in the MH column indicates that Piconet 1’s master
packet’s headers are vulnerable to interference from Piconet 3’s master packet that
is begun in the previous MSTS while S−1 in the MP column indicates the payload is
vulnerable to the slave following M−1. However, Piconet 1’s Slave packet’s Header
(SH) are also vulnerable to S−1 while it’s payload is vulnerable to M0. In contrast,
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Figure 6.8: Determining ∆i,j, the packets’ temporal relationship.
∆3,1 = 335 µs, placing it in T3. From Table 6.1, the Piconet 3’s MH is vulnerable to
S−1, its MP and SH are vulnerable to M0, and its SP is vulnerable to S0.
6.1.4.1 Interference Between Piconets with Multi-slot Packets
Even though the PER analysis is restricted to single slot packets, (6.1) is
generalized to multi-slot packet cases and different payload sizes between Piconets
i and j for future analysis. The expression for packet length is defined as the sum
of the number of time slots completely filled by the packet and the portion of the
packet filled in the last time slot. For example, if Piconet i fills 3.9 times slots during
a five-slot packet, the number of slots completely filled, Li,F , is 3 and the portion
of the last time slot filled, Li,P , is 0.9. Define Li,S as the number of slots reserved
for a packet. For a 5-slot packet, Li,S = 5. Letting H be the number of packets
from Piconet j that can overlap Piconet i’s packet, and define Ho as the minimum
number of packets that can overlap a packet from Piconet i then
Ho =



⌊
Li,F+Lj,F
Lj,S
⌋
Li,S > Lj,S
0 otherwise
(6.2)
for bxc indicating the largest integer not exceeding x.
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Letting LSUM = Li,F + Li,P + Lj,F + Lj,P and EU be the event that {LSUM >
Lj,S} ∩ {Li,P + Li,P ≥ 1}, the probability a packet from Piconet i is in danger of
disrupt by H of Piconet j’s packets is
P (H = Ho) = IEU
(
1 +Ho − LSUM
IS
)
, (6.3)
P (H = Ho + 1) = IEU
(
LSUM
IS
−Ho
)
+ IEU
(
2 +Ho − LSUM
IS
)
, (6.4)
and
P (H = Ho + 2) = IEU
(
LSUM
IS
− 1−Ho
)
. (6.5)
The indicator function, IEU , equals 1 when EU occurs and 0 otherwise. For example,
when both piconets use single slot packets and using the notation from [ElH01]
where r is the fraction of a slot used by the packet, Li,S = Lj,S = 1, Li,F = Lj,F = 0,
Li,P = Lj,P = r, and Ho = 0. Assuming r = 366/625, IEU = 1. This gives
P (H = 0) = 0, (6.6)
P (H = 1) = 2(1− r), and (6.7)
P (H = 2) = 2r − 1 (6.8)
which matches the result from [ElH01]. In a more complex example, let Piconet j use
three-slot packets with Lj,S = 3, Lj,F = 2, Lj,P = 0.2. Generally the higher layers
of the protocol will fill all packet payloads when possible, but the general expression
should not require this. Let Piconet i use a five slot packet with Li,S = 5, Li,F = 3,
Li,P = 0.9 which gives LSUM = 6.1 and Ho = 1. This produces
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P (H = 1) = 0, (6.9)
P (H = 2) =
2.9
3
, and (6.10)
P (H = 3) =
0.1
3
. (6.11)
The packet from Piconet i is overlapped by three of Piconet j’s packets in all tem-
poral alignments between the two positions in Figures 6.9 b and c. Therefore, three
packets only overlap in 0.1 time slots in the three time slots that the packet could
be temporally positioned. The remainder of the possible temporal alignments only
cause i’s packet to overlap two of j’s packets.
Piconet A packet – 3.9 Time slots
Piconet I packet
Piconet I packet
Piconet I packet
Piconet I packet
0.1Time slot
1Time slot
a)
b)
c)
time
time
time
2.2 Time slots
Figure 6.9: Overlap of packet with a) Li,S = 5, b)Lj,S = 3 and overlaps i’s packet
with two packets with just one bit at the end of the packet on the left, and c) with
just one bit at the beginning of the packet on the right.
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6.2 PER Distribution Derivation Necessities
Since the relational parameters ∆i,j, ni,j, Ni,j, Ai, Bi, Aj, and Bj between a
pair of piconets remains relatively constant, the PER can be explicitly determined
for a piconet pair. Note that the phase shifts, Ai and Aj, advance by one every 11
seconds. Therefore, when analyzing the PER between a specific pair of piconets, the
phase shifts should be considered. For this analysis, the phase shifts are assumed
to remain constant. With a random pairing of piconets, the relational parameters,
∆i,j, ni,j, Ni,j, Ai, Bi, Aj, and Bj are uniformly distributed on [0, 1250 µs], {0, 31},
{0, 78}, {0, 31}, {0, 15}, {0, 31}, and {0, 15} respectively. By assuming ∆i,j has
µs granularity, the number of possible PERs is finite since ni,j and N1,2 are integers.
Thus, a probability mass function (pmf) for the PER can be derived for an arbitrary
pair of piconets using single slot packets. Let Φ be the random variable representing
the PER for a random piconet pair. To derive the pmf for the PER, fΦ(φ), the
probability that piconets share the same frequency is now determined.
6.2.1 Frequency Sharing Rate
Assuming the placements within an MSI are uniformly distributed and ni,j = 0,
the expression for the probability that a master packet shares a frequency with the
packet of another piconet is
P (M |N θ) =



1
322
(32−N θ) 0 ≤ N θ < 32
1
322
(N θ − 47) 47 < NA ≤ 78
0 otherwise
(6.12)
where N θ = mod(Ni,j + 16θ, 79), and θ represents the shift by 16 frequencies of
the MSI/SSI interval the interfering packet is coming from. Recall that Ni,j is the
spectral alignment of the MSIs between two piconets. For example, if a master packet
from Piconet i is vulnerable to the master packet from a Piconet j, the probability
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that Piconet i’s master packet is disrupted is P (M |N0). If Piconet i’s master packet
is instead vulnerable to the slave packet, the probability that Piconet i’s master
packet is disrupted is P (M |N2) since the slave packet comes from the SSI that is 32
frequencies to the right (i.e., θ = 2) of the MSI.
Since placements are not uniformly distributed, this expression is the expected
value of the probability. The probability is dependent not only on Ni,j, but also Z
Ai
Bi,
ZAjBj and ni,j. For an accurate distribution of the PER, the expression is expanded
to include ni,j, Ai, Bi, Aj, and Bj. Due to the polling nature of the protocol,
the probability must be partitioned to include the probability of the slave frequency
being shared as well. Although it is possible to derive a complex expression for the
probability, it is more expedient to determine the probabilities by enumerating the
possible collisions. For simplicity of notation, α, will represent Ai, Bi, Aj, and Bj.
Likewise, N and n represent N1,2 and n1,2, respectively. The sequences Z
A1
B1 and Z
A2
B2
are represented by Z1 and Z2, respectively. Defining the arrays
S0 = [0]
S1 = [1, 2, 4, 8, 16]
S2 = [3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 17, 18, 20, 24]
S3 = [7, 11, 13, 14, 19, 21, 22, 25, 26, 28]
S4 = [15, 23, 27, 29, 30]
S5 = [31]
L = [1, 5, 10, 10, 5, 1]
LS = [1, 5, 9, 9, 5, 1]
and function
bv = number of set bits in scalar v,
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the probability a master packet shares its frequency with another piconet’s master
packet and the subsequent slave packet shares its frequency with the other piconet’s
slave packet is
P (M ∩ S|N θ, n, α) =
31∑
X=0
(L(bZ1(X))−1)∑
i=0
(L(bZ2(X−n))−1)∑
j=0
1
32L(bZ1(X))L(bZ2(X−n))
×
(L(bZ1(X))−1)∑
k=0
(L(bZ2(X−n))−1)∑
r=0
1
LS(bZ1(X))LS(bZ2(X−n))
× (6.13)
IFM1=FM2I(FM1 6=FS1)∪(LS(bZ1(X))6=9) ×
IFS1=FS2I(FM2 6=FS2)∪(LS(bZ2(X−n))6=9)
where
FM1 = SbZ1(X)(i),
FS1 = SbZ1(X)(k),
FM2 = mod
(
Sb
Z2
(
mod(X−n,32)
)(j) +N θ + 16IX≥n, 79
)
,
FS2 = mod
(
Sb
Z2
(
mod(X−n,32)
)(r) +N θ + 16IX≥n, 79
)
,
and Iz is the indicator function such that Iz = 1 when z is true and Iz = 0 otherwise.
To simplify notation, n is used in the expression where mod(n− 1, 32) + 1 should be
used. In other words, n should be set to 32 when n = 0. The summations include
all possible placements between two piconets for each X input to the FHSK.
This complex expression is most easily explained by applying it to a pair of
piconets such as those shown in Figure 6.6. Recall that, for that example, N1,2 = 47,
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n1,2 = 1, A1 = 7, A2 = 12, and B1 = B2 = 0. Assume master packets are only
vulnerable to master packets from the interfering piconet, so θ = 0. When X = 0,
ZA1B1(X) = Z
7
0(0) = 7. Since b7 = 3 and L(3) = 10, the integer i counts from zero
to nine and is used to count through the 10 possible placements within the first
piconet’s MSI when X = 0. Similarly, ZA2B2(X − n) = Z120 (−1). Note that if n > X,
mod(X − n, 32) must be used, giving Z120 (31) = 11. Therefore, b11 = 3 and L(3)=10
and the integer j, which counts through the possible placements within the second
piconet’s MSI, also counts between zero and nine.
The counters for the placements within the first and second piconets’ SSI (i.e.,
k and r) are identical to i and j. Even though there are only nine possible placements
within each SSI since the placements have three set bits, all ten possible placements
are checked and one which cannot be used (since it matches the MSI placement) is
removed by the indicator functions.
The probability of each set of placement pairs being used is 1/(10×10×9×9)
since each of the ten possible MSI placements and nine possible SSI placements
in each piconet are equally likely. This partial probability is added to P (M ∩
S|Nθ, n, α,X = 0) for each case the master packet frequencies and slave packet
frequencies match in a possible combination. For example, when i = j = k = r = 0,
placements within each of the intervals is seven. This equates to a master fre-
quency of FM1 = 7 in the first piconet. The master frequency of the second
piconet is FM2 = 54 since N0 = 47 and 16IX≥n = 0. Since both slave fre-
quencies are shifted by 32, the shift is ignored. Therefore, the slave frequencies,
FS1 and FS2, are also 7 and 54 respectively. In this case, I(FM1=FM2) = 0,
I(FS1=FS2) = 0, I(FM16=FS1)∪(LS(bZ1(X))6=9) = 0, and I(FM26=FS2)∪(LS(bZ2(X))6=9) = 0, so it
clearly does not add to P (M ∩ S|Nθ, n, α,X = 0). Note that even if IFM1=FM2 =
IFS1=FS2 = 1, it is not a possible combination if I(FM16=FS1)∪(LS(bZ1(X))6=9) = 0 or
I(FM26=FS2)∪(LS(bZ2(X)) 6=9) = 0 since both placements have three set bits and the FM1
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cannot equal FS1. When X = 0, there are no cases where FM1 = FM2 in this
piconet pair since the MSI’s do not overlap. However, when X = 1, it is possible.
When X = 1, Z70(1) = 8. Since b7 = 1 and L(3) = 5, the integer i counts
from zero to 4. Similarly, Z120 (0) = 12. Therefore, b11 = 2 and L(2)=10. Again, in
most cases, FM1 6= FM2. However, when i = 0 the placement with Piconet 1’s
MSI is 1 which places it at frequency 1. When j = 6, Piconet 2’s MSI placement is
17, N θ = 47 and 16IX≥n=16, placing it at frequency 1 since mod(80, 79) = 1. Thus,
the master packets share the same frequency and I(FM1=FM2) = 0. When k = 0 the
Piconet 1’s slave frequency is 1. In practice, this is shifted by 32 but again, the shift
by 32 frequencies for the slave packets is ignored in this expression since the slave
frequencies are shifted for both. When r = 6, Piconet 2’s SSI placement is also 1.
However, since Piconet 2’s placements have two set bits, the placement cannot be
the same in both intervals and I(FM26=FS2)∪(LS(bZ2(X)) 6=9) = 0. However, when i = 1,
Piconet 1 uses frequency 2 for the slave. Likewise, when j = 7, the placement in
Piconet 2’s SSI is 18, placing at also at frequency 2. Therefore, all four indicator
functions equal one and the probability that the master and slave frequencies share
the same frequency contributes to the sum when X = 4, i = 0, j = 6, k = 1, and
r = 7 and contribute to the overall probability. Including all cases that cause the
master and slave frequencies to match, P (M ∩ S|N θ, n, α) = 0.00453. Note that
this does not match the 0.044 probability present earlier for this example. This
is explained by the fact that P (M |N θ, n, α) is the sum of P (M ∩ S|N θ, n, α) and
P (M ∩ S|N θ, n, α).
Equation (6.13) is modified to compute P (M ∩ S|N θ, n, α) by changing the
equal sign in I(FS1=FS2)=0 to I(FS1=FS2) 6= 0. Then, P (M ∩ S|N θ, n, α) = 0.0392,
giving P (M |N θ, n, α) = 0.044 as before. Likewise, P (M ∩ S|N θ, n, α) and P (M ∩
S|N θ, n, α) are computed by changing I(FM1=FM2) to I(FM1 6=FM2). All four probabil-
ities are needed to derive the PER and goodput.
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6.3 PER Derivation
The pmf for the PER of a random pairing of piconets is determined by weight-
ing the possible PERs with their likelihood. Thus, an expression for the PER condi-
tioned on the combination of ∆i,j, ni,j, Ni,j, and α must be derived. The temporal
relationship between packets is significantly different for the seven intervals, so the
expression is developed piece-wise on ∆i,j. Throughout the derivation
P (M |N θ, n, α) = P (M ∩ S|N θ, n, α) + P (M ∩ S|N θ, n, α) (6.14)
and
P (S|N θ, n, α) = P (M ∩ S|N θ, n, α) + P (M ∩ S|N θ, n, α). (6.15)
6.3.1 PER in T1
In the T1 interval, the MH is vulnerable to M0 and SH is vulnerable to S0.
If the header of a packet is disrupted, it is irrelevant that the payload may also be
disrupted since the intended receiver will not attempt to receive the payload without
properly receiving the header. Denoting DMH as the event that the MH is disrupted
P (DMH |T1, n,N, α) = P (M |N0, n, α). (6.16)
The probability that SH is disrupted, P (DSH |T1, n,N, α), must account for
the dependence that the Master packet header be received correctly. If the MH is
disrupted, the slave packet is not transmitted and cannot be disrupted. Thus, the
probability of SH being disrupted is
P (DSH |T1, n,N, α) = P (M ∩ S|N
0, n, α)
P (M |N0, n, α) . (6.17)
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Since each packet is only vulnerable to one packet from the interfering piconet, the
probability that the master packet is disrupted, P (DM |T1, n,N, α), is
P (DM |T1, n,N, α) = P (DMH |T1, n,N, α). (6.18)
Likewise, the probability the slave packet is disrupted is
P (DS|T1, n,N, α) = P (DSH |T1, n,N, α). (6.19)
The PER is the probability that either a master or slave packet packet is disrupted.
Denoting the PER as φ(Tk, n,N, α),
φ(Tk, n,N, α) =
P (DM |Tk, n,N, α) + P (DMH |Tk, n,N, α)P (DS|Tk, n,N, α)
1 + P (DMH |Tk, n,N, α)
(6.20)
for 1 ≤ k ≤ 8 assuming that a single-slot master packet is transmitted in every
master slot. This ensures that a slave packet will be generated for each master
packet whose header is not disrupted. Thus,
φ(T1, n,N, α) =
P (M |N0, n, α) + P (M ∩ S|N0, n, α)
1 + P (M |N0, n, α) . (6.21)
6.3.2 PER in T2
In T2, the M0 packet no longer affects the MH, but only the MP. Therefore,
P (DMH |T2, n,N, α) = 0 (6.22)
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and
P (DMP |T2, n,N, α) = P (M |N0, n, α). (6.23)
Since MH is not vulnerable, the intended slave packet always recognizes it is the
intended recipient and returns a packet. However, since the interfering piconet’s
master packet header is disrupted whenever the master packets collide as shown in
Piconet 2 of Figure 6.8, the interfering piconet’s (i.e., Piconet 2’s) slave packet is not
transmitted. Thus
P (DSH |T2, n,N, α) = 0 (6.24)
and
P (DSP |T2, n,N, α) = P (M ∩ S|N0, n, α). (6.25)
Since each packet is only vulnerable to one packet from the other piconet,
P (DM |T2, n,N, α) = P (DMP |T2, n,N, α) (6.26)
and
P (DS|T2, n,N, α) = P (DSP |T2, n,N, α). (6.27)
As with all of the intervals, T1 through T8, (6.20) applies when determining the PER.
Thus,
φ(T2, n,N, α) =
P (M |N0, n, α) + P (M ∩ S|N0, n, α)
2
. (6.28)
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6.3.3 PER in T3
Determining the PER in T3 is more difficult since each packet is vulnerable to
two packets from the other piconet. Packet M0 may still disrupt MP, but S−1 may
also disrupt MH. However, S−1 can only disrupt MH if S−1 is transmitted. This
does not occur if the previous MP was disrupted, also disrupting the header of M−1.
If S−1 is transmitted, the probability of a collision is similar to that between the
two master packets except that the SSI is shifted to the right by 32 frequencies in
most cases. The exception occurs if n = 0, when the first S−1 is transmitted on a
frequency from the SSI used before the interfering piconet shifts its MSI/SSI cycle.
Therefore, the first S−1 is from a SSI only 16 frequencies to the right. Furthermore,
since S−1 is from the previous MSTS of the interfering piconet, the effective n is
shifted one MSTS to the right for all values of n. Thus,
P (DMH |T3, n,N, α) =
P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)P (DMP |T3, n,N, α) (6.29)
where
P (DMP |T3, n,N, α) = P (M |N0, n, α). (6.30)
Similarly, S0 may still disrupt SP, but M0 may also disrupt SH. As in T1 and
T2, the packet can only be transmitted and disrupted if MH is not disrupted. Since
SH can be disrupted by M0, the probability of disruption is similar to that of being
disrupted by a slave packet except the interval is shifted 32 frequencies to the left.
Therefore,
P (DSH |T3, n,N, α) = P (S|N−2, n, α) (6.31)
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and
P (DSP |T3, n,N, α) =
P (M ∩ S|N0, n, α)P (DMH |T3, n,N, α)
P (M |N0, n, α) . (6.32)
The events that MH and MP are disrupted are generally mutually exclusive.
Since the slave and master packets come from mutually exclusive intervals, both
packets generally cannot use the same frequency. However, when the interfering
packet’s interval shift (at the beginning of its MSI cycle), it is possible that the
master packet in the new MSI can select the same frequency as the last slave packet
from the previous SSI since the new MSI and old SSI overlap by 16 frequencies.
However, this is rare and the events are assumed to be mutually exclusive so
P (DM |T3, n,N, α) = P (M |N0, n, α) +
P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)P (M |N0, n, α). (6.33)
Likewise, the event that SH and SP are disrupted is mutually exclusive without
exception, giving
P (DS|T3, n,N, α) = P (S|N−2, n, α) +
P (M ∩ S|N0, n, α)P (DMH |T3, n,N, α)
P (M |N0, n, α) . (6.34)
Again, (6.20) applies in determining φ(T3, n,N, α).
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6.3.4 PER in T4
In T4, MH is only vulnerable to S−1 and SH is only vulnerable to M0. Since
the interfering piconet’s master packet headers are not vulnerable, S−1 is always
transmitted. Therefore,
P (DMH |T4, n,N, α) = P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α), (6.35)
P (DSH |T4, n,N, α) = P (S|N−2, n, α), (6.36)
and
P (DMP |T4, n,N, α) = P (DSP |T4, n,N, α) = 0. (6.37)
Since each packet is only vulnerable to a single packet from the interfering
piconet,
P (DM |T4, n,N, α) = P (DMH |T4, n,N, α), (6.38)
and
P (DS|T4, n,N, α) = P (DSH |T4, n,N, α). (6.39)
As before, (6.20) applies in determining φ(T4, n,N, α).
6.3.5 PER in T5
The most complex PER case lies in interval T5. As in T4, MH is only vulnerable
to S−1 and SH is only vulnerable to M0. However, the headers of the interfering
packets are also disrupted when a collision occurs. Therefore, when SH is disrupted,
it is not possible for the next MH to be disrupted since the interfering piconet’s
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slave packet is not transmitted. Likewise, when MH is disrupted, the subsequent
slave packet is not transmitted, guaranteeing that interfering piconet’s master packet
header is not disrupted. After a short derivation,
P (DMH |T5, n,N, α) =
P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)P (S|N−2, n, α)
1− P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)P (S|N−2, n, α) . (6.40)
Since the interfering piconet’s master packet is always transmitted and there
is no strong dependent relationship between the slave packet frequency from one
MSTS and the master packet frequency from the next
P (DSH |T5, n,N, α) = P (S|N−2, n, α). (6.41)
As in T4,
P (DM |T5, n,N, α) = P (DMH |T5, n,N, α), (6.42)
P (DS|T5, n,N, α) = P (DSH |T5, n,N, α), (6.43)
and (6.20) applies in determining φ(T5, n,N, α).
6.3.6 PER in T6
In the interval T6, the same packets are affected as in T5. However, only the
interfering packet headers are affected. Thus,
P (DMH |T6, n,N, α) = P (DSH |T6, n,N, α) = 0 (6.44)
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and
P (DMP |T6, n,N, α) =
P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)P (S|N−2, n, α). (6.45)
As in the previous interval, the interfering piconet’s master packet is always
transmitted, giving
P (DSP |T6, n,N, α) = P (S|N−2, n, α). (6.46)
Since only the packet payloads are vulnerable,
P (DM |T6, n,N, α) = P (DMP |T6, n,N, α) (6.47)
and
P (DS|T6, n,N, α) = P (DSP |T6, n,N, α). (6.48)
Equation (6.20) applies in determining φ(T6, n,N, α).
6.3.7 PER in T7
The PER in T7 is similar to that in T3; each packet is vulnerable to two packets
from the other piconet as shown in Piconet 3 of Figure 6.8. Packet M−1 may disrupt
the MH and S−1 may disrupt the MP. However, S−1 is only transmitted if M−1’s
header does not collide with the previous SP. Thus,
P (DMH |T7, n,N, α) = P (M |N−1+In>0 , n+ 1, α), (6.49)
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P (DMP |T7, n,N, α) =
P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)P (DSP |T7, n,N, α), (6.50)
P (DSH |T7, n,N, α) =
P (M ∩ S|N−1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)P (DSP |T7, n,N, α)
P (M |N−1+In>0 , n+ 1, α) , (6.51)
and
P (DSP |T7, n,N, α) =
P (S|N−2, n, α)P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1). (6.52)
6.3.8 PER in T8
Finally, in interval T8, packet headers are vulnerable to disruption, but a packet
is only vulnerable to a single packet from the interfering piconet. Packet M−1 may
disrupt the MH and S−1 may disrupt the SH. The interfering piconet’s packet headers
are not vulnerable. Thus,
P (DMH |T8, n,N, α) = P (M |N−1+In>0 , n+ 1, α), (6.53)
P (DSH |T8, n,N, α) =
P (M ∩ S|N−1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)
P (MN−1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)
, (6.54)
and
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φ(T8, n,N, α) =
P (M |N−1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)+P (M ∩ S|N−1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)
1 + P (M |N−1+In>0 , n+ 1, α) .
(6.55)
6.4 PER Probability Mass Function (pmf)
The pmf, fΦ(φ), for the PER between a random pair of piconets is comprised
of the values of φ(Tk, n,N, α) for all ∆i,j, ni,j, Ni,j, A1, B1, A2, and B2 and is
fΦ(φ) =
8∑
k=1
31∑
n=0
78∑
N=0
31∑
A1=0
31∑
A2=0
15∑
B1=0
15∑
B2=0
P (K = k)δ(φ = φ(Tk, n,N, α))
662,700,032
. (6.56)
The probability of each combination of relational parameters is 32× 32× 32×
16× 16× 79 = 662,700,032. The probability P (K = k) is taken from Table 6.1. For
example,
P (K = 2) =
(258 + y)− (127− y)
1250
(6.57)
where y is the number of bits that packets must overlap in order to interfere with
the Header.
The expected PER, E[φ(Tk, n,N)], is 0.01454 with a standard deviation of
0.00953 and a maximum of 0.1875. The expected PER is slightly below the PER
of 0.0148 obtained by assuming the frequencies in the hop sequence are uniformly
distributed over the 79 Bluetooth frequencies [ElH01]. This is expected since the
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probability of the slave packet being disrupted is lower than the probability that the
master packet is disrupted in certain cases due to the dependance and the fact that
the slave packet is often not transmitted at a time when it is likely to be disrupted. In
network design and analysis, assuming the PER for each piconet pair lies at 0.0148 is
not only inaccurate, it also fails to account for bimodal nature of the mass function.
With one mode centered at at 0.0215 and the other near zero, using 0.0148, or even
0.01454, results in inaccurate piconet performance predictions.
A MATLAB R© simulation was developed and compared to the distribution.
Each PER analysis consisted of packet collision analysis of 10 MSI cycles (i.e., 0.4 sec-
onds) between piconets with randomly generated address, clock and δ parameters.
The resultant pmf of 2400 simulated PERs is shown in Figure 7.1. The null hypoth-
esis that our simulated distribution is statistically equivalent to the derived distribu-
tion is not rejected at the 0.05 level for either the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS = 0.721,
Critical = 1.358) or Cramér-von Mises (CV = 0.279, Critical = 0.461) tests.
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Figure 6.10: Probability mass function of PER between two random piconets.
An independently developed simulation was used in a previous inter-piconet
PER analysis [Bal03]. Multiple replications were run to establish a PER, but a
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complete distribution was not developed which integrated all possible temporal re-
lationships. Although the original data was no longer available, the distributions
were manually extracted from the published plots and combined to form the approx-
imate pmf shown in Figure 7.1. The mean PER produced was 0.01483. Although
acknowledging the impact of the FHSK on the PER, an analytical expression for the
distribution was not developed. However, simulation showed that the collisions are
bursty in nature with up to 20 seconds between bursts [Bal03]. This is understand-
able given the nature of the placement process. Since placements are not repeated
in a MSI cycle, a second collision is more likely to occur when a first collision occurs.
A collision reduces the possible number of placements which can prevent a collision.
For example, if two piconets are spectrally aligned and have placement possibilities
of 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 and both use placement 1 (which occurs with probability 0.2),
the probability that a second collision will occur within the placement set rises to
0.25. If that first collision had not occurred, the probability of a collision on the
second placement is only 0.1875 since each piconet has a possible placement in the
set which cannot possibly cause a collision.
6.5 PER for Multiple Piconets
Since the clock and address for the master of a piconet is independent of
all other piconet masters, their relationships, and therefore their PERs are also
independent. Therefore, the pmf for the PER for m neighboring piconets can be
found by multiplying fΦ(φ) by itself m− 1 times (since fΦ(φ) is the PER pmf when
m = 1). However, the number of unique PERs in the pmf increases exponentially.
Denoting the pmf for the PER with m neighboring piconets as fmΦ(φ),
fmΦ (φ) =
∑
φα∈Sm−1
∑
φβ∈S1
fm−1Φ (φα)f
1
Φ(φβ)δ
(
1− (1− φα)(1− φβ)− φ
)
. (6.58)
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where Sm is the set of non-zero PER values in f
mΦ(φ). The pmfs for m = 2, 5, 10,
and 100 are shown in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: Probability mass function of PER between m random piconets.
6.6 Goodput Derivation
The process used to derive the pmf for the expected goodput, g(Tk, ni,j, Ni,j, α),
for a piconet pair is similar to that used to derive the PER since the two quantities are
related. The goodput cannot be directly extrapolated from the PER, however, since
some master packets may be correctly received by the slave but must be retransmit-
ted. If the header of the slave packet following a successfully received master packet
is disrupted, the acknowledgement (ACK) of the reception of the master’s packet
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will not be received by the master. The goodput derivation is therefore partitioned
by Tk where 1 ≤ k ≤ 8.
6.6.1 Goodput in T1
In the T1 interval, the MH and SH are both vulnerable. Good data is only
received when neither the master nor slave packets are disrupted. If the master
packet is disrupted, the slave will not transmit data. However, if the master packet is
successfully received but the slave packet is disrupted, the master does not receive the
ACK included in the SH and therefore re-transmits the preceding packet. Effectively,
neither the master nor slave packets are successfully received if either share a channel
with another piconet. Therefore, g(T1, n1,2, N1,2, α), the goodput of a piconet with a
single neighboring piconet in interval T1, is
g(T1, n,N, α) = 2GmaxP (M ∩ S|N0, n, α). (6.59)
The maximum goodput for a single device (master or slave), Gmax, is achieved
when a master and slave packet are successfully received in every MSTS. Since each
single-slot packet with no FEC contains 216 data bits and 800 MSTSs occur each
second, Gmax = 172.8 kbps. Thus the maximum goodput a piconet may have is
2Gmax, or 345.6 kbps.
6.6.2 Goodput in T2
In interval T2, only the payload of packets are subject to interference, so the
goodput is directly related to the PER. Assuming no other interference or packet
errors
g(T2, n,N, α) = Gmax
(
(P (M |N0, n, α) + P (S|N0, n, α)). (6.60)
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6.6.3 Goodput in T3
A packet’s header and payload are vulnerable to different packets in interval
T3. Again, if the MH is disrupted, the subsequent slave packet is not transmitted.
Since the MH is vulnerable to the slave from the previous MSTS, the probability
of a transmitted slave packet being disrupted is independent of whether the MH is
disrupted. Also, the master packet must be repeated if the SH is disrupted. Thus, the
master packet delivers good data when it is not disrupted and when the subsequent
SH is not disrupted. The slave packet delivers good data when it is not disrupted
which only occur if the preceding MH is not disrupted, giving
g(T3, n,N, α) = Gmax
(
P (DM |T3, n,N, α)P (DSH |T3, n,N, α) + (6.61)
P (DS|T3, n,N, α)P (DMH |T3, n,N, α)
)
.
6.6.4 Goodput in T4
In interval T4, packets are only vulnerable to one packet, so
g(T4, n,N, α) = 2GmaxP (DMH |T4, n,N, α)P (DSH |T4, n,N, α). (6.62)
6.6.5 Goodput in T5
In interval T5, the same configuration exists as in T4, giving
g(T5, n,N, α) = 2GmaxP (DMH |T5, n,N, α)P (DSH |T5, n,N, α). (6.63)
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6.6.6 Goodput in T6
The expression for the goodput in interval T6 is very similar to T5 except only
payloads are affected. Packets will be sent in all packet slots and no successfully
received master packet must be repeated. The goodput is
g(T6, n,N, α) = Gmax
(
P (DM |T6, n,N, α) + P (DS|T6, n,N, α)
)
. (6.64)
6.6.7 Goodput in T7
Data are only successfully transmitted in T7 when neither the master nor slave
packet headers are disrupted. Even then, the payload of the packets are vulnerable.
Therefore
g(T7, n,N, α) = Gmax
(
P (M ∩ S|N−1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)P (DMP |T7, n,N, α) +
P (M ∩ S|N−1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)P (DSP |T7, n,N, α)
)
. (6.65)
6.6.8 Goodput in T8
In interval T8, conditions are similar to those in T7 except that packets are only
vulnerable to a single packet. Thus,
g(T8, n,N, α) = 2GmaxP (M ∩ S|N−1+In>0 , n+ 1, α). (6.66)
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6.7 Goodput Probability Mass Function
The pmf, fG(g), for the goodput between a random pair of piconets is comprised
of the values of g(Tk, n,N, α) for all ∆i,j, ni,j, Ni,j, A1, B1, A2, and B2. Using the
same values for P (K = k) as in (6.56), it is
fG(γ) =
7∑
k=1
31∑
n=0
78∑
N=0
31∑
A1=0
31∑
A2=0
15∑
B1=0
15∑
B2=0
P (K = k)δ(γ = g(Tk, n,N, α))
662,700,032
. (6.67)
Equation (6.67) produced the pmf shown in Figure 6.12 with a expected piconet
goodput of 337.32 kbps and a standard deviation of 5.93 kbps.
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Figure 6.12: Probability mass function of goodput between two random piconets.
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6.8 Goodput with Multiple Piconets
Although it is possible to derive the pmf for the goodput with multiple neigh-
boring piconets, it too is quite cumbersome. With 8 possible intervals, the expression
for the goodput has 64 possible combinations of vulnerabilities when two interfering
piconets are used. Therefore, the goodput analysis for multiple interferers if nec-
essary, should be accomplished on an individual basis when the intervals of each
piconet is known.
6.9 Summary
The frequency selection in Bluetooth is often assumed to be uniform over the
79 frequencies, producing a packet error rate of 0.0127 for those piconets whose
packets overlap only one piconet and 0.252 for those piconets whose packets overlap
two packets in a neighboring piconet. Weighted by the likelihood of each occurring,
this produces an expected PER of 0.0148. Although the frequency selection is uni-
form in the limit, the localized pattern of packet selection and the relation between
two piconets can drive the PER as high as 0.1875. The distribution of the PER
for a random pairing of piconets is bimodal in nature, a mode near zero and one
centered at 0.021 with 99% of its mass lying between zero and 0.036. The shape of
the distribution is important in BT network analysis and using the mean value of
0.01454 seriously underestimates the PER of many of the possible piconet pairings.
This becomes significant in scatternet design and determining appropriate collision
avoidance techniques. For example, switching to a different device as master of a
piconet can markedly improve or degrade the PER. Likewise, knowledge of the other
piconet’s clock and address values can allow piconets to determine if it is necessary
to implement collision avoidance methods such as adaptive frequency hopping on ne-
gotiated partition of the spectrum or active avoidance using knowledge of the other
piconets hop sequence. Since the PER is often above 0.02 and possibly as high as
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0.1875, a collision avoidance technique is developed in Chapter VII and compared
to an existing collision avoidance technique.
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VII. Collision Avoidance Techniques
Piconets sometimes form larger networks, or scatternets, where neighboring piconets
are deliberately within transmission range. As noted in the previous chapter, he
probability of interference between two piconets can be a large as 0.1875. When
multiple piconets form a scatternet, the expected interference can become significant
and must be mitigated if possible. Using protocol information within the scatternet,
it is possible to predict the frequencies used by neighboring piconets to de-conflict
such interference. In a scatternet, bridge devices can pass the address, clock, and
timing offset data from one piconet to the master of another, giving it the capability
to calculate what frequencies the other piconet will be using for single-slot packets.
By reducing packet collisions, throughput is increased and energy is not wasted
on packets doomed to collide. The BT protocol for scatternets has not been fully
specified and no collision avoidance method has been adopted. Therefore, even slight
improvements to over proposed methods may be useful.
In addition to AFH proposed in v1.2 of the BT standard which can partition
the BT spectrum and prevent collisions between the packets in a piconet [Blu03],
PIAM prevents collisions between packets sending only single-slot packets (See Sec-
tion 2.5.5.2). Recall that PIAM establishes a priority scheme based on the sum of
the frequencies used by the master and slave packets to determine which device is
authorized to use a channel with conflict potential. In addition to being limited to
single-slot packets, the method is inefficient since neither device is authorized to use
the channel when the frequencies in a time slot are the same for both piconets since
the frequency sums are equivalent.
PIAM compares the sum of the master/slave frequencies, or TSFS, for packets
scheduled to collide to determine which piconet is authorized to use the channel. This
produces inefficiencies – time slots may go unused by all piconets in the scatternet.
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Thus, a method for collision avoidance, the Avoidant Forward Inspection Tech-
nique (AFIT), uses elements of a collision avoidance algorithm based on link history
and the likelihood of a noisy channel. By considering hop frequency when select-
ing packet size, a BT hop sequence can be manipulated to avoid certain channels
such that packet collisions are less likely to occur [AnK00]. Since the precise tempo-
ral relationship between piconets can be determined, POLL/NULL packets can be
used to transmit data in one direction of a master/slave packet exchange when it is
impossible to transmit effectively in both directions.
Analysis of collision avoidance effectiveness is difficult due to the complicated
temporal and spectral relationship between piconet hop sequences. The goodput for
each piconet pair is dependent on the relationships between the piconets and can
vary widely between piconet pairings. Therefore, using an expected goodput measure
does not adequately predict goodput that can be achieved between an arbitrary pair
of piconets. In this chapter, a detailed analysis of collision avoidance methods is
presented along with the derivation of a goodput probability mass function (pmf)
for each collision avoidance method assuming piconets use single-slot packets. The
derived pmfs are compared to simulated pmfs. Additionally, it is shown that AFIT
provides slightly greater goodput than PIAM when using single-slot packets and
significantly increases goodput when applied to piconets using multi-slot packets,
even when the packet-length of neighboring piconets is unknown.
7.1 Avoidant Forward Inspection Technique (AFIT)
AFIT uses knowledge of neighboring piconets’ hop sequence and dynamic
packet size selection to maximize throughput while looking forward in time to avoid
collisions. Using AFIT, a master must only avoid collisions with packets in MSTSs
which begin after the master packet. For example, in Figure 6.8, Piconet 1 must
only avoid collisions between its slave packet and M0 in Piconet 2. Piconet 2 is
responsible for avoiding collisions between the master packet and M−1 and S−1 as
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well as between the slave packet and S−1 since MSTS−1 began prior to the MSTS
containing Piconet 1’s master and slave packet. However, Piconet 1, must avoid
collision with both M0 and S0 from Piconet 3.
Using AFIT, piconets avoid collisions with as little impact to throughput as
possible. If only the payload of a piconet’s packet is scheduled to collide, the collision
can be avoided if the piconet transmits a POLL/NULL packet, which consists of a
header with no payload. Therefore, the associated master/slave packets can still
transmit data and, in the case of the slave packet, successfully return an ACK so
the master does not resend its data. In Figure 6.8, Piconet 1’s slave could avoid an
imminent collision with Piconet 2’s M0 by sending a NULL packet or even by sending
a payload of 17 bytes (rather than the full 28 bytes), which allows the packet to end
4 µs prior to the beginning of the M0 packet. This means the master packet can
be received and successfully acknowledged. To simplify the analysis, only single-slot
full payloads or POLL/NULL packets are considered as options for transmission.
Returning a NULL packet may have an impact on some scheduling algorithms
which assume that slaves that return NULL packets have no buffered data to send.
This can be countered by using a bit in the LT ADDR field of the Packet Header to
inform the master that a NULL was sent for collision avoidance purposes and that
the slave does have buffered data to transmit. The LT ADDR field is only used dur-
ing master packet transmissions and is available during slave packet transmissions.
Similarly, if only the master packet’s payload is scheduled to collide, the master can
transmit a POLL packet to the slave, which allows the slave to respond while still
avoiding the collision. Scheduling impacts are not an issue in this case since the
master performs the scheduling.
Due to the dynamic packet scheduling, the goodput must be determined to
compare performance between AFIT and PIAM. In the initial presentation of PIAM,
only the probability of successful transmission of master/slave pairs was determined
[PGR03]. Furthermore, the available performance analysis on PIAM assumed that
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the master and slave frequencies were uniformly chosen across the 79 frequencies in
the BT spectrum with the exception that a given frequency cannot be used for two
consecutive packets [PGR03]. Although simplifying the analysis, this is not accurate
and the probability of frequency collisions could be much greater. To determine the
goodput probability mass function, the frequency hop process must be accurately
characterized.
7.2 Analysis Necessities
7.2.1 Time Slot Frequency Sum (TSFS)
The TSFS for a piconet pair must be calculated. The placement of the
MSI/SSIs within the spectrum, as well as Ni,j, is significant in determining the
TSFS. For example, if Ni,j = 2, one might expect the probability that Piconet j’s
TSFSs are greater than Piconet i’s to be slightly greater than 0.5 since its MSI/SSI
are always two frequencies to the right of Piconet i’s. However, such an estimation
not only fails to account for the cases where the TSFSs are equal, but also the fact
that Piconet i has a numerical advantage when the MSIs shift such that Piconet j’s
interval scrolls beyond frequency 78, scrolling to frequencies with smaller numeri-
cal values. Therefore, the relations are dependent on the specific placements of the
intervals, which are uniformly distributed over time. The expected probability the
TSFS of a piconet is greater than another piconet’s should be used. This expec-
tation varies with Ni,j, ni,j, Ai, Bi, Aj, and Bj. Since the numerical value of the
Bluetooth frequency of the 232 placement combinations are fairly random when the
MSI is shifted across the spectrum and spread by the final stage of the FHSK, only
Ni,j is used in deriving P (H|N), the probability that Piconet i’s TSFS is larger than
Piconet j’s, where N = Ni,j. If n1,2 is included determining P (H), all other param-
eters must also be included. This complicates the expression while adding little to
the accuracy of the derivation. Using the same notation as in (6.13),
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P (H|N) =
78∑
M=0
31∑
i1=0
(L(bi1)−1)∑
j1=0
31∑
i2=0
(L(bi2)−1)∑
j2=0
1
4,252,096
× (7.1)
I(FM1+FS1)>(FM2+FS2)I(i16=Sbi1 (j1))∪(LS(bi1)6=9) ×
I(i2 6=Sbi2(j2)))∪(LS(bi2)6=9)
where
FM1 = mod(2× (i1 +M), 79),
FS1 = mod
(
2× (Sbi1(j1) +M + 32), 79
)
,
FM2 = mod
(
2× (Sb
Z2
(
mod(X−n,32)
)(j) +M +N θ), 79
)
FS2 = mod
(
2× (Sb
Z2
(
mod(X−n,32)
)(r) +M +N θ), 79
)
.
This expression simply generates a comparison for every master/slave frequency pair
that can occur within each MSI cycle for each of two piconets and sums the proba-
bility of each occurring when the first is larger than the second. Since there are 232
combinations of master/slave pairs for each piconet at each of the 79 MSI/SSI inter-
vals, there are 2322 × 79 = 4,252,096 individual combinations. Note the frequencies
are doubled, mod 79, in FM1, FS1, FM2, and FS2 to incorporate the spreading
stage of the FHSK that is ignored in the remainder of the analysis. Since the sum of
frequencies is based on the frequency used in the BT spectrum, the spreading stage
cannot be ignored in the TSFS.
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7.3 Goodput Probability Mass Function
The pmf for the goodput of a piconet with a random interferer, each using
single-slot packets, is determined by weighting the possible goodput values with
their likelihood. Thus, an expression for the goodput for each combination of ∆i,j,
ni,j, Ni,j, and α must be derived. The temporal relationship between packets is
significantly different for the seven intervals, so the expression is developed piece-
wise on ∆i,j. Throughout the derivation, P (M |N θ, n, α) = P (M ∩ S|N θ, n, α) +
P (M ∩ S|N θ, n, α) and P (S|N θ, n, α) = P (M ∩ S|N θ, n, α) + P (M ∩ S|N θ, n, α).
7.3.1 Goodput in T1
In the T1 interval, the MH and SH are both vulnerable. Good data is received
when neither the master nor slave packets are disrupted. If the master packet is
disrupted, the slave will not transmit data. However, if the master packet is success-
fully received but the slave packet is disrupted, the master does not receive the ACK
included in the SH and therefore retransmits the preceding packet. Effectively, nei-
ther the master nor slave packets are successfully received if either share a channel
with another piconet.
Therefore, using AFIT, a master packet is only transmitted when neither the
master nor the slave shares a frequency with the interfering piconets master or slave.
The goodput of a piconet using AFIT with a single neighboring piconet in interval
T1, g
A(T1, n1,2, N1,2, α), is
gA(T1, n,N, α) = 2GmaxP (M ∩ S|N0, n, α). (7.2)
The maximum goodput within a piconet using single-slot packets, Gmax, is
achieved when a master and slave packet are successfully received in every MSTS.
Since each single-slot packet with no FEC contains 216 data bits and 800 MSTSs
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occur each second, Gmax = 172.8 kbps. Thus the maximum goodput a piconet may
have is 2Gmax, or 345.6 kbps.
When using PIAM, however, packets will be sent when a collision is im-
minent and the TSFS is greater than that of the other piconet. Therefore, the
goodput of a piconet using PIAM with a single neighboring piconet in interval T1,
gP (T1, n1,2, N1,2, α), is
gP (T1, n,N, α) = 2Gmax
(
P (M ∩ S|N0, n, α) + (7.3)
(
1− P (M ∩ S|N0, n, α))P (H|N)
)
.
7.3.2 Goodput in T2
In interval T2, AFIT prevents packet transmissions only when both the master
and slave are to be disrupted since only the payload of packets are subject to inter-
ference. When one of the payloads will collide, a POLL/NULL packet is sent so the
other full packet of data in the MSTS is transmitted. For example, if Piconet 3’s
M0 in 6.8 shares a frequency with Piconet 1’s master packet, a collision is avoided if
Piconet 1 sends a POLL packet which allows the slave device in Piconet 1 to respond.
Thus,
gA(T1, n,N, α) = 2Gmax
(
P (M ∩ S|N0, n, α) + P (M ∩ S|N0, n, α)). (7.4)
Note that in all cases, P (M ∩ S|N0, n, α) = P (M ∩ S|N0, n, α).
Since the vulnerability of the header versus the payload is irrelevant in PIAM,
gP (T2, n,N, α) = g
P (T1, n,N, α). (7.5)
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7.3.3 Goodput in T3
The first case where each packet is vulnerable to collision by two separate pack-
ets occurs in T3. Since the MH is vulnerable to the slave from the previous MSTS,
the probability of the slave packet colliding with another packet is independent of
whether the MH is disrupted. Since AFIT only looks ahead, the vulnerability of
the MH is not a factor. The other piconet insures that collision won’t occur ei-
ther by sending a NULL packet for S−1 or no packets at all in the MSTS. Thus, if
the SH is not on the same frequency as M0 and neither payloads will collide (i.e.,
P (M∩S|N0, n, α)), both master and slave packets will have payloads. If SH shares a
frequency with M0 (i.e., P (S|N−2, n, α)), neither packet is transmitted. When only
one packet is to collide (i.e., P (M ∩S|N0, n, α) or P (M ∩S|N0, n, α)) one payload is
sent while the other packet is a NULL/POLL. Recall that the SSI is 32 frequencies to
the right of the MSI and N is based on the alignment of the MSIs between piconets.
Thus, N−2 must be used to determine the overlap of a SSI with the MSI of the other
piconet. Note that the event that the slave packet shares a frequency with M0 is
mutually exclusive of either of the payloads being disrupted. Therefore,
gA(T3, n,N, α) = 2Gmax
(
P (M |N0, n, α)− P (S|N−2, n, α)). (7.6)
PIAM’s scheme is is slightly more complicated. The possibility of the MH
sharing a frequency with S−1 must also be considered. In addition, it is possible
that the the MH and SH both collide. Since they collide with packets from different
MSTSs in the other piconet, the TSFS must be greater than the TSFS of both of
the other MSTSs in order to transmit. Since the MH is vulnerable to a packet which
began before the MH began, n is effectively shifted to the right by one time slot
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for that MSTS. Note that, to simplify the expression, n + 1 is used when it should
properly be mod(n+ 1, 32). Also, as before, the MSI shift, ni,j is ignored in the use
of P (H|N). Thus,
gP (T3, n,N, α) = 2Gmax ×((
P (M ∩ S|N0, n, α)− P (S|N−2, n, α))P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α) +
(
1− P (M ∩ S|N0, n, α) + P (S|N−2, n, α))P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)P (H|N) + (7.7)
(
P (M ∩ S|N0, n, α)− P (S|N−2, n, α))P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)P (H|N) +
(
1− P (M ∩ S|N0, n, α) + P (S|N−2, n, α))P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)(1− P (H|N)2)
)
.
7.3.4 Goodput in T4 and T5
In interval T4, each packet is vulnerable to one packet from the neighboring
piconet. However, the packets that affect the master and slave are from different
MSTSs and therefore are independent. The goodput for both avoidance techniques
is the same for T4 and T5. The intervals were not combined to retain consistency
with the notation in Chapter VI. Again, since AFIT only looks forward, it must
only de-conflict collisions with the SH, giving
gA(T4, n,N, α) = g
A(T5, n,N, α) (7.8)
= 2Gmax
(
1− P (S|N−2, n, α)).
PIAM, on the other hand, must de-conflict all collisions, producing
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gP (T4, n,N, α) = g
P (T5, n,N, α)
= 2Gmax × (7.9)((
P (S|N−2, n, α))P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α) +
(
P (S|N−2, n, α))P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)P (H|N) +
(
P (S|N−2, n, α))P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)P (H|N) +
(
P (S|N−2, n, α))P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)(1− P (H|N)2)
)
.
7.3.5 Goodput in T6
The relationships in interval T6 are similar to those in T4 and T5 except only
the payloads are vulnerable to collision instead of the headers. This allows AFIT to
transmit data in the master packet even when the slave packet payload cannot be
transmitted and a NULL packet must be transmitted. Therefore,
gA(T6, n,N, α) = Gmax
(
2− P (S|N−2, n, α)) (7.10)
and
gP (T6, n,N, α) = g
P (T5, n,N, α). (7.11)
7.3.6 Goodput in T7
The second interval where packets are vulnerable to two packets from the other
piconet is T7. Looking forward, AFIT must again only avoid collisions with the SP.
Therefore
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gA(T7, n,N, α) = Gmax
(
2− P (S|N−2, n, α)). (7.12)
However, PIAM must avoid collision with all other packets. Again, when collisions
are imminent from packets in separate MSTSs, the TSFS must be greater than the
TSFSs from both of the MSTSs in order to allow transmission of the master/slave
pair.
Thus,
gP (T7, n,N, α) = 2Gmax ×((
P (M ∩ S|N−1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)− P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α))P (S|N−2, n, α) +
(
1− P (M ∩ S|N−1+In>0 , n+ 1, α) + P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α))×
P (S|N−2, n, α)P (H|N) +
(
P (M ∩ S|N−1+In>0 , n+ 1, α)− P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α))× (7.13)
P (S|N−2, n, α)P (H|N) +
(
1− P (M ∩ S|N−1+In>0 , n+ 1, α) + P (M |N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α))×
P (S|N−2, n, α)(1− P (H|N)2)
)
.
7.3.7 Goodput in T8
In interval T8, conditions are similar to those in T7 except packets are only
vulnerable to a single packet. There are no packets which can disrupt packets using
AFIT. Thus,
gA(T8, n,N, α) = 2Gmax = 345.6 kbps. (7.14)
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Using PIAM, the probability of collisions is very similar to T1 except n is shifted by
one slot to the right, giving
gP (T8, n,N, α) = 2Gmax
((
P (M ∩ S|N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α))+ (7.15)
(
1− P (M ∩ S|N1+In>0 , n+ 1, α))P (H|N)
)
.
7.4 Avoidance Technique Comparisons
Recall from Chapter VI, the pmf for the derived goodput within a piconet
with a random pair neighboring of piconets with no collision avoidance, fG(γ), is
comprised of the values of g(Tk, n,N, α) for all ∆i,j, ni,j, Ni,j, A1, B1, A2, and B2.
Since goodput is dependent on the interval containing ∆i,j rather than the value of
∆i,j, the expression is simplified by combining device pair in the same interval, Tk.
Thus, pmfs for the goodput using AFIT or PIAM with a single neighboring piconet
are
fAG (γ) =
8∑
k=1
31∑
n=0
78∑
N=0
31∑
A1=0
31∑
A2=0
15∑
B1=0
15∑
B2=0
P (K = k)δ(γ = gA(Tk, n,N, α))
662,700,032
(7.16)
and
fPG (γ) =
8∑
k=1
31∑
n=0
78∑
N=0
31∑
A1=0
31∑
A2=0
15∑
B1=0
15∑
B2=0
P (K = k)δ(γ = gP (Tk, n,N, α))
662,700,032
. (7.17)
The probability of each combination of relational parameters is 32× 32× 32× 16×
16 × 79 = 662,700,032. The probability P (K = k) is taken from Table 6.1. For
example,
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P (K = 2) =
(258 + y)− (127− y)
1250
. (7.18)
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Figure 7.1: Derived probability mass function of goodput between two random
piconets.
Since the pmfs are comprised of discrete points, a plot containing the three
pmfs is difficult to interpret. Therefore, the points in the pmfs in Figure 7.1 are
summed across equal intervals for easier comparison. PIAM produces an expected
goodput 1% greater than using no collision avoidance, with an expected goodput of
340.60 kbps, as listed in Table 7.1. However, AFIT provides even better goodput
with an expected 341.82 kbps. Although the improvement over PIAM is a mere
0.36%, the benefit increases as m increases and as the packet size extends beyond
single-slot packets. The PIAM pmf contains 29.4% of it mass in the interval ranging
from 99.8% to 100% of the maximum goodput. By comparison, AFIT contains only
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10.6% and the baseline, with no collision avoidance, contains only 7.6% of its mass
in the same interval.
Table 7.1: Expected goodput.
Derived 
Goodput 
(kbps)
Derived 
Improvement 
(%)
Simulated 
Goodput 
(kpbs)
Simulated 
Improvement 
(%)
Maximum 345.60 - 345.60 -
Baseline 337.32 - 337.75 -
PIAM 340.60 0.97 340.71 0.87
AFIT 341.82 1.33 341.97 1.25
More importantly, energy is conserved since no packets are transmitted which
are doomed to failure. Defining efficiency, η, as the number of successfully trans-
mitted user data bits divided by the number of bits transmitted, PIAM is more
efficient than AFIT since only full packets are transmitted. Devices using PIAM
will always maximize efficiency. AFIT, on the other hand directs the transmission
of POLL/NULL packets which contain no user data in order to maximize good-
put. Although the efficiency may be derived using methods presented in Section 7.3
and incorporating the probability that a POLL/NULL packet is transmitted, in this
research it is analyzed only though simulation.
A MATLAB R© simulation was developed to compare the techniques and verify
the derived result. Each configuration was run for 6.32 s, which allowed the MSI to
shift twice through all 79 beginning frequencies. The same seed was used for each
data set to ensure that the baseline and each collision avoidance technique faced
the same piconet relationships. The simulation was initially run 700 times with
both piconets using single-slot packets, producing the goodput pmfs in Figure 7.2.
The mean piconet simulated goodput for each technique and the baseline shown in
Table 7.1 were all higher than the predicted value, although the derived means fell
within the 95% confidence interval. Additionally, none of the confidence intervals
overlapped. The consistent difference indicates that the simulation data set had a
mean goodput slightly better than that expected with larger sample set. Saturation
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was assumed and each device in the piconet transmitted a full single-slot packet
whenever possible.
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Figure 7.2: Simulated probability mass function of goodput between two random
piconets.
As expected, PIAM was very efficient, producing up to 9% improvement in
efficiency over the baseline as shown in Table 7.2. The efficiency is normalized to
the maximum efficiency that can be produced using single slot packet, 59.1%. AFIT
produce similar improvements despite using POLL/NULL packets.
When additional piconets using single-slot packets were introduced, the per-
formance difference between the collision avoidance techniques increased as shown
in Figure 7.3. With 5 neighboring piconets, PIAM produced a 4.6% improvement
while AFIT showed a 6.5% increase in piconet goodput.
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Table 7.2: Expected efficiency.
Piconets
Normalized 
Baseline     
(%)
Normalized 
PIAM         
(%)
PIAM 
Improvement 
(%)
Normalized
AFIT         
(%)
AFIT 
Improvement 
(%)
2 98.1 1 1.98 99.9 1.88
3 96.1 1 4.05 99.8 3.85
4 94.4 1 5.98 99.7 5.68
5 92.6 1 7.89 99.7 7.53
6 90.9 1 9.92 99.6 9.45
7.5 Goodput in Multiple Piconets
Since the relational parameters between multiple piconets are independent, the
probability that a master/slave packet pair is not transmitted due to an imminent
packet collision is also independent when using PIAM. Therefore, the goodput with
m neighboring piconets, gAm, is
gAm = 2Gmax
(
1−
m∏
i=1
(
1− g
P (Ti, n1,i+1, N1,i+1, αi)
2Gmax
))
. (7.19)
However, since AFIT uses POLL/NULL packet transmission to maximize goodput,
the probability that a master/slave pair is transmitted is not independent between
interfering piconets. For example, if a master packet’s payload will be disrupted by
one piconet and the slave packet’s payload disrupted by the other, the master/slave
packet pair will not be transmitted at all. Independently avoiding collisions with each
neighboring piconet, the technique allows packets to be transmitted since only one
payload is affected by each neighboring piconet, but with both imminent collisions,
there is no reason to transmit any packets. Therefore, the derived goodput must be
conditioned on the relational parameters from each set of interfering piconets. Due
to the number of combinations, this is not feasible to condition on each combination
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Figure 7.3: Goodput between m random piconets.
for a general expression but must be determined on a case-by-case basis where the
parameters are known.
7.6 Collision Avoidance with Multi-slot Packets
Limiting a piconet to single-slot packets is a handicap to the system and unre-
alistic in normal use. Single-slot packets allocate only 34.6% of the available slot time
to user data transmission with the remainder being used for overhead transmission
and oscillator re-tuning. Three- and five-slot packets, on the other hand, allocate
78.1% and 86.8%, respectively, for user data. Since multi-slot packets remain on
a single transmit frequency for the duration of the packet, no transmission time is
lost to oscillator re-tuning. Therefore, it is much more efficient to use multi-slot
packets for larger files. Note that the packet subsequent to a multi-slot packet uses
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the frequency in the hop sequence that is generated by the FHSK for its time slot.
Therefore, when multi-slot packets are used, some frequencies in the single-slot hop
sequence are skipped.
Although it is possible to adapt PIAM to allow for multi-slot packets if each
piconet has knowledge of packet length for each neighboring piconet, it is unrealistic
due to the uncertainty in amount of data to be transmitted by each piconet and the
necessity of single-slot packets for SCO, or synchronous, links [Blu03]. Therefore, it
is difficult to develop a logical extension to PIAM which includes multi-slot packets
without unreasonably degrading goodput.
However, such an extension is feasible for AFIT. Since the technique requires
that a piconet only look forward, it can detect all future collisions and modify packet
size accordingly. The master packet must be de-conflicted with all piconets before
determining the slave packet length since the frequency used by the slave packet is
dependent on the length of the master packet. For example, in Figure 7.4 assume
that Piconet 1’s master and target slave devices have enough data to fill 5-slot
packets at each opportunity. With no collision avoidance mechanism, Piconet 1’s
master attempts to send a 5-slot packet on frequency F1. If a master packet header is
properly received, the slave will attempt to respond with a 5-slot packet on frequency
F6. However, if Piconet 2 in the vicinity, the Piconet 1’s MP may be disrupted by
Piconet 2 in slot 3 while it’s SP may be disrupted in slot 5 in Figure 7.4a. The
collision is not imminent as Piconet 2 may also be using multi-slot packets which
cause F1 and/or F6 to be skipped in the hop sequence. However, since 5-slot packets
are transmitted on a single frequency, the packets are vulnerable to 5 or 6 single-slot
packets on different frequencies, greatly increasing the probability that it will be
disrupted. If Piconet 2 uses single-slot packet’s the collision is guaranteed to occur.
If AFIT is implemented, however, these collisions can be avoided. Since Pi-
conet 1 has no knowledge of Piconet 2’s packet size, it must assume the worst case;
Piconet 2 is using single slot packets. Thus, the maximum length of the master
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Largest Packets with Piconet 1 not avoiding Piconet 2
F0  (M) F0 F5                      (S)F5
Slot 0 Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 Slot 7
b)
Largest Packets with Piconet 1 avoiding Piconet 2
Slot 0 Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 Slot 7
F0  (M) F3  (S) F6  (M)
c)
Largest Packets with Piconet 1 avoiding Piconets2, 3
Slot 0 Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 Slot 7
F0(M) F1  (S) F4  (M)
d)
Largest Packets with Piconet 1 avoiding Piconets2, 3, 4
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F3  (S)
H = Header   PL = Payload   RT = Retune  M = Master   S = Slave
F6  (M)
F7 (S)
F2(M)
Figure 7.4: Maximum packet size using AFIT.
packet without a collision in slot 3 is 3 slots as in Figure 7.4b. The slave packet
begins in the fourth slot on F3. However, if the slave uses a 5-slot packet, the SP
will be disrupted in slot 6. Therefore, the maximum slave packet length is also 3
slots, in which case the next master/slave pair begins in slot 6. In this scenario, Pi-
conet 1 successfully transmits 4,052 user data bits in the eight time slots. Although,
not as successful as the 5424 user data bits which would have been transmitted had
no interference occurred, it is much better than the baseline in which all data was
disrupted.
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When a second neighboring piconet, Piconet 3, is introduced in Figure 7.4c,
Piconet 1 must consider both piconets when determining master packet length. Pi-
conet 3 may use frequency F0 beginning in slot 0 which prevents Piconet 1 from
transmitting a multi-slot packet. However, since Piconet 3’s packets begin during
Piconet 1’s re-tuning period, Piconet 1’s master can sent a full single-slot packet.
The subsequent slave packet is limited to 3 slots due to a possible collision with
Piconet 2 on F1 in slot 4. The next master packet is then constrained to 3 slots as
well due to a possible collision with Piconet 3 on F4 in slot 7. Finally, the responding
slave packet is limited to a POLL packet since Piconet 2 may transmit a packet on
F7 during the Piconet 1’s payload portion of the time slot. This allows, 3144 bits of
user data to be transmitted in the eight slots.
When Piconet 4 is introduced in Figure 7.4d, Piconet 1’s master packet is
unaffected. However, the subsequent SH is subject to disruption. Since the master
packet size cannot be reduced to change the frequency on which the slave packet is
transmitted, there is no reason to attempt to transmit the first master slave pair.
Piconet 1 attempts to transmit the next master packet beginning in slot 2. A 3-slot
packet is the largest that can be used due to a possible collision with Piconet 3 in
slot 5. However, if a 3-slot packet is used, the SH of the subsequent slave is subject
to collision with Piconet 4 in slot 5 on F5. Thus, a single slot master packet is
used. The subsequent slave packet is then transmitted on F3 rather than F5 and can
successfully use a 3-slot packet. If a 5-slot packet is attempted, a collision in slot 6
with Piconet 2 may occur. Finally, the next master packet can be transmitted on
F6, allowing 2804 user data bits to be transmitted.
In AFIT, different combinations of packet sizes may increase goodput for one
of the devices in the piconet. For example, instead of both the master and slave
using 3-slot packets, conditions may allow the master to use a single-slot packet
while the slave device transmit a 5-slot packet. The simplest method, however, is
to use the maximum master packet size that is both needed and feasible. If the
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data available to transmit only fills a 3-slot packet, there is no reason to attempt
to transmit a 5-slot packet. The master device must calculate all frequencies used
by the neighboring devices during the transmission of the master packet with the
maximum desired packet length. If a collision is possible, the master packet length is
reduce as to avoid such a collision. If the MH is subject to collision, a master packet
should not be transmitted. When the master packet length has been determined,
the process must be repeated for the slave packet. If the SH is subject to collision
and a multi-slot master packet is planned, the master packet length must be reduced
(from 5 to 3 or from 3 to 1 slots, as appropriate). The maximum slave packet length
must again be determined. If the planned master packet is single-slot and the SH is
still subject to collision, the master packet must not be transmitted.
Since the master must perform the collision avoidance calculations for both the
master and slave, it would be ideal to transmit that information to the slave. Unless
information containing the maximum packet length the slave may use is transmitted
to the slave, it must also compute its maximum packet length upon receipt of the
master packet.
A MATLAB R© simulation was conducted using a single neighboring piconet
for all possible packet sizes. Again, saturation was assumed - piconet devices sent
full packets of the desired length when possible. Note that PIAM was not modified
and is therefore at a disadvantage when multi-slot packets are used. The methods
produced the results presented in Table 7.3. The goodput is normalized to the max-
imum goodput possible with no interference with the specified packet lengths. Also,
the resulting improvement that each avoidance method provided over the baseline
goodput, with no collision avoidance, is presented. As expected, AFIT achieved the
greatest gain when one piconet attempted to transmit 5-slot packets while the other
attempted to transmit only single-slots packets since the technique was designed to
perform best in just such a worst-case scenario.
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Table 7.3: Goodput with multi-slot packets.
Piconet 1 Desired 
Packet Length 
(slots)
Piconet 2 Desired 
Packet Length 
(slots)
Max 
Goodput 
(kbps)
Baseline 
(%)
PIAM      
(%)
PIAM 
Improvement 
(%)
AFIT     
(%)
AFIT 
Improvement 
(%)
1 1 345.6 97.8 98.6 0.88 99.0 1.25
3 1 672.0 80.5 80.9 0.48 83.1 3.24
5 1 780.8 73.2 73.7 0.62 77.1 5.36
3 3 780.8 97.3 97.2 -0.91 99.2 2.00
3 5 835.2 95.6 95.4 -0.20 98.0 2.55
5 5 867.8 97.3 97.2 -0.03 99.4 2.17
Table 7.4: Expected efficiency with multi-slot packets.
Piconet 1 
Desired Packet 
Length (slots)
Piconet 2 
Desired Packet 
Length (slots)
Max 
efficiency 
(%)
Normalized 
Baseline 
(%)
Normalized 
AFIT          
(%)
AFIT 
Improvement 
(%)
1 1 59.0 98.1 99.9 1.88
3 1 77.6 96.4 99.8 3.58
5 1 80.7 94.5 99.9 5.69
3 3 90.3 97.5 99.7 2.30
3 5 94.0 95.4 98.0 2.84
5 5 94.5 97.4 99.4 2.46
Likewise, the largest gains in efficiency were evident when a device attempting
5-slot packets was paired with a device attempting single-slot packets. Since PIAM
was not designed for multi-slot packets, its efficiency data is not included in Table 7.4.
7.7 Summary
Although no collision avoidance method has been dictated by the BT stan-
dard, it is clear from Chapter VI that one is needed in a scatternet with collocated
piconets. Although PIAM is effective for single slot packets, AFIT is more effec-
tive at increasing goodput and can be used with multi-slot packets. It conserves
energy by not transmitting packets doomed to disruption. Moreover, the goodput
gain with multi-slot packets in two piconets can be a high as 5.4%. Although the
expected goodput gain with single-slot is a mere 1.3% with two piconets, this grows
significantly, rising to 6.5% with 5 neighboring piconets. The derivation of the pmf
for goodput using both collision avoidance methods provide accurate knowledge of
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the nature of the goodput between arbitrary BT devices as well as giving tools for
deriving the goodput pmf for other collision avoidance methods.
Interference from inquiring nodes can also significantly impact performance
so similar collision avoidance methods may be useful for inquiring nodes within a
scatternet. However, such methods may impact the time needed to discover BT
nodes. This is investigated in Chapter VIII.
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VIII. Inquiry Time
The Bluetooth discovery process requires use of the inquiry substate which not
only consumes significant power, but prevents normal data traffic flow and simul-
taneously acts as a noise source for neighboring networks. Therefore, the inquiry
substate dwell time should be limited to that needed to expect to discover an ac-
ceptable percentage of neighboring devices. The BT specification recommends an
inquiry substate duration of 10.24 s, but the complex temporal and spectral inter-
actions between two devices make inquiry time estimation difficult. Additionally,
collision avoidance methods to reduce the negative impact of inquiring devices on
piconet goodput may affect the inquiry time. In this chapter, the complex interac-
tions which may occur between hop sequences in the discovery process are defined
and detailed analytical expressions for the probability distribution of the inquiry
time for a BT-enabled device that strictly follows v1.1 of the BT standard.
Analysis shows inquiry substate durations of 5.12 and 2.56 seconds will locate
99% of all devices within transmission range using the standard inquiry scan mode
and the interlaced inquiry scan, respectively. Likewise, analysis of the standard
and interlaced discovery process in v1.2 of the specification shows 99% of neighbor-
ing devices can be located in 3.84 s and 1.28 s, respectively. Substantial inquiry
time reduction results in reduced power requirements and increased throughput by
increasing data traffic and reducing interference with neighboring piconets. The
results are compared to existing simulation models and measurement studies. Sim-
ulation models are also used to study the impact of a collision avoidance method on
the inquiry time distribution. Although the impact is minimal, it is shown that the
presence of multiple inquiring nodes significantly impacts the inquiry time.
8.1 Inquiry Interference Probability
The probability distribution for the inquiry time is a function of
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1. the time required for a device in the inquiry scan substate to scan for the first
time,
2. the number of scans required to receive the first inquiry packet,
3. the duration of the back-off period, and
4. the number of scans required to receive the second packet.
The number of scan windows required to receive an inquiry packet is a function
of the relationship between the scan frequency, the frequency trains and the changes
in both. In the next section, the analytic expressions for the inquiry time probability
distribution are derived.
8.2 Random Variable and Event Definitions
The probability distribution of the inquiry time is the key to selecting the
appropriate inquiry substate duration. When a master enters the inquiry substate
(denoted t = 0), the time until a scanning device re-enters the scan substate and
begins a 11.25 ms scan window is uniformly distributed on (0, 1.28) s. This random
variable is TR. Note that an inquiry packet may have been received prior to TR if
TR > 1.26875 as shown in Figure 8.1. Since a device in the inquiry scan substate
is assumed to be scanning before t = 0, a scan window begins prior to, but yet
overlaps, t = 0 in such a case. Thus, an inquiry packet may be received prior to
TR. This will be significant in developing the equation for the first received inquiry
packet. If the scanning frequency is in the inquiry train, the scanning device receives
63 71 55 1 64 75 56 61 69 53 78 62 70 054
DeviceScan Window began prior to t = 0
77 71 55 1 64 7505462 70
t = 1.28 s
Scan Window 
(Scan freq= 55)
61 69 53 78
t = 0 s (inquiry transmission by master begins)
0 63
Indicates when packet was received
…
(Scan freq= 71)
TR = 1.27625 s
Figure 8.1: First inquiry packet is received prior to TR.
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an initial inquiry packet in a time distributed on (0, 11.25) ms, depending on the
position of the scan frequency within the train once the scan window begins. Let
this random variable be T1. Since the temporal alignment between the inquiring and
scanning devices is uniform on (0, 1250) µs, T1 is also uniformly distributed. If the
scanning frequency is not in the train, the scanning device drops out of scan mode
but returns exactly 1.28 s after the beginning of the previous scan window using a
different scan frequency. Let the random variable N1 be the number of unsuccessful
scan attempts before receipt of the first inquiry packet. Each time the scanning
device returns to scan mode, the trains will have either swapped a frequency, or the
inquiring device may have switched the train on which it is transmitting. Let TF
be the time the first inquiry packet is received by the scanning device. One might
expect TF = TR+T1 +1.28N1. However, recall that packets may be received prior to
TR if TR > 1.26875 s. Thus, the probability density for TF is not a simple convolution
of the probability densities of TR, T1, and 1.28N1. The probability density for TF is
developed in Section 8.3.
Once an initial packet has been received at TF , the scanning device drops
out of the inquiry scan substate for a time TB, a discrete random variable whose
samples space consists of 1024 values spaced every 625 µs between t = 0 and t =
639.375 ms. After the back-off time has elapsed, the inquiry is completed in time
T2 discretely distributed on (0, 11.25) ms if the scanning frequency is in the current
train. The random variable T2 is not uniformly distributed due to the transmission
pattern of an inquiring device. Furthermore, due to TB and the possibility of scan
frequency and train changes, T2 may not be equivalent to T1 as is sometimes assumed
[SBT00] [SBT01] [KaL01]. Moreover, the scanning frequency may not be in the
correct train after the back-off. Thus, the random variable N2 is defined as the
number of unsuccessful attempts before receipt of the second inquiry packet after
the back-off time has elapsed.
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Since T2 is not uniformly distributed, a probability density function for the
inquiry time including T2 is complex. Assuming T2 = 0 simplifies the model with
little loss in accuracy. The maximum error induced by this simplification is 11.25 ms.
Since the system has a mean inquiry time on the order of seconds, this is considered
negligible.
The inquiry time, TI , then, is the sum
TI = TF + TB + 1.28N2. (8.1)
The relationship between the inquiry trains and the scan frequency determine the
distribution for the random variables TF , TB, and N2. Thus, several events are used
in deriving the probability density for TI . These events are:
EM : the first scan frequency is in the current inquiry train when the first scan win-
dow begins. For example, in Figure 8.2a, EM occurs since the scan frequency
is 77; 77 is in the train when the scan window begins. Note that even though
77 is in the train when the scan window begins, a membership change in the
train during the scan window prevents 77 from being used by the inquiring
device within the scan window. On the other hand, in Figures 8.2b and c, EM
also occurs because 61, and 77 are in the inquiry trains when the scan window
begins and are used.
EB : the membership of the train changes (i.e., swaps one frequency with the other
train) during the scan window which takes place before the back-off period (i.e.,
every 1.28 s until the first packet is received). Since both the scan windows
and frequency changes occur every 1.28 s, EB will occur in all scan windows
until the first inquiry packet is received if EB occurs in the first scan window.
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63 71 55 1 64 75 56 61 69 53 78 62 70 054 63 71 55 1 64 72 56 61 69 53 78 62 70 054
63 71 55 1 64 75 56 61 69 53 78 62 70 054 63 71 55 1 64 72 56 61 69 53 78 62 70 054
First Scan Window
63 71 55 1 64 75 56 2 69 53 78 62 70 0 63 71 55 1 64 75 56 2 61 53 78 62 70 0
77 2
77 2
54 54
tC
tC
tC
Scan Frequency = 61
Scan Frequency = 77
FOUND
NOT FOUND
Scan Frequency = 77 FOUND
c)
a)
b)
Frequency changing membership tC = Start of train with changed membership
First Scan Window
First Scan Window
Note: Next Scan 
Frequency will be 61
Note: Next Scan 
Frequency will be 69
Note: Next Scan 
Frequency will be 61
61 65
Figure 8.2: Train membership change during a scan window.
EA : the membership of the train changes (i.e., swaps one frequency with the other
train) during the scan window which takes place after the back-off period, TB.
Since both the scan windows and frequency changes occur every 1.28 s, EA
will occur in all scan windows until the second inquiry packet is received if EA
occurs in the first scan window after the back-off period.
EL : the scan frequency is the frequency which will swap trains at the next mem-
bership change. Since the change in the train membership follows the same
pattern as the selection of the scan frequency, this event continues throughout
the entire inquiry process. For example, suppose frequencies 77 and 2 in Fig-
ure 8.2a are the two frequencies which switch trains at the next membership
change. Note that in Figure 8.2, only the membership of the trains change, not
the train being used by the inquiring device. The subsequent scan frequency,
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and thus the next frequency to leave the train, is 61. By examining 8.2b, it
can be determined that 61 is swapped with 65; the position once held by 61
in Figure 8.2a now contains 65, just as 77 was replaced by 2 in Figure 8.2a.
EY : the first scan window overlaps t = 1.28 s (i.e., TR > 1.26875 s). This means a
scan window overlapped t = 0 and will for integer multiples of t = 1.28 s.
EP : the scan frequency used at t = 0 s is the frequency in the train just prior
to t = 0 s. For example, in Figure 8.3a-c, the scan frequency is 0, which is
the frequency in the train just before the inquiry packets are transmitted at
t = 0 s. This only occurs if EM occurs since, otherwise, the scan frequency is
not in the train at t = 0 s.
63 71 55 1 64 75 56 61 69 53 78 62 70 054
Scan Window (Scan freq= 0)
77
a)
71 55 1 64 7505462 70
t=1.28 s
Scan Window 
(Scan freq= 63)
61 69 53 78
t = 0 s (inquiry transmission begins)
0
63 71 55 1 64 75 56 61 69 53 78 62 70 054
Scan Window (Scan freq= 0)
77
b)
63 71 55 1 64 7505462 70
t=1.28 s
Scan Window 
(Scan freq= 63)
61 69 53 78
t = 0 s (inquiry transmission begins)
0
63
63 71 55 1 64 75 56
Scan Window (Scan freq= 63)
77
c)
63 71 55 1 64 7505462 70
t=1.28 s
61 69 53 78
t = 0 s (inquiry transmission begins)
0 64 75 56 7771 55 1
Scan Window 
(Scan freq= 0)
63
Indicates when packet was received
Figure 8.3: Events EP and EY occur and a) the scan window begins between
t = −10 ms and t = −1.25 ms so the first packet is received after 1.28 s, b) the scan
window begins between t = −1.25 ms and 0 s, c) the scan window begins between
t = −11.25 ms and -10 ms.
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EK : the scan frequency at t = 2.56 s is the frequency in the train used at t = 2.56 s
just prior to t = 2.56 s. This can only occur when EM occurs.
EST : the scan frequency changes but the train does not change membership during
the back-off period. It is possible for the scan frequency to effectively change
trains when this occurs. Such a case is shown in Figure 8.4a. Had membership
in the train also changed during the back-off period, the scan frequency would
have remained in the same train used when receiving the first packet.
EST : the train membership changes but the scan frequency does not change during
the back-off time. Again, this may effectively result in a train change as shown
in Figure 8.4b.
A-train B-train
Time 1
Time 2
61 62 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 72 73
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 72 7371
63
SBO Change
Scan Frequency
71 73 74 76 77 78
73 74 75 76 77 78
75
a) b)
Figure 8.4: Possible events during back-off a) EST , when the scan frequency
changes but train membership does not and b) EST , when train membership changes
but the scan frequency does not.
EST : the train membership and the scan frequency both change during the back-off
period.
EST : neither the train membership changes nor the scan frequency changes during
back-off.
EW : the back-off period overlaps a time (t) that is an integer multiple of 1.28 s.
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EHi : the first inquiry packet is received in the ith 1.28 s interval of the inquiring
process, where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Since the first packet can only be received
in one interval, EHi can only occur for one value of i, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The
occurrence of EHi is dependent on EM , EB, EL, EY , and EP .
The events EM , EB, EL, and EY are mutually independent. Events EP and EK
are mutually exclusive and depend on EM . The event EW depends on EY . Events
EST , EST , EST and EST are mutually exclusive but depend on EB. The event EA is
mutually exclusive of EB, EST and EST and therefore depends on EST and EST .
If EM occurs, the second scan frequency is in the train being transmitted when
the second scan window begins, assuming the first packet was not received in the
first scan window. However, due to the train change at t = 2.56 s, the third and
fourth scan frequencies are not in the train being transmitted when the third and
fourth scan window begins, assuming the first packet was not received in the first or
second scan window. At t = 5.12 s, the train switches again and the fifth and sixth
scan frequencies are again in the train used.
The marginal probabilities of events EM , EB, EL, and EY are
P (EM) = 0.5, (8.2)
P (EB) = P (EY ) =
11.25× 10−3
1.28
= 0.0088, and (8.3)
P (EL) = 1/16 = 0.0625. (8.4)
The conditional probabilities of EP and EK are
P (EP |EM) = P (EK |EM) = 1/16 = 0.0625 and (8.5)
P (EP |EM) = P (EK |EM) = 0. (8.6)
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Due to the large number of events that may occur in the interaction of the
train and the scanning frequency, it is cumbersome to derive the probability density
function of the inquiry time by conditioning on all combinations of events. The
probability density function may be more simply derived by conditioning on the
events EHi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The probability density function of TI can be written by
using the law of total probability as
fTI (t) =
5∑
i=1
fTI (t|EHi)P (EHi). (8.7)
The probability distribution of TI |EHi is dependent on the density of the random
variable TF |EHi. Its density is derived in Section 8.3 along with the marginal proba-
bilities P (EHi), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 as the first step in determining the probability density
function of (8.7).
8.3 Components of Inquiry Time pdf
If the first scan frequency is in the train being transmitted when the first 11.25
ms scan window begins (i.e., EM occurs), the inquiry packet will be received in the
first 1.28 s interval in most cases (i.e., EH1 will occur). An exception occurs when
EP ∩EY ∩EM . For example, in Figure 8.3a the scan frequency is 0 with 63 being the
first transmitted frequency and the scan window overlaps t = 0. If EP , EY , and EM
jointly occur, the inquiry packet will only be received after 1.28s if the scan window
begins between -10 ms and -1.25 ms rather than the -11.25 ms to 0 s range for which
EY occurs. This is due to the length of the scan window being longer than the train.
As seen in Figures 8.3b-c, the repetition of the first two frequencies allows packets
at those frequencies to be received prior to 1.28s. Thus,
P (EH1|EY ∩ EP ∩ EM) = 14/18. (8.8)
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If EB ∩ EL occurs, the scan frequency can effectively change trains. If the
inquiry train changes membership during the 11.25 ms of a scan window, a frequency
which was in the train being transmitted when the scan began may be missed. For
example, in Figure 8.2a, EL occurs since the scan frequency is 77. In the next
membership change, frequency 77 is replaced with 2, causing the inquiry packet to
be missed. The position of the scan frequency in the train determines whether the
frequency will be missed. Half of the possible positions are expected to cause an
effective train change. In Figure 8.2b and c the position of the scan frequency is
such that the packet is still received. Likewise, effective train changes allow EH1 to
occur even if EM occurs. For example, in Figure 8.2a, the packet can be received
if the scan frequency is 2, even though 2 is not in the train when the scan window
begins. Therefore,
P (EH1|EB ∩ EL ∩ EM) = P (EH1|EB ∩ EL ∩ EM) = P (EH1|EB ∩ EL ∩ EM)
= P (EH1|EB ∩ EL ∩ EM) = 0.5 (8.9)
and the probability the scanning device will receive a packet in the first 1.28 s interval
is
P (EH1) = P (EM)− P (EH1|EB ∩ EL ∩ EM)P (EB)P (EL)P (EM) +
P (EH1|EB ∩ EL ∩ EM)P (EB)P (EL)P (EM)−
P (EH1|EY ∩ EP ∩ EM)P (EP )P (EY )P (EM)
= 0.5− 0.000137 + 0.000137− .0002136 = 0.4997864. (8.10)
Note that (8.10) not only includes the case when the train’s membership changes
during the scan window and causes the packet to be missed, but also the case when
the scan frequency is not initially in the train and the membership change allows
the packet to be received.
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The conditional distribution of TF |EH1 is approximately continuously uniform.
Recall that TR is distributed uniformly on (0, 1.28) s, and T1 distributed uniformly
on (0, 11.25) ms. When EH1 occurs, the time the first packet is received is the
sum of the two random variables TR and T1 as shown in Figure 8.5a. However,
the distribution fails to account for the case when EY occurs. For example, if the
scan window begins at t = 1.275 s, a scan window had also begun at t = −5 ms
and extended to t = 6.25 ms. Thus, the probability measure (in the density sense)
extending past t = 1.28 s represents packets which would be received between t = 0
and 11.25 ms, returning the distribution to approximately U (0,1.28) s as shown in
Figure 8.5b. The distribution of TF |EH1 is approximately uniform since 0.042% of the
packets are not received until after 1.28 s when EP ∩EY occurs. Therefore, assuming
the distribution is uniform results in an error of up to 0.042% in the unconditional
distribution of TF |EH1 until t = 1.28s.
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Figure 8.5: Probability density function of a) TR ∗ T1 and b) TF |EH1.
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The probability a device will receive its first inquiry packet in the second 1.28 s
is limited to three cases: i) EB ∩ EL ∩ EM occurs and the packet is not received on
the first scan as shown in Figure 8.2a, but is received on the second due to the
position of the scan frequency in the train as in Figure 8.2b or c, ii) EB ∩ EL ∩ EM
occurs and the packet is not received on the first scan but is on the second, or iii)
EH1∩EY ∩EP ∩EM . Since the first two and the latter occurrences result in different
distributions of TF , they are treated as two mutually exclusive occurrences of EH2:
EH2a and EH2b, respectively, where EH2 is the event that EH2a or EH2b occur. Thus,
P (EH2a) = P (EH2a|EB ∩ EL ∩ EM)P (EB)P (EL)P (EM) + (8.11)
P (EH2a|EB ∩ EL ∩ EM)P (EB)P (EL)P (EM) = 6.866× 10−5
where
P (EH2a|EB ∩ EL ∩ EM) = P (EH2a|EB ∩ EL ∩ EM) = 1/8 (8.12)
since this event only occurs when the first scan frequency falls outside the scan
window as shown in Figure 8.2a, and the second falls within the scan window as
shown in Figure 8.2b. When EH2a occurs, TF is uniformly continuous between 1.28
and 2.56 s. Note that neither the event EY ∩EP ∩EL ∩EB ∩EM or EY ∩EP ∩EL ∩
EB ∩ EM has been addressed. Both events are possible, but the probability of each
is only 1.88 × 10−6 and are therefore considered to be negligible. The probability
that EH2b occurs is
P (EH2b) = P (EH1|EY ∩ EP ∩ EM)P (EY )P (EP )P (EM) = 0.000214. (8.13)
If EH2b occurs, TF is uniformly distributed between 1.28 and 1.2809375 s but will be
considered a point mass at t = 1.28 s for simplicity.
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The event EH3 will generally occur when the scan frequency belongs in the
train which is first used at t = 2.56 s, i.e., if EM occurs. Exceptions to this include
the cases where EB and EL occur and the packet can be received before the train
change when EM occurs or causes the first two scans to miss the packet when EM
occurs.
As before, if EP and EY occur, the packet may not be received until shortly past
t = 3.84 s and P (EH3|EY ∩EK∩EM) = 14/18 just as P (EH1|EY ∩EP∩EM) = 14/18.
Additionally, if EB ∩EL ∩EM occurs, EH3 occurs for the remaining positions of the
scan frequencies in the train except in a special case. It is possible that EB, EL, and
EM occur and the position of the scan frequency within the train does not allow the
packet to be received in the first two attempts but would have on the third attempt
if the train doesn’t change. In such a case, the train change dictates that the packet
is not received until the train changes again at 5.12 s. Thus,
P (EH3) = P (EM)− P (EH1 ∩ EB ∩ EL ∩ EM)− P (EH2a ∩ EB ∩ EL ∩ EM)
−(P (EH3|EY ∩ EP ∩ EM)× P (EY )P (EP )P (EM))
+P (EH3|EB ∩ EL ∩ EM)P (EB)P (EL)P (EM).
(8.14)
From (8.10),
P (EH1 ∩ EB ∩ EL ∩ EM) = 0.000137
and from (8.11)
P (EH2a ∩ EB ∩ EL ∩ EM) = 3.433× 10−5.
Of the sixteen possible positions of the scan frequency within the train when
EB ∩ EL ∩ EM occur, eight will cause EH1 to occur, one will cause EH2a to occur,
and one will cause EH5 to occur. Thus P (EH3|EB∩EL∩EM) = 6/16 and P (EH3) =
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0.4997348. Using the same reasoning as with EH1 and shown in Figure 8.5, the
distribution time for TF is uniformly distributed between 2.56 and 3.84 s.
The event EH4 only occurs when EY ∩ EK ∩ EM occurs. Similar to EH2b
occurring, this happens when the inquiry packet is in the train used at t = 2.56 s
but the scan window overlaps t = 2.56 s and the packet using the scan frequency
would have been transmitted just before t = 2.56 s had the train already changed.
Due to the scan frequency change between scan windows as in Figure 8.3, the inquiry
packet is not received until immediately after t = 3.84 s. Thus,
P (EH4) = P (EH3|EY ∩ EP ∩ EM)P (EY )P (EP )P (EM) = 0.000214. (8.15)
and the distribution for the time at which the first inquiry packet is received is
considered to be a point mass at 3.84 s.
Finally, TF |EH5 is uniformly continuous on (5.12, 6.4) s and only occurs when
EB ∩ EL ∩ EM occurs. It occurs when the packet is missed in the first two scans
but would have been received in the third scan had the train not changed. Since
P (EH5|EB ∩ EL ∩ EM) = 1/16,
P (EH5) = P (EH5 ∩ EB ∩ EL ∩ EM) = 1.717× 10−5. (8.16)
Once the first packet is received, the inquiring device leaves the inquiry scan
substate for a random duration, TB using v1.1 of the specification. In Section 8.4,
TB is added to the conditional probability densities for TF to determine the density
for the time at which the inquiring device leave re-enters the inquiry scan substate
after the back-off period.
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8.4 Distribution of Back-off Period Completion time, TP
Recall that TB is discretely uniform between 0 and 639.375 ms and its sample
space contains 1024 points. The pdf for the completion time of the back-off period,
TP , is the convolution of the pdfs for TB and TF since they are independent random
variables.
Since the probability density for TF is dependent on EHi, the density for TP
must be conditioned on EHi. Since TB is independent of EHi, the pdf for TP generally
is
fTP (t|EHi) = fTB(t) ∗ fTF (t|EHi) (8.17)
where ∗ denotes the convolution operator. However, the inquiry time is dependent
on the events EST , EST , EST , and EST which are dependent on TB. As TB increases,
the probability of events EST , EST , or EST increases. Therefore, fTP is conditioned
on these events as well such that
fTP (t|EHi) = fTP (t|EHi ∩ EST )P (EST |EHi) + fTP (t|EHi ∩ EST )P (EST |EHi) +
fTP (t|EHi ∩ EST )P (EST |EHi)fTP (t|EHi ∩ EST )P (EST |EHi). (8.18)
Recall that since the scan frequency is based on the free running counter of the
scanning device, the time until a change in scan frequency is distributed continuously
uniform on [0, 1.28) s and is denoted SS. This time is independent of the beginning
of the scan window, and represents the frequency generating subsystem changing the
scan frequency to be used when the scan window begins.
Likewise, the time until the next membership change in the train, denoted ST ,
is distributed uniformly on [0, 1.28) s except when there is knowledge of the change.
If EB occurs, a membership change occurs just before the first inquiry packet is
received, the next change will occur 1.28 s later. Since the maximum back-off time
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is 639.375 ms, the membership cannot change during the back-off time when EB
occurs. Thus, the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of SS and ST , FS(t) and
FT (t|EB) respectively, are
FS(t) = FT (t|EB) =



0 t < 0
t
1.28s
0 ≤ t ≤ 1.28s
1 otherwise
. (8.19)
The conditional probabilities in (8.18) are
P (EST |EHi) = P ({SS ≤ TB} ∩ {ST > TB}|EHi),
P (EST |EHi) = P ({SS > TB} ∩ {ST ≤ TB}|EHi),
P (EST |EHi) = P ({SS ≤ TB} ∩ {ST ≤ TB}|EHi), and
P (EST |EHi) = P ({SS > TB} ∩ {ST > TB}|EHi).
The mutual independence of SS and ST implies that
P (EST |EHi) =
1023∑
n=0
FS(nTslot)
(
1− FT (nTslot|EB ∩ EHi)P (EB|EHi)
) 1
1024
. (8.20)
Similarly,
P (EST |EHi) =
1023∑
n=0
(
1− FS(nTslot)
)
FT (nTslot|EB ∩ EHi)P (EB|EHi) 1
1024
, (8.21)
P (EST |EHi) =
1023∑
n=0
FS(nTslot)FT (nTslot|EB ∩ EHi)P (EB|EHi) 1
1024
, (8.22)
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and
P (EST |EHi) =
1023∑
n=0
(
1− FS(nTslot)
) (
1− FT (nTslot|EB ∩ EHi)P (EB|EHi)
) 1
1024
.
(8.23)
To derive the pdf for (TP |EST ∩ EHi), fTF (t|EST ∩ EHi) is convolved with
fTB(t|EST ∩ EHi). Since EST is independent of TF , fTF (t|EST ∩ EHi) = fTF (t|EHi).
Therefore,
fTB(t|EST ∩ EHi) =
d
dt
P ({SS ≤ TB} ∩ {ST > TB} ∩ EST |EHi)
P (EST |EHi)
(8.24)
=
δ(t− nTslot)
1024
(
FS(nTslot)
(
1− FT (nTslot)P (EB|EHi)
)
P (EST |EHi)
)
for n = 0, 1, 2, ...1023 where δ(t) is the impulse function and
fTP (t|EST ∩ EH1) =



1
1.28
∫ t
0
fTB(τ |EST ∩ EH1)dτ 0 < t ≤ 639.375ms
1
1.28
639.375ms < t ≤ 1.28s
1
1.28
(
1−
∫ t−1.28
0
fTB(τ |EST ∩ EH1)dτ
)
1.28 < t ≤ 1.9139375 s
= fTF (t|EH1) ∗ fTB(t|EST ∩ EH1). (8.25)
Likewise,
fTB(t|EST ∩ EHi) =
δ(t− nTslot)
1024
(
1− FS(nTslot)
)
FT (nTslot)P (EB|EHi)
P (EST |EHi)
, (8.26)
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fTB(t|EST ∩ EHi) =
δ(t− nTslot)
1024
FS(nTslot)FT (nTslot)P (EB|EHi)
P (EST |EHi) , (8.27)
and
fTB(t|EST ∩ EHi) =
δ(t− nTslot)
1024
(
1− FS(nTslot)
) (
1− FT (nTslot)P (EB|EHi)
)
P (EST |EHi)
(8.28)
for n = 0, 1, 2, ...1023.
Since fTF (t|EHi) for i ∈ {2a, 3, 5} are time shifted versions of fTF (t|EH1) (i.e.,
uniform, continuous, and spanning 1.28s), fTP (t|EST ∩EHi) for i = 2a, 3, 5 can then
be derived by shifting by 1.28k s and substituting the applicable P (EB|EHi) and
P (EST |EHi) where k = 1, 2, 4 for i = 2a, 3, 5, respectively. Likewise, fTP (t|EST∩EHi)
,fTP (t|EST ∩ EHi), and fTP (t|EST ∩ EHi) for i ∈ {1, 2a, 3, 5} are determined by
replacing EST in (8.25) with EST , EST , and EST , respectively. For example,
fTP (t|EST ∩ EH5) =



1
1.28
∫ t−5.12s
0
fTB(τ |EST ∩ EH5)dτ 5.12 < t ≤ 5.759375s
1
1.28
5.759375 < t ≤ 6.4s
1
1.28
(
1−
∫ t−5.12
0
fTB(τ |EST ∩ EH5)dτ
)
6.4 < t ≤ 7.039375 s
= fTF (t− 5.12|EH1) ∗ fTB(t|EST ∩ EH5). (8.29)
These conditional densities, as well as fTP (t|EST ∩EHi), are depicted in Figure
8.6 for i = 1. Note that the likelihood of a change in scan frequency, train mem-
bership, or both, occurs during the back-off period increases as the back-off period
increases.
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Figure 8.6: Conditional probability density functions for TP .
When EH2b or EH4 occur, the conditional pdf for TF is treated as a point mass.
Since the conditional pdf for TP is the convolution of the conditional density for TB
with this point mass, the resultant density is fTB |EHi , i = 2b, 4 respectively, shifted
to the value of t at which the point mass occurs.
8.5 Conditional Inquiry Time Probability Densities
Combining (8.1) and (8.17),
TI = TP + 1.28N2. (8.30)
The number of unsuccessful scan frequencies attempted after the back-off time
elapses and before receipt of the second inquiry packet, N2, is a function of TP
as well as the events EST , EST , EST , and EST . Therefore, the pdf is not derived
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by convolving the pdfs of TP and N2. Conditional arguments must be used showing
that
fTI (t) =
5∑
i=1
4∑
j=0
fTI (t|EHi ∩ {N2 = j})P ({N2 = j}|EHi)P (EHi). (8.31)
Recall that EH2 is the combination of EH2a or EH2b occurring. To derive the needed
conditional pdfs, the probability of the events EA and EW must be derived. The
back-off time can only overlap an integer multiple of 1.28 s if TF is within 639.375 ms
of the next integer multiple of 1.28 s. For example, if EH2b occurs, P (EW |EH2b) = 0
since TF is modelled as occurring at t = 1.28 s and the maximum TB is 639.375 s.
Therefore TP cannot be greater than 2.56 s when EH2b occurs, thus
P (EW |EHi ∩ EX) =



∫ 0.639375+1.28k
1.28k
fTP (τ |EX ∩ EHi)dτ i ∈ {1, 2a, 3, 5}
0 i ∈ {2b, 4}
(8.32)
where EX ∈ {EST , EST , EST , EST} and k = 1, 2, 3, 5 for i = 1, 2a, 3, 5, respectively.
Recall that EA is the event that the train changes membership during the
scan windows which take place after the back-off period. The event EA is mutually
exclusive of EB, EST , and EST since the membership change cannot happen in
the scan window if the membership changed occurred during the back-off period or
within the 11.25 ms prior to the back-off period. Therefore, since EST , EST , EST ,
and EST are also mutually exclusive and
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P (EA|EHi) = 11.25ms
1.28s
P (EB ∩ (EST ∪ EST ) ∩ EHi)
=
11.25ms
1.28s
P (EB|EHi) (P (EST |EHi) + P (EST |EHi)) . (8.33)
Additionally, the knowledge that EHi occurs determines the probability that
EL occurs. For example, P (EL|EH5) = 1 since EH5 can only occur if EL occurs.
Therefore,
P (EL|EH1) = P (EL|EH2b) = P (EL), (8.34)
P (EL|EH2b) = P (EL|EH5) = 1, and (8.35)
P (EL|EH3) = P (EL|EH4)
=
P (EL)
(
1− P (EH1)− P (EH2b)
)
− P (EH2a)− P (EH5)
P (EH3) + P (EH4)
(8.36)
Likewise, the probability EB occurs given EHi is
P (EB|EH1) = P (EB|EH2b) = P (EB), (8.37)
P (EB|EH2b) = P (EB|EH5) = 0, and (8.38)
P (EB|EH3) = P (EB|EH4) =
P (EB)
(
1− P (EH1)− P (EH2b)
)
P (EH3) + P (EH4)
. (8.39)
In the following sections, the above conditional probabilities are used to explicitly
derive the conditional density functions.
8.5.1 Conditional density given EH1
If the scan frequency and train under which the first inquiry packet was received
do not change during the back-off period and EB did not occur, the inquiring device
will receive a second inquiry packet when it re-enters the inquiry scan substate.
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However, it is clear from Section 8.4 that the relationship between the scan frequency
and inquiry train can change. If EST ∩EH1 occurs, the second packet will be received
immediately because the scan frequency will still be in the inquiry train and there is
no chance that the train membership will change during the scan window implying
that
P (N2 = 0|EST ∩ EH1) = 1. (8.40)
If (EST ∩ EH1) occurs, the second packet will be immediately received unless
EA ∩ EL occur at which time the probability of receiving the second packet is 0.5
since the train will shift from containing the scan frequency in half of the possible
configurations giving
P (N2 6= 0|EA ∩ EL ∩ EST ∩ EH1) = 0.5. (8.41)
If (EST ∩EH1) occurs, the second packet will be received when N2 = 0 except
when EL occurs, which causes the scanning frequency to effectively change trains
and the packet will not be received until the train change at t = 2.56 s. A similar
effect is seen when EST occurs except that (EA ∩EL) may also occur, at which time
the probability that the packet is received with N2 = 0 is 0.5 in a situation similar
to that described in (8.9).
Given the event EH1 ∩N2 = 0,
fTI (t|EH1 ∩ {N2 = 0}) =
(
1/P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 0})
)
×
(
fTP (t|EST ∩ EH1 ∩ {N2 = 0})P ({N2 = 0}|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)P (EH1) +
fTP (t|EST ∩ EH1 ∩ {N2 = 0})P ({N2 = 0}|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)P (EH1) +
fTP (t|EST ∩ EH1 ∩ {N2 = 0})P ({N2 = 0}|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)P (EH1) +
fTP (t|EST ∩ EH1 ∩ {N2 = 0})P ({N2 = 0}|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)P (EH1)
)
(8.42)
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which is
fTI (t|EH1 ∩ {N2 = 0}) =
(
1/P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 0})
)
×
(
fTP (t|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)P (EH1) + (8.43)
fTP (t|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)P (EH1)
(
1− 0.5P (EL|EH1)P (EA|EH1)
)
+
fTP (t|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)P (EH1)P (EL|EH1) +
fTP (t|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)P (EH1)P (EL|EH1)
(
1− 0.5P (EA|EH1)
))
where
P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 0}) =
P (EST |EH1)P (EH1) + P (EST |EH1)P (EH1)P (EL|EH1) +
P (EST |EH1)P (EH1)
(
1− 0.5P (EL|EH1)P (EA|EH1)
)
+
P (EST |EH1)P (EH1)P (EL|EH1)
(
1− 0.5P (EA|EH1)
))
. (8.44)
Note that fTP (t|EX∩EH1∩{N2 = 0}) is, in fact, independent of N2 or any other
events which occur after the back-off is complete and therefore equals fTP (t|EX ∩
EH1), where EX ∈ {EST , EST , EST , EST}.
The occurrence of {N2 = 1} ∩ EH1 must be conditioned on EW due to the
train change at t = 2.56 s. The probability that the membership changes within the
scan window and causes the first scan frequency after the back-off to miss but allows
packet reception in the subsequent window is 1/16 when EH1∩EL∩EA∩EW ∩EST
or EH1 ∩EL ∩EA ∩EW ∩EST . Note that under similar conditions when EH1 ∩EL ∩
EA ∩ EW ∩ (EST ∪ EST ) occurs, N2 = 3 or 4.
If EH1 ∩ EW occurs when EST , EST , or EST ∩ EA ∩ EL occur and cause the
scan frequency to effectively change trains to the train used after the change at
t = 2.56 s, N2 may equal 1. If EST ∩ EH1 ∩ EA ∩ EL ∩ EM ∩ EW occurs, seven
of the possible locations of the scanning frequency within the train will cause the
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packet to be received since eight of the positions cause N2 = 0 and the remaining
one position causes N2 = 3. This one position would have allowed the packet to
be received between t = 2.56 and 3.84 s except that the train change cause receipt
to be delayed until after t = 5.12 s. Thus, P ({N2 = 1}|EST ∩ EH1 ∩ EM ∩ EW ) =
P (EA|EH1)P (EL|EH1) × 7/16. Similarly, if EST ∩ EL ∩ EH1 ∩ EW occurs, N2 = 1
except if EA also occurs. If this and EM occur, eight of the possible locations of the
scanning frequency allow the packet to be received when N2 = 0 and one would have
allowed the packet to be received between t = 2.56 s and t = 3.84 s had the train not
changed, leaving P ({N2 = 1}|EST∩EH1∩EM∩EW ) = P (EL) (1− 9P (EA|EH1)/16).
Finally, if EST ∩EL ∩EH1 occurs, N2 = 1∩EH1 will occur regardless of EW . Thus,
fTI (t|EH1 ∩ {N2 = 1}) =
(
1/P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 1})
)
×
(
fTP (t− 1.28s|{N2 = 1} ∩ EST ∩ EA ∩ EL ∩ EH1)P (EL|EH1)P (EH1)×
P ({N2 = 1}|EST ∩ EA ∩ EL ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)P (EA|EH1)u(2.56− t) +
fTP (t− 1.28s|{N2 = 1} ∩ EST ∩ EH1)P ({N2 = 1}|EST ∩ EH1)×
P (EST |EH1)P (EH1)u(t− 2.56) +
fTP (t− 1.28s|{N2 = 1} ∩ EST ∩ EA ∩ EL ∩ EH1)P (EL|EH1)P (EH1)×
P ({N2 = 1}|EST ∩ EA ∩ EL ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)P (EA|EH1)u(2.56− t)
fTP (t− 1.28s|{N2 = 1} ∩ EST ∩ EH1)P ({N2 = 1}|EST ∩ EH1)× (8.45)
P (EST |EH1)P (EH1)u(t− 2.56) +
fTP (t− 1.28s|{N2 = 1} ∩ EST ∩ EL ∩ EH1)×
P ({N2 = 1}|EST ∩ EL ∩ EH1)P (EL|EH1)P (EST |EH1)P (EH1)u(t− 2.56)
)
where u(t) is the unit step function. After some simplification, this becomes
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fTI (t|EH1 ∩ {N2 = 1}) = P (EL|EH1)P (EH1)16P (EH1∩{N2=1})×(
fTP (t− 1.28s|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)P (EA|EH1)×
(
u(2.56− t) +
(
16
P (EA|EH1) − 9
)
u(t− 2.56)
)
+
fTP (t− 1.28s|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)P (EA|EH1)
(
u(2.56− t) + 7u(t− 2.56)
)
+
16fTP (t− 1.28s|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)u(t− 2.56)
)
(8.46)
where
P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 1}) = P (EL|EH1)P (EH1)P (EA|EH1)×
P (EST |EH1)
(
P (EW |EST ∩ EH1)/16 +
( 1
P (EA|EH1) − 9/16
)
P (EW |EST ∩ EH1)
)
+
P (EST |EH1)
(
P (EW |EST ∩ EH1)/16 + 7P (EW |EST ∩ EH1)/16
)
+
P (EST |EH1)P (EW |EST ∩ EH1)/P (EA|EH1). (8.47)
If N2 > 1 and EH1 occurs, N2 = 2 in all cases except if EM ∩EA ∩EL ∩EW ∩
(EST ∪ EST ) occurs and the position of the scan frequency in the train was such
that the packet would be received between t = 2.56 and 3.84 s if the train does not
change. In this case, N2 = 4. Thus
fTI (t|EH1 ∩ {N2 = 2}) =
P (EL|EH1)P (EH1)u(3.84− t)
16P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 2}) ×(
fTP (t− 2.56s|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)
(
16− 10P (EA|EH1)
)
+
6fTP (t− 2.56s|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)P (EA|EH1) +
16fTP (t− 2.56s|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)
)
(8.48)
where
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P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 2}) = P (EL|EH1)P (EH1)×(
6P (EST |EH1)P (EA|EH1)P (EW |EST ∩ EH1)/16 + P (EST |EH1)P (EW |EST ∩ EH1) +
P (EST |EH1)P (EW |EST ∩ EH1)
(
1− 10P (EA|EH1)/16
))
. (8.49)
Recall that only one of the sixteen positions the scanning frequency can take
in the train results in N2 = 3, giving
fTI (t|EH1 ∩ {N2 = 3}) =
(
1/P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 3})
)
×
(
fTP (t− 3.84s|{N2 = 3} ∩ EST ∩ EA ∩ EL ∩ EH1)P (EL|EH1)P (EH1)×
P ({N2 = 3}|EST ∩ EA ∩ EL ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)P (EA|EH1)u(t− 5.12) +
fTP (t− 3.84s|{N2 = 3} ∩ EST ∩ EA ∩ EL ∩ EH1)P (EL|EH1)P (EH1)× (8.50)
P ({N2 = 3}|EST ∩ EA ∩ EL ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)P (EA|EH1)u(t− 5.12)
)
,
or
fTI (t|EH1 ∩ {N2 = 3}) =
(P (EA|EH1)P (EL|EH1)P (EH1)u(t− 5.12)
16P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 3}) ×(
fTP (t− 3.84s|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1) +
fTP (t− 3.84s|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)
)
, (8.51)
where
P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 3}) = P (EL|EH1)P (EH1)P (EA|EH1)× (8.52)(
P (EST |EH1)P (EW |EST ∩ EH1)/16 + P (EST |EH1)P (EW |EST ∩ EH1)/16
)
.
This leaves
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fTI (t|EH1 ∩ {N2 = 4}) =
P (EL|EH1)P (EH1)P (EA|EH1)u(6.4− t)
16P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 4}) × (8.53)(
fTP (t− 5.12s|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1) + fTP (t− 5.12s|EST ∩ EH1)P (EST |EH1)
)
where
P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 4}) = P (EL|EH1)P (EH1)P (EA|EH1)× (8.54)(
P (EST |EH1)P (EW |EST ∩ EH1) + P (EST |EH1)P (EW |EST ∩ EH1)
)
/16.
The probability density for the inquiry time when EH1 occurs is
fTI (t|EH1) =
4∑
j=0
fTI (t|EH1 ∩ {N2 = j})P ({N2 = j}|EH1)P (EH1). (8.55)
8.5.2 Conditional density given EH2a
The event EB ∩ EL must have occurred if EH2a occurs and therefore EA can-
not occur, the train cannot change membership during the back-off period, and
P (EB|EH2a) = 0. However, if EM ∩ EH2a occurs, due to the nature of the relation-
ship between the train change and scan frequency, the scan frequency will not be
in the train used immediately after the back-off period unless the scan frequency
changes during the back-off period. The converse is true if EM ∩EH2a occurs. If the
packet could have been received in the first window but is not received because EW
occurs, N2 = 3. Therefore,
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fTI (t|EH2a ∩ {N1 = 0}) =
(
1/P (EH2a ∩ {N1 = 0})
)
fTP (t|EST ∩ EH2a ∩ EM)P (EM |EH2a)P (EST |EH2a)u(2.56− t) +
fTP (t|EST ∩ EH2a ∩ EM)P (EM |EH2a)P (EST |EH2a)u(t− 2.56) +
fTP (t|EST ∩ EH2a ∩ EM)P (EM |EH2a)P (EST |EH2a)u(2.56− t) +
fTP (t|EST ∩ EH2a ∩ EM)P (EM |EH2a)P (EST |EH2a)u(t− 2.56), (8.56)
fTI (t|EH2a ∩ {N1 = 1}) =
(
1/P (EH2a ∩ {N1 = 1})
)
fTP (t− 1.28|EST ∩ EH2a ∩ EM)P (EM |EH2a)P (EST |EH2a)u(3.84− t) +
fTP (t− 1.28|EST ∩ EH2a ∩ EM)P (EM |EH2a)P (EST |EH2a)u(3.84− t), (8.57)
and
fTI (t|EH2a ∩ {N1 = 3}) =
(
1/P (EH2a ∩ {N1 = 3})
)
fTP (t− 3.84|EST ∩ EH2a ∩ EM)P (EM |EH2a)P (EST |EH2a)u(t− 5.12) +
fTP (t− 3.84|EST ∩ EH2a ∩ EM)P (EM |EH2a)P (EST |EH2a)u(t− 5.12) (8.58)
where
P (EH2a ∩ {N1 = 0}) =
P (EST |EH2a)
(
P (EM |EH2a)P (EW |EH2a) + P (EM |EH2a)P (EW |EH2a)
)
+
P (EST |EH2a)
(
P (EM |EH2a)P (EW |EH2a) + P (EM |EH2a)P (EW |EH2a)
)
,(8.59)
P (EH2a ∩ {N1 = 1} = P (EST |EH2a)P (EM |EH2a)P (EW |EH2a) +
P (EST |EH2a)P (EM |EH2a)P (EW |EH2a), (8.60)
and
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P (EH2a ∩ {N1 = 3}) = P (EST |EH2a)P (EM |EH2a)P (EW |EH2a) +
P (EST |EH2a)P (EM |EH2a)P (EW |EH2a). (8.61)
8.5.3 Conditional density given EH2b
Since the event EH2b is essentially the event EH1 extended across t = 1.28 s,
the conditions under which N2 = j, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, are similar to those when EH1
occurs. The only significant difference is that the density function for TF |EH2b is
modelled as a point mass making TP (t|EH2b) = TB(t− 1.28|EH1). Since EW cannot
occur and there is only one scan window before the train change at t = 2.56,
fTI (t|EH2b ∩ {N2 = 0}) =
(
1/P (EH2b ∩ {N2 = 0})
)
×
(
fTB(t|EST ∩ EH2b)P (EST |EH2b)P (EH2b) +
fTB(t|EST ∩ EH2b)P (EST |EH2b)P (EH2b)
(
1− 0.5P (EL|EH2b)P (EA|EH2b)
)
+
fTB(t|EST ∩ EH2b)P (EST |EH2b)P (EH2b)P (EL|EH2b) + (8.62)
fTB(t|EST ∩ EH2b)P (EST |EH2b)P (EH2b)P (EL|EH2b)
(
1− 0.5P (EA|EH2b)
))
where
P (EH2b ∩ {N2 = 0}) =
P (EST |EH2b)P (EH2b) + P (EST |EH2b)P (EH2b)P (EL|EH2b) +
P (EST |EH2b)P (EH2b)
(
1− 0.5P (EL|EH2b)P (EA|EH2b)
)
+
P (EST |EH2b)P (EH2b)P (EL|EH2b)
(
1− 0.5P (EA|EH2b)
)
. (8.63)
As with {N2 = 2} ∩ EH1,
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fTI (t|EH2b ∩ {N2 = 1}) =
(
P (EL|EH2b)P (EH2b)/P (EH2b ∩ {N2 = 1})
)
×
(
fTB(t− 1.28s|EST ∩ EH2b)P (EST |EH2b)
(
1− 9P (EA|EH2b)/16
)
+
7fTB(t− 1.28s|EST ∩ EH2b)P (EST |EH2b)P (EA|EH2b)/16 +
fTP (t− 1.28s|EST ∩ EH2b)P (EST |EH2b)
)
(8.64)
where
P (EH2b∩{N2 = 1}) =
(
P (EL|EH2b)P (EH2b)
)(
P (EST |EH2b)
(
1−9P (EA|EH2b)/16
)
+
7P (EST |EH2b)P (EA|EH2b)/16 + P (EST |EH2b)
)
. (8.65)
Likewise,
fTI (t|EH2b ∩ {N2 = 3}) =
fTB(t− 5.12s|EST ∩ EH2b)P (EST |EH2b) + fTB(t− 5.12s|EST ∩ EH2b)P (EST |EH2b)
P (EST |EH2b) + P (EST |EH2b))
.
(8.66)
The probability density for the inquiry time when EH1 occurs is created by
using the method used in (8.55) and combining the portions of the density as
fTI (t|EH2) =
fTI (t|EH2a)P (EH2a) + fTI (t|EH2b)P (EH2b)
P (EH2a) + P (EH2b)
. (8.67)
Note that, although discrete, fTI (t|EH2b) is scaled to continuous time by dividing it
by Tslot.
8.5.4 Conditional density given EH3
The probability density function for TI |EH3 is similar to fTI (t|EH1). The only
differences are the distribution is shifted to the right by 2.56 s and P (EB|EH3) is
used instead of P (EB|EH1). The densities are almost identical except for the 2.56 s
shift and the events EM and EM are reversed in (8.40) through (8.55).
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8.5.5 Conditional density given EH4
The probability density for the inquiry time when EH4 occurs is very similar
to the probability density for EH2b, except that P (EB|EH4) must be used instead of
P (EB|EH2b).
8.5.6 Conditional density given EH5
The probability for the inquiry time when EH5 occurs is similar to the prob-
ability density for the inquiry time when EH2a occurs. All conditions are identical
except that the train switch does not occur until at least 640.625 ms after TP |EH5
and EM must have occurred, thus making the occurrence of EW inconsequential.
Therefore,
fTI (t|EH5 ∩ {N1 = 0}) = fTP (t|EST ∩ EH5) (8.68)
and
fTI (t|EH5 ∩ {N1 = 2}) = fTP (t− 2.56|EST ∩ EH5). (8.69)
8.6 Results
By applying (8.10) through (8.16) and (8.44) through (8.69) to (8.31),
fTI (t) =
5∑
i=1
4∑
j=0
fTI (t|EHi ∩ {N2 = j})P ({N2 = j}|EHi)P (EHi),
the unconditional inquiry time density for discovery using v1.1 of the BT specifica-
tion. The density is shown in Figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.7: Unconditional probability density for inquiry scan using v1.1 of the
specification, fTI (t) a) full scale b) magnified view.
Using the derived density, the expected inquiry time is 2.292 s. Since the time
spent in the inquiry substate must be a multiple of 1.28 s [Blu03] determined by the
BT variable Inquiry Length, the percentage of devices expected to be discovered are
listed by possible inquiry duration times in Table 8.1. Assuming a perfect channel,
99% of the packets are received when the inquiry duration is 5.12 seconds. When the
duration is extended to 6.4 s, 99.98% of inquiry packets are received. By remaining
in the inquiry substate for the additional 1.28 s, only an additional 1% of the de-
vices are discovered while 2048 packet slots for regular traffic are lost. Additionally,
remaining in the inquiry substate consumes twice as much power as the connection
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state [KaL01]. It is clear that devices should remain in the inquiry state for 5.12 s
when it is expected that the scanning devices are using the standard inquiry scan.
Table 8.1: Devices discovered by inquiry time.
Inquiry_Length Inquiry Duration % Discovered
1 1.28 s 36.71
2 2.56 s 48.96
3 3.84 s 86.71
4 5.12 s 98.95
5 6.4 s 99.98
The expected inquiry time from the derived pdf of 2.292 s is considerably larger
than 329.7 ms derived in [SBT00] [SBT01] [ZaG04] where it was assumed that the
devices continuously receives when in the inquiry scan substate and a single train
is used. Even when small scan windows were considered [KaL01], failure to account
for the two trains of inquiry frequencies causes the derived expected inquiry time to
only equal 964.1 ms. The difference between the expected inquiry time and mean
inquiry time collect via experiment of 2.22 ms was explained by possible channel
noise in the experiment.
8.6.1 Simulated and Measured Results
A MATLAB R© simulation was written to emulate a device measurement ex-
periment which characterized the density of inquiry time between two BT devices
[KaL01] one meter apart. Inquiry time data was collected for a device that remained
in the inquiry scan substate. The second device entered the inquiry substate for 12.8
seconds and recorded the time the scanning device was discovered. The inquiring
device then entered the standby state for a time uniformly distributed on (0, 12.8)
seconds to in an attempt to remove “synchronization artifacts” and then re-entered
the inquiry substate. Note that the relationship between scan frequency changes
and train membership changes remain constant through the 1500 replications of the
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experiment; they both change every 1.28 s and maintain the same relation to one
another, regardless of when data collection begins. This makes synchronization ar-
tifacts impossible to remove. The inquiry process was repeated 1500 times. Our
simulation repeated the experiment 4,000 times. Since each replication of the exper-
iment produced a different inquiry time pdf based on the relationship between the
clock/addresses of the devices involved, the simulation yielded a mean pdf shown in
Figure 8.7. The derived pdf falls within the 95% confidence interval of the simulated
pdf. The difference between the analytical and simulated mean density is shown in
Figure 8.8.
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Figure 8.8: Difference in fTI (t) between derived and simulated mean pdf using
specified inquiry process.
Likewise, the distribution closely resembles an inquiry time simulation perform
using NS with BlueHoc shown in Figure 8.9a [KaP02]. The null hypothesis that
the simulated distribution is statistically equivalent to the derived distribution is
not rejected at the 0.05 level for either the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS = 0.8851,
Critical = 1.358) or Cramér-von Mises (CV = 0.1281, Critical = 0.461) tests.
The derived distribution is also statistically similar to the data received from an
experiment that attempted to duplicate the experiment of [KaL01] using Brain Boxes
PCMCIA cards shown in Figure 8.9b [Leo03]. The null hypothesis that the simulated
distribution is statistically equivalent to the derived distribution is not rejected at
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the 0.05 level for either the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS = 1.347, Critical = 1.358) or
Cramér-von Mises (CV = 0.2985, Critical = 0.461) tests.
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Figure 8.9: Probability density estimate for standard inquiry scan a) simulated
[KaP02] b) measured [Leo03].
However, neither the simulated nor the derived pdf are similar to the measured
inquiry time distribution shown in Figure 8.10. This discrepancy is discussed and
resolved in Chapter IX.
8.6.2 Inquiry Scan using Specification v1.2
It has been shown that the discovery time can be reduced by reducing the
back-off time [ZaC02]. Back-off was put into the specification to reduce collisions
when multiple devices have open scan windows and an inquiring device begins trans-
mitting inquiry packets. In version 1.2 of the Bluetooth specification, the back-off
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Figure 8.10: Measured probability density estimate for standard inquiry scan
[KaL01].
time and second inquiry packet reception requirement prior to FHS transmission is
removed [Blu03]. The probability of FHS packets colliding for two random scan-
ning devices is 0.00024 without the back-off, compared to 0.00016 using the back-off.
With the back-off scheme removed, the inquiry time pdf is
fTI (t) =
5∑
i=1
fTF (t|EHi)P (EHi). (8.70)
Thus 99% of the devices can be discovered in 3.83 s as shown in Figure 8.11.
Additionally, in v1.2 of the specification, an interlaced inquiry scan is intro-
duced. The interlaced inquiry scan consists of an 11.25 ms scan window like that
used in the v1.1 inquiry scan, immediately followed by a second 11.25 ms scan win-
dow using a scan frequency from the other train. Therefore, if the inquiry packet
is not received in the first 11.25ms, it is received in the second 11.25 ms. Likewise,
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Figure 8.11: Unconditional probability density for the standard inquiry scan,
fTI (t).
the second inquiry packet will be received in the first 22.5 ms after the the back-off
completes. The only exception is if the membership of the train shifts during the
one of the two scan windows, the scan frequency is the frequency which changes
from the second window, and the change occurs after the frequency from the first
train which changes trains has been transmitted. The probability of this occurring
is P (EB)P (EL)P (EM) = 2.75 × 10−4. If this does occur the inquiry completion is
delayed by 1.28 s. Therefore, the interlaced inquiry scan inquiry time pdf is essen-
tially
fTI (t) =
1
2
(
fTF (t) + fTF (t− 11.25ms)
)
(8.71)
and is effectively uniform on [0,1.28s]. If devices remain in the interlaced inquiry scan
mode opening 11.25ms windows every 1.28s, the devices remain constantly available
for discovery while only removing them from the connection or standby state 1.75%
of the time. Thus, there is very little impact on power consumption or scatternet
throughput while discovering 99% of devices within 1.28s.
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8.7 Noise and Other Disrupting Factors
When synchronous (SCO) channels are used in either the inquiring or scanning
devices or the channel is noisy, a greatly increased inquiry time can result. A missed
inquiry packet extends the inquiry time by at least 1.28 s while two consecutively
missed inquiry packets can delay the inquiry by 5.12 s due to the train changes in
a standard inquiry scan. However, these effects can be mitigated by extending the
duration of the scan window. For example, if the first inquiry packet is disrupted or
not sent due to SCO link requirements, but the scan window remains open for 22.5
ms, the inquiry packet can be received in the second repetition of the train within
the window.
Although the distribution was validated with measurement and simulation
data, a set of measured data shows a different distribution [KaL01]. The authors of
the experiment offer no explanation other than possible noise. This is unlikely since
the measured devices were 1 meter apart. Additionally, if noise caused the distortion
in the distribution, it would be expected that both modes of the distribution would
be spread to the right as the inquiry time was extended. However, this was not the
case; the expected value for the measure inquiry time was lower than the expected
time of the validated model. To fully investigate the inquiry time, it was assumed
that the manufacturers deviated from the specification. It was theorized that the
manufacturers had used CLK13 to determine the which train was used in the inquiry.
This theory is investigated and confirmed in Chapter IX.
8.8 Collision Avoidance
For inquiring nodes which are connected to a pico- or scatternet, collision avoid-
ance techniques can be implemented to limit the impact of inquiry packet transmis-
sions on piconet traffic. As with PIAM and AFIT, knowledge of the neighboring
piconet hop sequences enable the inquiring device to predict which inquiry packet
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will interfer with the piconet traffic. Since the piconet traffic is a higher priority, the
inquiring device should always skip it’s packet transmission if a collision is expected.
Additionally, inquiry packets should also be skipped which, if received by a scanning
device, will result in an FHS packet that will collide with piconet traffic. There is
little use in allowing an inquiry packet to be transmitted knowing the response will
likely be destroyed. The scanning device would then enter a back-off period before
re-entering the inquiry scan substate, delaying discovery.
As shown in this chapter and Chapter V, the derivations for inquiry packet
interference effects and inquiry time are quite complex. Combining the two to deter-
mine the inquiry time with collision avoidance is not feasible. Therefore, the impact
on the inquiry time distribution is determined via simulation.
A MATLAB R© simulation model was developed that determined the inquiry
time required for an inquiring device to discover a node in the default inquiry scan
substate (i.e, opens an 11.25 ms scan window every 1.28 s) while avoiding colli-
sions with neighboring piconets. As Table 8.2 shows, the impact on inquiry time is
minimal. With 2500 simulation runs, the inquiry time was delayed by 1.28 s when
avoiding a single piconet in 1.8% of the cases. This occurs when the inquiry packet
is not transmitted on the scan frequency due to collision avoidance and the scan-
ning device does not keep the scan window open long enough to receive the next
transmission on that frequency. In 0.16% of the cases, the inquiry packet occurs at
the beginning of the scan window, is not transmitted due to collision avoidance, but
is transmitted and received at the end of the scan window. The 11.25 ms permits
the scanning device to receive the second copy of the inquiry packet on the scanning
frequency in some cases, as it is transmitted every 10 ms.
As the number of piconets increases, additional inquiry packets are skipped
as more piconet packets must be avoided. Note that if the scanning device misses
packets in two consecutive windows, the train change in the inquiring device typically
does not allow the the inquiry packet to be received until the train changes again,
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Table 8.2: Inquiry time using collision avoidance.
# of     
piconets
Mean 
inquiry 
time
% delayed 
by 10 ms
% delayed 
by 1.28 s
% delayed 
by 5.12 s
0 1.90 0 0 0
1 1.92 0.16 1.84 0
2 1.95 0.40 3.68 0.04
3 1.99 0.56 5.80 0.28
4 2.02 0.84 7.44 0.52
causing at least a 5.12 s extension of the inquiry time. These delays are evident in
the pmf of the inquiry time with three neighboring piconets shown in Figure 8.12.
The mean inquiry time increases as the number of piconets increases and the number
of skipped inquiry packets increases.
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Figure 8.12: Inquiry time pmf with collision avoidance for three neighboring pi-
conets.
8.9 Multiple Inquiring Nodes
The impact of multiple inquiring nodes is important since several nodes may
be inquiring in a scatternet scenario in some of the possible outreach scenarios.
Again, an analytical model describing the inquiry time which incorporates multiple
inquiring nodes is infeasible.
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The standard inquiry scan is used since it is likely to be the most commonly
used scan type for future BT devices. The presence of multiple inquiring devices
presents several challenges in device discovery. It is not feasible for inquiring devices
to avoid collisions with other inquiring devices as there may be a large number of
them in a scatternet and it is impractical for each node to monitor the activities of
every other node in the scatternet. Fortunately, the short duration of inquiry packets
makes the probability of packet collisions relatively small (2 68
625
1
32
= 0.068).
Table 8.3: Inquiry time with multiple inquirers.
Inquiring Devices            
Mean Inquiry 
Time
% not found 
after 15 s
1 1.90 -
2 2.40 1.1
3 2.77 1.4
4 3.24 3.5
5 4.07 6.0
However, as Table 8.3 shows, the mean inquiry time increases significantly as the
number of inquiry nodes rises. The inquiry times were collected using 2500 runs
of the Matlab simulation model used in Section 8.8. The model recorded the time
required for a primary inquiring node to discover a scanning device in the presence
of secondary inquiring nodes. In some cases, when the primary node is the first
to discover the scanning node and the inquiry packet is not disrupted, the inquiry
time is no different from that required when no other inquiry nodes are present.
However, when the primary inquiring piconet is not the first to discover the scanning
node, the scanning node transmits a response FHS packet to the secondary inquiring
node that discovered it, closes the scan window for the back-off period, advances
its scan frequency by adding a 1.28 s offset to the CLK, and then opens a scan
window to repeat the process. This may occasionally permit the inquiry time for the
primary inquiring node to decrease if the advance in the scan frequency shifts the
scan frequency into a different train. More likely, however, the inquiry time for the
primary inquiring device increases as shown in Figure 8.13.
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Figure 8.13: Inquiry time pmf with a) one other inquiring node b) four other
inquiring nodes.
In some cases, when the trains used by the inquiring devices are similar but
slightly different in phase, it is possible that a secondary device consistently transmits
an inquiry packet on the scan frequency before the primary device transmits its in-
quiry packet on that scan frequency during a scan window. Thus, until the secondary
device ceases it’s inquiry process, the primary inquiring device never discovers the
scanning node. Thus, the simulation was ended after 15 seconds of discovery at-
tempts. For example, with one neighboring inquirer, 1.1% of the primary nodes did
not find the scanning node within 15 s. The mean inquiry time listed in Table 8.3
includes only those devices discovered within 15 s.
8.10 Multiple Inquiring Nodes and Collision Avoidance
It is apparent that the presence of additional inquirers have a much greater ef-
fect on inquiry time than inquiry packet collision avoidance with piconets. Although
collision avoidance may cause a secondary inquirer’s packet to be skipped, allowing
the scanning device to receive the primary inquirer’s packet when it would not have
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otherwise, this is unlikely. The simulation was run 2500 times with one secondary
inquirer and one piconet. Both inquirers avoided collisions with the piconet’s pack-
ets. In the presence of a piconet, the percentage of devices not discovered within
15 seconds dropped from 1.1% to 0.9%. The resultant mean inquiry time for the
devices discovered within 15 seconds was 2.43 s, which is very similar to the mean
inquiry time when the only the secondary inquirer was present. As expected, the
presences of multiple inquirers dominates the impact on the inquiry time.
8.11 Summary
In this chapter, a rigorous derivation of the inquiry time pdf for a BT de-
vice which periodically opens an inquiry scan window was presented. The possible
interactions between the inquiry trains and the scan frequencies in the Bluetooth
discovery process are numerous and complex. By identifying these interactions, the
pdf for the inquiry time was derived for multiple devices in standard inquiry scan
substate in a noiseless environment. Understanding these interactions easily lends
itself to developing the pdf for the inquiry time under different situations and imple-
mentations of the BT discovery process such as the standard and interlaced inquiry
scans. The derived distributions proivide the information needed to reduce the in-
quiry substate dwell time, which in turn reduces power requirements, interference,
and increase piconet throughput.
The 10.24 s inquiry substate duration recommended in the specification is much
longer than required with little gain in device discovery capability. With the inquiry
scan from v1.1 of the specification, the discovery time can be cut in half. The impact
is even more significant when using the standard and interlaced inquiry scan from
v1.2 of the specification; 99.99% of devices are discovered when the inquiry time is
reduced by 63.5% and 87.5%, respectively.
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Collision avoidance can be used to remove the impact of inquiring devices
in a scatternet on neighboring piconets without significantly affecting the inquiry
time. However, the presence of multiple inquiring node can significantly increase the
inquiry time.
In Chapter IX, the discrepancy between the measured data in [KaL01] and the
inquiry time pdf derived and validated in this Chapter is investigated and resolved.
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IX. Simplification in the Inquiry Substate
In Chapter VIII, one set of measurements does not match the derived and validated
models using v1.1 of the BT specification. Thus, a likely deviation in the specifi-
cation is explored in this chapter. In the pdf obtained via measurement shown in
Figure 8.10, a large number of sample points lie between t = 1.92 and t = 2.56
seconds. In the derived and simulated densities as well as other measured densities
[KaP02] [Leo03], very few devices have an inquiry time between t = 1.92 and t = 2.56
seconds. Given this difference, it was theorized that the train of the inquiring device
used in the experiment changed based on bit 13 of the inquiring device’s CLK rather
than using a separate 2.56 s counter. This simplifies the Bluetooth protocol imple-
mentation while retaining compatibility with devices that more strictly follow the
standard. It is shown through the derived and simulation distribution models that
some manufacturers have chosen to simplify the inquiry substate in a manner com-
patible with the specification which slightly improves performance. This modified
inquiry substate is referred to as a CLK-driven inquiry.
9.1 CLK-Driven Inquiry Analysis
Complex interactions cause special, but unlikely, situations which make the
derivation of the inquiry time pdf cumbersome. Two such cases occur when the
train membership changes during a scan window or when a scan window overlaps
t = 0 s. The interactions are even more complex when using the CLK-driven inquiry
since it is possible the train in use (A or B) also changes during a scan window.
To simplify the situation, it is assumed the train membership changes do not occur
during the scan window. This introduces an error of 0.88% (11.25 ms/1.28 s) into
the pdf but simplifies the density function significantly. Additionally, it is assumed
when EHi occurs, the reception time of the first inquiry packet, TF , is uniform on(
(i− 1)1.28, 1.28i
)
, i ∈ 1, 2, 3. This introduces an error of 0.042% but simplifies the
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analysis substantially. To derive the inquiry time pdf, much of the notation used in
Chapter VIII is used. As in Chapter VIII,
fTI (t) =
5∑
i=1
4∑
j=0
fTI (t|EHi ∩ {N2 = j})P ({N2 = j}|EHi)P (EHi), (9.1)
although the conditional distributions and probabilities differ.
During the back-off period, the scan frequency generated by the scanning device
may change, which is denoted as S in the following event definitions. Also, the
inquiry train membership may change by itself (T ) or in conjunction with a changing
of the inquiry used by the inquiring device (C). When the train used changes, the
train memberships also change since they are also tied to the CLK. It is possible
for the scan frequency to effectively change trains when the scan frequency changes
or the train membership changes if EL also occurs. The possible event combination
are:
ESTC :the scan frequency changes but the train does not change membership dur-
ing the back-off period, thus the train used by the inquiring device also does
not change due to train choice being driven by CLK13. This is shown in
Figure 8.4a.
EST : the train membership and the scan frequency both change during the back-
off period but the train used does not change, leaving the scan frequency in
the same train as before the back-off period.
ESC : the train membership, the scan frequency, and the train used all change
during the back-off period.
ESTC :neither the train membership nor the scan frequency change during the
back-off period which implies the train being used also does not change.
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EST : the train membership changes but neither the scan frequency nor the train
used changes during the back-off period. Again, this may effectively result
in a train change as shown in Figure 8.4b.
ESC : the train being used changes but the scan frequency does not change during
the back-off period.
Using the above events, the unconditional and conditional probabilities needed
to derive the inquiry time pdf are developed below, beginning with the probability
the first inquiry packet is received in the ith 1.28 s interval.
9.1.1 Probability of EHi, i = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
With our assumptions
P (EH1) = P (EM) = 0.5. (9.2)
The scan frequency has a 0.5 probability of being in the first train used by the inquir-
ing device with a random pairing of Bluetooth devices. As mentioned previously,
TF |EH1 is uniformly distributed on (0, 1.28) s. The event EH2 occurs when EM
occurs and the train changes between 0 and 1.28 s. Since the time of the first train
change, TC , is uniformly distributed on (0, 2.56) s and is independent of the scan
frequency’s relationship to the current train,
P (EH2) = P (EM)P ({0 ≤ TC ≤ 1.28}) = 0.25. (9.3)
Likewise, EH3 occurs if the train change occurs between 1.28 and 2.56 seconds,
giving
P (EH3) = P (EM)P ({1.28 ≤ TC ≤ 2.56}) = 0.25. (9.4)
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The reception time of the first packet given EH2 or EH3 is uniformly distributed on
(1.28, 2.56) s and (2.56, 3.84) s, respectively. With our assumptions, EH4 and EH5
cannot occur.
9.1.2 Conditional Densities for TB Completion
Recall that TB is discretely uniform between 0 and 639.375 ms and its sample
space contains 1024 points. The pdf of the back-off period completion time, TP , is
the convolution of the pdfs for TB and TF–the sum of the two independent random
variables.
The pdf of TF is dependent on EHi, therefore, the density function of TP must
be conditioned on EHi, i = 1, 2, 3. However, TB is independent of EHi. Thus, the
conditional pdf for TP is
fTP (t|EHi) = fTB(t) ∗ fTF (t|EHi). (9.5)
The inquiry time is dependent on events ESTC , ESTC , EST , ESC , EST , and ESC
which are further dependent on TB. As TB gets larger, the probability of ESTC
decreases. Therefore, fTP is conditioned on these events as well with
fTP (t|EHi) =
∑
X
fTP (t|EHi ∩ EX)P (EX |EHi)P (EHi) (9.6)
where X ∈ {STC, STC, ST , SC, ST , SC} and i = 1, 2, 3. These conditional proba-
bilities and probability densities are defined below.
Recall that the scan frequency is based on the free running counter of the
scanning device. Therefore, the time until a change in scan frequency is distributed
continuously uniform on (0, 1.28) s and is denoted SS. Note that this time is not
dependent on the beginning of the scan window, but rather represents when the
frequency generating subsystem changes the current scan frequency.
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Likewise, the time until the next membership change in the train, denoted
as ST , is distributed uniformly on (0, 1.28) s. Thus, the cumulative distribution
functions (CDF) of SS and ST , FS(t) and FT (t) respectively, are
FS(t) = FT (t) =



0 t < 0
t
1.28s
0 ≤ t ≤ 1.28s
1 otherwise
. (9.7)
When train membership changes during the back-off period, the inquiring de-
vice changes trains with a probability of 0.5 given EH1. This is due to the train
change being tied to the same clock driving the membership change with the mem-
bership changing every 1.28 s but the train being used changing with every other
membership change. Denote the event that the train changes during the back-off
period given that the train changes membership during that same time as EC . When
EH2 or EH3 occur, it is known that the inquiring device changed trains at some point
in the 1.28 s preceding reception of the first packet and, therefore, the train will not
change during the back-off period, giving
P (EC |EH1) = 0.5 (9.8)
and
P (EC |EH2) = P (EC |EH3) = 0. (9.9)
Thus, the conditional probabilities in (9.6) are
P (ESTC |EHi) = P ({SS ≤ TB} ∩ {ST > TB}), (9.10)
P (ESTC |EHi) = P ({SS > TB} ∩ {ST > TB}), (9.11)
P (ESC |EH1) = P (EST |EH1) = 0.5P ({SS ≤ TB} ∩ {ST ≤ TB}), (9.12)
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P (ESC |EH1) = P (EST |EH1) = 0.5P ({SS > TB} ∩ {ST ≤ TB}), (9.13)
P (ESC |EH2) = P (ESC |EH3) = 0, (9.14)
and
P (ESC |EH2) = P (ESC |EH3) = 0. (9.15)
The mutual independence of SS and ST results in
P (ESTC |EHi) =
1
1024
1023∑
n=0
FS(nTslot)
(
1− FT (nTslot)
)
(9.16)
where Tslot is the duration of one Bluetooth time slot, 625µs.
Similarly,
P (ESTC |EHi) =
1
1024
1023∑
n=0
(
1− FS(nTslot)
)(
1− FT (nTslot)
)
, (9.17)
P (EST |EHi) = 1− P (EC |EHi)
1024
1023∑
n=0
FS(nTslot)FT (nTslot), (9.18)
and
P (EST |EHi) =
1− P (EC |EHi)
1024
1023∑
n=0
(
1− FS(nTslot)
)
FT (nTslot). (9.19)
for i = 1, 2, 3. To derive the pdf for TP |ESTC∩EHi, fTF (t|ESTC∩EHi) is convolved (∗)
with fTB(t|ESTC). Since ESTC is independent of TF , fTF (t|ESTC∩EHi) = fTF (t|EHi).
Therefore,
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fTB(t|ESTC ∩ EH1) =
d
dt
P ({SS ≤ TB} ∩ {ST > TB}|EH1)
P (ESTC |EH1)
=
δ(t− nTslot)
1024

FS(nTslot)
(
1− FT (nTslot)
)
P (ESTC |EH1)

 (9.20)
for n = 0, 1, 2, ...1023 and,
fTP (t|ESTC ∩ EH1) =



1
1.28
∫ t
0
fTB(τ |ESTC)dτ 0 < t ≤ 639.375ms
1
1.28
639.375ms < t ≤ 1.28s
1
1.28
(
1−
∫ t−1.28
0
fTB(τ |ESTC)dτ
)
1.28 < t ≤ 1.9139375s
= fTF (t|EH1) ∗ fTB(t|ESTC ∩ EH1) (9.21)
where δ(t) is the impulse function. The probability P (ESTC |EH1) is used in (9.20)
since the probability distribution for TB|ESTC , is the same is the same for all EHi,
i = 1, 2, 3. The same is true for all EX , X ∈ {STC, STC, ST , SC, ST , SC}, except
when E cannot occur. In those instances where EX cannot occur, fTB(t|EX) is zero
for all time. However, those terms will be driven to zero in the overall expression
(9.1) by the probability of the events occurring. Thus, for brevity, TB|EX is assumed
independent of EHi.
Therefore,
fTB(t|ESTC) =
δ(t− nTslot)
1024
(
1− FS(nTslot)
)(
1− FT (nTslot)
)
P (ESTC |EH1)
, (9.22)
fTB(t|EST ) = fTB(t|ESC) =
δ(t− nTslot)
1024
(FS(nTslot)) (FT (nTslot))
P (EST |EH1) , (9.23)
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and
fTB(t|EST ) = fTB(t|ESC) =
δ(t− nTslot)
1024
(
1− FS(nTslot)
)
FT (nTslot)
P (EST |EH1)
(9.24)
for n = 0, 1, 2, ...1023.
The densities for TP when ESTC , EST , ESC , EST , and ESC occur are determined
by replacing ESTC in (8.25) with ESTC , EST , ESC , EST , and ESC , respectively as
well as shifting the distribution appropriately in time. Since TF |EHi, i = 2, 3 are
distributed identically to TF |EH1 but are time shifted by 1.28(i− 1) s,
fTP (t|EX ∩ EHi) = fTP (t− 1.28(i− 1)|EX ∩ EH1) (9.25)
for X ∈ {STC, STC, ST , SC, ST , SC}.
For example,
fTP (t|ESTC ∩ EH3) =



1
1.28
∫ t−2.56s
0
fTB(τ |ESTC)dτ
2.56 < t ≤ 3.199375s
1
1.28
3.199375 < t ≤ 3.84s
1
1.28
(
1−
∫ t−3.84s
0
fTB(τ |ESTC)dτ
)
3.84 < t ≤ 4.479375s
(9.26)
9.1.3 Conditional Densities for the Inquiry Time
The inquiry time is dependent on N2 such that
TI = TP +N2. (9.27)
The random integer N2 is dependent on the relationship between the train and the
scan frequency which is a function of the event EHi, i = 1, 2, 3.
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If EH1 occurs, the second packet is received during the first scan window after
completion of the back-off period (i.e., N2 = 0) unless the scan frequency changes
such that it is no longer in the train being used or the train changes such that
the scan frequency no longer resides in it. If EST ∩ EL ∩ EH1 occurs, N2 = 1
since the train membership change causes the scan frequency to be outside the train
during the first scan window after the back-off period. Between the first and second
window, however, it is known that the inquiring device will change trains. Likewise,
if ESTC ∩ EL ∩ EH1 occurs, N2 = 1 if the train membership change also includes a
train change between the first and second windows. This happens with probability
0.5. Otherwise, N2 = 2. Finally, N2 = 2 if ESC ∩ EH1 or ESC ∩ EL ∩ EH1 occurs.
The train changes such that the scan frequency is no longer in the train and does
not fall within the train again until the train change between the second and third
windows. This yields
fTI (t|EH1 ∩ {N2 = 0}) =
( 1
P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 0})
)
×
(
fTP (t|ESTC)P (ESTC |EH1)P (EH1) + fTP (t|ESTC)P (ESTC |EH1)P (EL)P (EH1) +
fTP (t|EST )P (EST |EH1)P (EH1) + fTP (t|EST )P (EST |EH1)P (EL)P (EH1) +
fTP (t|ESC)P (ESC |EH1)P (EL)P (EH1)
)
, (9.28)
fTI (t|EH1 ∩ {N2 = 1}) =
( P (EL)P (EH1)
P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 1})
)
× (9.29)
(
0.5fTP (t− 1.28|ESTC)P (ESTC |EH1) + fTP (t− 1.28|EST )P (EST |EH1)
)
,
and
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fTI (t|EH1 ∩ {N2 = 2}) =
( P (EH1)
P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 0})
)(
fTP (t− 2.56|ESC)P (ESC |EH1) +
0.5fTP (t− 2.56|ESTC)P (ESTC |EH1)P (EL) + fTP (t− 2.56|ESC)P (ESC |EH1)P (EL)
)
(9.30)
where
P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 0}) = P (EH1)
(
P (ESC |EH1)P (EL) + (9.31)
P (ESTC |EH1) + P (ESTC |EH1)P (EL) + P (EST |EH1) + P (EST |EH1)P (EL)
)
,
P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 1}) = P (EH1)P (EL)
(
0.5P (ESTC |EH1) + P (EST |EH1)
)
, (9.32)
and
P (EH1 ∩ {N2 = 2}) = P (EH1)
(
P (ESC |EH1)P (EL) +
0.5P (ESTC |EH1)P (EL) + P (ESC |EH1)
)
. (9.33)
If EH2 occurs, the situation is different. The train being used cannot change
during the back-off period since it changed in the 1.28 s prior to the first packet being
received. Likewise, if the train changes membership during the back-off period, the
train being used changes between the first and second scan window. Otherwise, the
train being used changes between the second and third scan window.
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Thus,
fTI (t|EH2 ∩ {N2 = 0}) =
( 1
P (EH2 ∩ {N2 = 0})
)
×
(
fTP (t− 1.28|ESTC)P (ESTC |EH2)P (EH2) +
fTP (t− 1.28|ESTC)P (ESTC |EH2)P (EL)P (EH2) + (9.34)
fTP (t− 1.28|EST )P (EST |EH2)P (EH2) +
fTP (t− 1.28|EST )P (EST |EH2)P (EL)P (EH2)
)
,
fTI (t|EH2 ∩ {N2 = 1}) = fTP (t− 2.56|EST ), (9.35)
and
fTI (t|EH1 ∩ {N2 = 2}) = fTP (t− 2.56|ESTC) (9.36)
where
P (EH2 ∩ {N2 = 0}) = P (EH2)
(
P (ESTC |EH2) + P (ESTC |EH2)P (EL) +
P (EST |EH2) + P (EST |EH2)P (EL)
)
, (9.37)
P (EH2 ∩N2 = 1) = P (EST |EH2)P (EL)P (EH2), (9.38)
and
P (EH2 ∩N2 = 0) = P (ESTC |EH1)P (EL)P (EH2). (9.39)
Since the conditions under which EH3 occurs are identical to those under which
EH2 occurs (except for a 1.28 s time shift),
fTI (t|EH3 ∩ {N2 = j}) = fTI (t− 1.28|EH2 ∩ {N2 = j}) (9.40)
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for j = 0, 1, 2.
Substituting all required probabilities and conditional probabilities into densi-
ties (8.31)
fTI (t) =
4∑
i=1
5∑
j=0
fTI (t|EHi ∩ {N2 = j})P ({N2 = j}|EHi)P (EHi). (9.41)
The resultant density can be determined and is shown in Figure 9.1.
The simulation model was modified to change inquiry trains when the inquir-
ing device’s CLK13 bit changed, producing the pdf also shown in Figure 9.1. The
simulation was replicated 4,000 times with 1500 inquiries per replication and random
address/clock values for each replication. The difference between the analytical and
simulated mean density is shown in Figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.1: Inquiry time pdf, fTI (t), using the CLK-driven inquiry.
9.2 Results
The simulated mean inquiry time using the CLK-driven inquiry is 2.112 s
compared to 2.292 s using the inquiry substate as specified in the standard [Blu03].
The mean inquiry time for the measured devices is 2.221 s [KaL01].
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Figure 9.2: Difference in fTI (t) between derived and simulated mean pdf estimates
using CLK-driven inquiry.
The measured distribution closely matches the derived distribution until t =
3 s, after which it diverges slightly. However, the null hypothesis that the measured
distribution is statistically equivalent to the derived distribution is not rejected at
the 0.05 level for either the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS = 0.909, Critical = 1.358)
or Cramér-von Mises (CV = 0.08, Critical = 0.461) tests. However, the tests
are somewhat contrived since the derived distribution is not conditioned upon the
address/clock values for the device pairs whereas the measured distribution is condi-
tioned on a specific address/clock pair. Although not precisely matching the derived
CDF, the measured CDF lies well within the range of CDFs generated by the sim-
ulation as seen in Figure 9.3. Since the measured experiment represents a single
replication of the experiment from which the simulated distributions were derived, it
is likely that the measured devices used the CLK-driven inquiry process. For com-
parison, the measured data and the range of CDFs generated when following v1.1 of
the specification is shown in Figure 9.4.
Minimizing the inquiry time is important for several reasons. The inquiry
substate uses twice as much power as the connection state [KaL01]. Remaining in the
inquiry state longer than necessary reduces the potential to be in the connection state
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Figure 9.3: Measured inquiry times compared to derived and simulated inquiry
times using the CLK-driven inquiry substate.
and, therefore, network throughput. Additionally, nodes in the inquiry state can
cause significant interference to the neighboring piconets. The CLK-driven process
simplifies the implementation while maintaining compatibility with devices more
strictly adhering to the standard. The time spent in the inquiry substate must be a
multiple of 1.28 s [Blu03]. Using the specification and an inquiry state duration of
5.12 seconds (half of that recommended in the specification), 99.0% of the packets
are received assuming a perfect channel. By comparison, 99.6% of the packets are
received in 5.12 s using the CLK-driven inquiry substate. Thus, an inquiry duration
of 5.12 s is sufficient using the inquiry process in the standard but is more successful
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Figure 9.4: Measured inquiry times compared to simulated inquiry times using
BT specification v1.1.
when using the CLK-driven inquiry. However, the most important advantage of the
CLK-driven inquiry is that it eliminates the need for a separate counter, register,
and supporting algorithm to control train use. No hardware/software is needed for
train selection since it is controlled by a CLK bit.
Although the empirical inquiry data was not collected from a perfect channel,
it is unlikely that noise had a significant impact on the inquiry time since the two
devices were only one meter apart. However, if a noisy environment is detected,
noise effects can be countered by increasing the scan window length. By doubling the
scan window length, the inquiry time distribution remains almost identical. Since
the train is simply repeated 128 times between membership changes, it allows a
scanning node a second opportunity to receive the inquiry packet if receipt of the
first transmission is disrupted by noise. If the noise is due to packets from other
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piconets being transmitted on the same frequency or sporadic background noise,
the noise may not be present at the second attempt to receive the inquiry packet.
This delays packet reception by only 10 ms in a distribution spread across multiple
seconds. This almost doubles the time that a scanning node spends in scan windows,
from 0.88% to 1.66%, but has a relatively small impact on node throughput.
9.3 Clk-Driven Inquiry with Standard Inquiry Scan
As in Chapter VIII,
fTI (t) =
5∑
i=1
fTF (t|EHi)P (EHi). (9.42)
as shown in Figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.5: Inquiry time for the standard inquiry scan using CLK-Driven Inquiry,
fTI (t).
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9.4 Summary
The BT inquiry time density function is the result of a complex and dynamic
relationship between the inquiry train and the scan frequency of devices in the inquiry
scan substate. The mean inquiry time from the simulation closely matches that
derived in Chapter VIII for the inquiry time when specification v1.1 is followed.
However, it is evident from experimental data that some implementations do not
strictly adhere to the specification [KaL01]. By using the thirteenth CLK bit to
determine the inquiry train being used, the inquiry substate implementation can be
simplified while retaining compatibility with the specification and reducing actual
inquiry time. Although the apparent use by the measured devices shows the CLK-
driven inquiry is not a new idea, the probability distribution for its inquiry time
gives insight into the effects of the change. The simulated and analytical inquiry
time densities for the CLK-driven inquiry closely follow the probability density for
the collected data.
Using the metric characterizations derived in the previous five chapters, the
outreach methods are evaluated and compared in Chapter X.
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X. Network Models
In this chapter, the proposed outreach methods presented in Section 4.4.3 is reduced
to three using general observations from the preceding chapters. The performance
metrics of the three remaining methods are compared, resulting in a final recom-
mendation for a scatternet outreach method. The most effective outreach methods
include those directing all slave devices to periodically scan for new devices. Devices
in the scatternet do not inquire unless specifically directed.
10.1 Outreach Method Elimination
Using the performance metric characterizations developed in the Chapters V-
IX, several of the initially proposed outreach methods are eliminated as clearly infe-
rior. Since a minimum of 3.84 s is required for adequate discovery using the standard
inquiry scan, master devices should not enter the inquiry substate unless directed
by the user. Traffic within the piconet stops when the master is in the inquiry sub-
state. Furthermore, with multiple inquirers, a 3.84 s inquiry substate dwell time is
not effective. Additionally, when all slaves scan regularly, there is little value in the
master scanning as well. When a slave device discovers, or is discovered by, an ar-
riving node, that node can be added to the scatternet and placed into the scatternet
structure by the process governing scatternet organization.
Additionally, as a single inquiring device has little impact on goodput (<1.5%),
attempting to detect an arriving inquiring device to direct it to cease its inquiring is
of little benefit. The overhead needed for this operation also makes it undesirable.
Thus, the candidate outreach methods of Section 4.4.3 are reduced from
1. Currently proposed method with all nodes alternating between inquiry and
inquiry scan substates; arriving nodes are discovered in either the inquiry or
inquiry scan substate; disjoint scatternets quickly find each other,
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2. Limit the inquiry substate to slaves only, all nodes scan regularly,
3. Limit the inquiry substate to slaves only, only slaves scan regularly,
4. Limit the inquiry substate to non-bridge slaves only, all nodes scan regularly,
5. Limit the inquiry substate to non-bridge slaves only, only slaves scan regularly,
6. Nodes in the scatternet rarely enter inquiry substate, all nodes scan regularly,
7. Nodes in the scatternet rarely enter inquiry substate, only slaves scan regularly;
arriving nodes must inquire, to
a) Limit the inquiry substate to slaves only, only slaves scan regularly, or Inquiring
Slave Outreach Method (ISOM),
b) Limit the inquiry substate to non-bridge slaves only, only slaves scan regularly,
or Non-bridge Inquiring Slave Outreach Method (NISOM), or
c) Nodes in the scatternet rarely enter inquiry substate, only slaves scan regularly;
arriving nodes must inquire, or Scan-Based Outreach Method (SBOM).
10.2 Simulation Model
A MATLAB R© simulation model was developed to simulate the communica-
tion within a scatternet with the various outreach methods. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 4.3, the simulated network consisted of 5 piconets, all interconnected, as shown
in Figure 10.1. No network configuration is consistently used in the literature. The
network was chosen as a representative office or classroom scatternet configuration
and is similar in size and piconets to those used in [LaS01] [SBT01]. The network
goodput, PER, mean packet delay, buffer size, and packet arrival distribution were
collected. Additionally, discovery time for arriving nodes was noted. Since it is ben-
eficial for a node to be discovered by multiple piconets in the scatternet to quickly
determine the most appropriate piconet to join, the discovery time for the first three
unique piconets was recorded. If the arriving node was discovered by a bridge node,
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it was assumed to have been discovered by both piconets the bridge resides in. For
example, if a bridge node between Piconets A and B first discovered an arriving
node, the second discover time was recorded when a node from piconets C, D, or E
discovered the arriving node.
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- Master - Bridge Slave - Slave
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DE
Figure 10.1: Benchmark scatternet configuration used for outreach comparison.
Additionally:
• All nodes are within range of one another
• No collision avoidance is implemented in the simulation
• Bridge nodes dwell in each piconet for a time uniformly distributed on [5, 25]
MSTSs
• The standard inquiry scan from specification v1.2 is used
• The inquiry substate duration is 3.84 seconds
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• Each inquiring node enters the inquiry substate at a time uniformly distributed
on [0,40) seconds
• Packets are transmitted by the master with the following priority:
1. Oldest buffered packet destined for a slave in the piconet that hasn’t been
contacted in Tpoll. (A packet is generated if no packets are buffered for
that node),
2. Oldest buffered packet to a slave currently in the piconet that indicated
packets in it’s buffer destined for the master,
3. Oldest buffered packet to a slave currently in the piconet without indica-
tion of buffered packets destined for the master, and finally
4. Generated packet destined for a slave in the piconet.
• The oldest packets in the buffer are sent to the master of the piconet in which
the slave resides. If none are buffered, a packet is generated.
• Master packets are single-slot and are generated with the following distribution:
– 30% destined for a node outside the current piconet
– 70% destined for a slave node with the current piconet
• Slave packets are single-slot and are generated with the following distribution:
– 30% destined for a node outside the current piconet
– 49% destined for a slave node within the current piconet
– 21% destined for a the master of the current piconet
• Packet that are not acknowledged are re-transmitted
• A device arrives to the scatternet at a time uniformly distributed on [6.52, 12.5]
seconds, allowing the scatternet to stabilize before discovery is attempted. If
no devices in the scatternet enter the inquiry substate, the arriving node enters
the inquiry substate upon arrival.
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A total of 20 simulation replications were conducted for each outreach method and
data was collected for 48,000 MSTSs, or 60 s.
10.3 Method Comparison
The three outreach methods (i.e., ISOM, NISOM, and SBOM) each have
strengths and weaknesses. ISOM and NISOM are able to discover devices that
only scan through inquiring. The scatternet can find other neighboring, but dis-
joint, scatternets or devices unaware that a scatternet is operating in the vicinity.
However, devices expend far more energy than those using SBOM. Additionally, the
inquiring devices cause additional interference (when collision avoidance is not used),
will generally repeatedly discover nodes already in the scatternet, and remain out
of contact with the piconet for the inquiry substate duration. ISOM may discover
devices more quickly as more nodes are in the inquiry substate, but throughput
and the mean delay are adversely affected since bridge nodes are in neither piconet
when inquiring. SBOM, on the other hand, is much more power-efficient and does
not have long periods where some nodes are inaccessible, but arriving nodes must
inquire and disjoint scatternets may be slow to discover each other. The advantages
SBOM provides in mean delay, buffer size, and discovery time make it a superior
method over ISOM or NISOM.
10.3.1 Goodput Measure
SBOM produces the highest average goodput per piconet as shown in Figure
10.2. The goodput for NISOM is affected by the packet collisions with inquiring
devices as well as with the inter-piconet collisions that also affected SBOM’s perfor-
mance. ISOM’s goodput is affected to an even greater degree as even more devices
are inquiring than in NISOM. If a collision avoidance method is used by inquiring de-
vices to avoid inter-piconet interference, the goodput for the three outreach methods
is expected to be statistically equivalent since masters do not leave the connection
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state. However, the discovery time would increase for NISOM and ISOM. Also, using
SBOM, the scatternet would experience unavoidable interference from an arriving
inquiring node which scatternets using ISOM and NISOM will not experience, since
arriving node need only scan. The arriving device cannot avoid the piconet packets
since it does not have the address/clock information from the masters in the scat-
ternet. Since the impact of the collisions is well understood, collision avoidance was
not used in the simulation.
147        148        149       150       151        152      153        154        155       156
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NISOM
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SBOM
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Mean 95% confidence interval
Figure 10.2: Average piconet goodput (kbps).
10.3.2 PER
As with goodput, the PER difference between outreach methods can be elimi-
nated by using collision avoidance except for that cause by arriving inquiring nodes.
Without collision avoidance, SBOM has the lowest PER, followed by NISOM and
ISOM for both direct and indirect packet disruptions (See Chapter V) as shown in
Figure 10.3. Although the PERs are not statistically different, the mean PER is
consistent with the goodput data in Figure 10.2.
10.3.3 Mean Delay
Since delivery of packets to nodes in the inquiry substate is impossible, the
mean delay for networks using the ISOM or NISOM is greater than in SBOM. Addi-
tionally, the mean delay for scatternets using ISOM is significantly higher as bridge
nodes in the inquiry substate become a bottle neck for traffic between piconets. Flex-
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Figure 10.3: Packet Error Rate due to a) Direct Collision b) Packet repeated due
to Indirect Collision.
ible routing using alternate paths may alleviate this delay, but was not incorporated
into the simulation. Additionally, dynamic bridge assignment, or assigning bridge
duties to a different node while the designated bridge enter the inquiry substate adds
a level of complexity to the system, but may also significantly reduce mean delay.
Since no devices in the scatternet are unavailable due to inquiry duties when using
the SBOM, its mean delay is a third of NISOMs and less than a tenth of ISOM’s as
shown in Figure 10.4.
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Figure 10.4: Mean packet delay (ms).
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10.3.4 Buffer Size
The buffer size of a node is dependent on it’s role in the scatternet. Non-
bridge slave devices rarely have any buffered packets since they only receive packets
destined for them. In a real system, the most recently transmitted packet must
always be buffered until an ACK is received. In the simulation, packets were buffered
only when they were re-transmitted and therefore the buffer size never exceeded one
packet. Thus, the mean buffer size is not statistically different at the 95% confidence
level as shown in Figure 10.5. Due to the PER, NISOM causes packets to be buffered
more often than SBOM, but not as often as ISOM. To compare this to the expected
buffer size for a real system, the specified packet inter-arrival time must be compared
to the packet inter-arrival time for the saturated system presented in Section 10.4.
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Mean 95% confidence interval
Figure 10.5: Mean buffer size for non-bridge slaves.
Bridge nodes not only buffer packets which must be re-transmitted, but also
packets destined for the bridged piconet. Again, the mean buffer size is not statisti-
cally different between outreach methods since the buffered packets differ primarily
due to the PER differences shown in Figure 10.6a. The buffer size is larger since a
bridge nodes may be temporarily starved by the master when attempting to empty
its buffer of older packets to a node that has been inquiring. Thus, the bridge buffers
packets when in one piconet and is prevented from removing them from its buffer
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in the other piconet. Thus, the maximum buffer size is statistically different at the
95% confidence level as shown in Figure 10.6b.
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Figure 10.6: Buffer size for bridge slaves a) average b) maximum.
The buffer size of the master nodes, in contrast, depends on the outreach
method. Since some slave nodes are unavailable in NISOM while the nodes inquire
for 3.84 s, packets destined for the node must be buffered. When ISOM is used,
bridge nodes also inquire and all packets destined for the bridge nodes, as well as
the bridged piconet, must be buffered by piconets on both sides of the bridge while
the bridge node inquires. A time-series history of a master node’s buffer size is
shown in Figure 10.7a. When using ISOM, it seems that the buffer size includes the
same packets buffered when using NISOM as well as additional packets as expected.
Note that the buffer remains small using SBOM since nodes are unavailable for only
11.25 ms intervals when the slave node enter the inquiry scan substate. The average
buffer size of the master devices in the simulation is shown in Figure 10.7b.
The maximum and mean buffer size for each of the outreach methods is sta-
tistically different at the 95% confidence level as expected and shown in Figure 10.8.
When using NISOM, the master nodes require a much larger buffer than SBOM, but
much less than ISOM.
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Figure 10.7: Buffer size for master nodes a) a single master node during a simu-
lation run b) all master nodes across all simulation runs.
10.3.5 Discovery Time
One of the most important performance metrics of an outreach method is dis-
covery time. Although discovery time for the three outreach methods is similar when
an arriving node inquires (since the slave nodes scan in all three), the advantage of
NISOM and ISOM is arriving nodes are not required to inquire. Thus, the discovery
time for NISOM and ISOM assumes an arriving node does not inquire, but only
scans. The arriving device may need to be discovered by all piconets within range
for the scatternet organization algorithm to restructure the scatternet to include the
new device. Thus, the time required for different piconets to discover the arriving
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Figure 10.8: Buffer size for master nodes a) average b) maximum.
mode is presented. If the arriving device is discovered by a bridge node, it is assumed
that both piconets know of the arriving device and the discovery time by the next
piconet is discovery by neither of those piconets.
Since each of the nodes scan every 1.28 s and the train scanned by each device
is independent, the arriving device is discovered quickly using SBOM as shown in
Figures 10.9a-10.9c. The discovery time by the third unique piconet has a mean of
505 ms as shown in Figure 10.9c. This is statistically less than the discovery time
for the NISOM and ISOM at the 95% confidence level. The discovery time for ISOM
and NISOM is greater since devices enter the inquiry state on a time uniformly
distributed on [0, 40] s. The discovery time for NISOM is statistically greater at the
95% confidence level than that for ISOM after the first discovery since more devices
inquire with ISOM.
10.4 Packet Generation Time pmf
Although not useful as a criteria for selecting an outreach method, packet gen-
eration time distributions derived from the simulation under saturation conditions is
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Figure 10.9: Discovery time by a) first piconet b) second piconet c) third piconet.
useful for future research. The packet generation time pmf is dependent on the type
of node (i.e., non-bridge slave (NB), slave, master), the proportion of packets leaving
the piconet, the proportion of packets destined for the master, and the balance of
bridge/non-bridge slave nodes. If few packets leave the piconet, the bridge node re-
semble NB nodes and have similar packet generation distributions. However, if many
packets are passed between piconets, the bridge nodes receive more attention from
the master since a bridge accepts and passes packets between piconets and usually
has buffered packets, placing the bridge node in higher priority than NB nodes. NB
nodes only generate packets every Tpoll or after receiving a packet. In piconets with
several NB nodes, a packet transmitted by the master is more likely to go to a NB
node than in nodes with few NB nodes, but the NB nodes must share the ‘excess’
MSTSs when the bridge nodes do not have buffered data to transmit to the master.
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With few NB nodes, even though the ‘excess’ MSTS must be divided between fewer
NB nodes, it is less likely that a packet transmitted by the master is destined for a
NB. Thus, if a piconet contains one NB node, the NB node will transmit less than
three times as many packets as each NB node in a piconet with three NB nodes.
The fewer bridge nodes in a piconet, the more ‘excess’ MSTSs are available for the
NB nodes. In real scenarios, slave devices may get equal priority with bridge nodes
since they generate and buffer packets independent of the transmission schedule.
Additionally, if most packets within a piconet are destined for the master, the
master is able to generate more packets rather than just relaying packets to other
nodes. Likewise, if few packets leave the piconet, the bridge nodes are not as busy
relaying packets between piconets and have more opportunities to generate packets.
When a slave node is out of the piconet, either in another piconet or the
inquiry/inquiry scan substates, the master buffers packets for the node. Thus, when
the node returns to the piconet, it may receive several packets in consecutive MSTSs
and be able to generate packets in subsequent MSTSs after quickly emptying it’s
buffer.
10.4.1 Non-bridge slave nodes
Although the average rate of packet generation of the outreach methods is
statistically similar at the 95% confidence level, non-bridge slaves using NISOM
transmit fewer packets since no data packets are sent when inquiring. Although
non-bridge packets using ISOM face a similar problem, the non-bridge nodes see an
increase in activity when bridge nodes are inquiring and the master has fewer slave
nodes to service.
The packet generation time pmfs (in MSTSs between packets) and mean packet
generation rate for piconets A-D in Figure 10.1 are shown in Figure 10.10a along
with an exponential distribution with a similar mean. Since Piconet E contains only
five slave nodes, the master has fewer nodes to attend to, there are half as many
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Figure 10.10: Non-bridge slave node packet generation time pmfs a) Piconets A-D
b) Piconet E.
NB nodes as in othe pother piconets, and slave nodes transmit more packets since
they have fewer packets destined into the piconet. Thus, there are fewer nodes to
divide the ‘excess’ MSTS between, but it is also less likely that a packet is sent to a
NB node. Thus, the non-bridge slave in Piconet E generates packets almost twice as
often as in other piconets. The packet generation time pmf for the non-bridge node
in Piconet E is shown in Figure 10.10b.
The ISOM and NISOM pmfs have several outliers in the distribution (> 3072
time MSTSs = 3.84 s) for packets generated after returning from inquiring for 3.84 s.
Although the pmfs resemble the exponential distribution, the exponential distribu-
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tion contains less mass for packet generation intervals less than 4 MSTSs and more
than 40 MSTSs than those of the outreach method pmfs. Even so, all three pmfs for
Piconets A-D contain 98% of their mass within 45 MSTSs. For Piconet E, 98% of
the mass is contained within 23 MSTSs.
The NISOM and ISOM distributions contain greater mass than that of SBOM
with one MSTS between packets. This is due to the master device emptying its
buffer to the node in consecutive MSTSs when the node returns from inquiring since
the buffered packets are older than all other buffered packets. Thus, the slave node
quickly empties its buffer and has the opportunity to transmit packets in successive
MSTSs.
10.4.2 Bridge slave nodes
Although, Piconet E has the same number of bridge nodes to the other pi-
conets, it has fewer slaves. Thus, the bridge nodes in Piconet E are able to generate
approximately 30% more packets than those in piconets with six slaves since the
master has fewer nodes to service and the bridges have fewer nodes to relay packets
for. The packet generation time pmfs are shown in Figure 10.11.
The bridge nodes using ISOM generates statistically fewer packets than those
using SBOM and NISOM since only bridges using ISOM are unavailable for 3.84 s
when inquiring.
10.4.3 Master nodes
The master nodes packet generation pmfs shown in Figure 10.12 were statis-
tically identical at the 95% confidence level for the three outreach methods. Since
Piconet E has fewer nodes to service, it received fewer packets from outside the pi-
conet and was therefore able to transmit packets more often than relaying packets.
Although the pmfs in Figure 10.12 look similar, the pmf for Piconet E has less mass
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Figure 10.11: Bridge node packet generation time pmfs a) Piconets A-D
b) Piconet E.
in the tail of the pmf. While 98% of Piconet E’s pmf is contained within the first 48
MSTSs, the other pmf requires 61 MSTSs to capture 98% of the mass.
10.5 Summary
In this chapter, the performance metrics of the outreach methods were com-
pared. Using knowledge from the preceding chapters, the field of proposed outreach
methods was reduced to three; SBOM, NISOM, and ISOM. The parameters of the
simulation model that generated the performance data was scribed in Section 10.2.
In Section 10.3, it was shown that SBOM provides the greatest goodput and low-
est PER, although the performance difference between methods is eliminated when
collision avoidance is used. SBOM also had the smallest mean delay, mean and
maximum buffer size, and discovery time. Finally, packet generation time pmfs were
presented in Section 10.4.
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Figure 10.12: Master node packet generation time pmfs.
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XI. Conclusions and Recommendations
This dissertation has developed a method for efficient discovery of wireless devices
for a frequency hopping spread spectrum, synchronous, ad hoc network comprised of
clustered sub-networks. The Bluetooth wireless protocol was used as the reference
model. The development of a discovery or outreach method requires the charac-
terization of performance metrics of Bluetooth piconets including the packet error
rate between piconets and inquiring nodes, the PER between piconets, and the in-
quiry time. Additionally, improvements to the discovery process and packet collision
avoidance were proposed.
11.1 Conclusions and Contributions
Although the NISOM and ISOM outreach methods discover devices arriving
at a scatternet even if they do not enter the inquiry state, the methods are infe-
rior to SBOM. ISOM and NISOM expend power (an extremely limited resource for
portable devices) by inquiring on a regular basis, yet their discovery time is slow
while simultaneously inflating buffer requirements and mean packet delay. In most
scenarios presented in the specification [Blu03], devices do not enter a scatternet
area often. Therefore, the inquiring devices in NISOM and ISOM usually discover
nodes already in the scatternet. This adds an additional level of complexity since the
inquiring devices must track which nodes are already in the scatternet and should
be ignored. Thus, SBOM is the superior outreach method, providing quick discovery
time by multiple piconets with no significant impact on goodput, buffer size, or mean
delay.
Although discovery by a scatternet may be advantageous if a user unknowingly
comes within range of a scatternet, users are generally aware of the devices with
which they wish to communicate. Currently, users must initiate an inquiry to create a
piconet. Using SBOM, devices in a scatternet can be directed by the entity organizing
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the network to occasionally inquire to connect disjoint scatternets that have drifted
together. However, as inquiries increase, the disadvantages found in NISOM and
ISOM occur in SBOM as well.
In addition to the SBOM outreach method, the AFIT collision avoidance
method (See Section 7.1)should be implemented in scatternets. It improves goodput
and is useful with multi-slot packets.
With the introduction of the standard inquiry scan, the CLK-driven inquiry
provides slight benefit in reducing inquiry time. Although it does not reduce inquire
time using the interlaces inquiry scan, is does simplify implementation of the inquiry
process with no adverse effects.
Although most conclusions are specific to the Bluetooh protocol, the impact of
active discovery on PER, goodput, and mean delay can be applied to all clustered,
FHSS ad hoc networks.
Research contributions include:
1. a complete analytical characterization of interference caused by inquiring nodes,
2. a complete analytical characterization of PER distribution between multiple
piconets,
3. development and analytical characterization of the AFIT collision avoidance
method,
4. analytical characterization of the PIAM collision avoidance method and its
comparison to the AFIT method,
5. analytical characterization of the BT inquiry process from v1.1 as well as the
standard and interlaced inquiry processes,
6. analytical characterization of the CLK-driven inquiry and verification of its
implementation in measured devices, and
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7. development and analysis of the SBOM, NISOM, and ISOM outreach methods
using simulation models with the recommendation that SBOM be used in
scatternets. Evidence that passive outreach methods are superior to those
that actively search for arriving nodes is presented.
11.2 Recommendations for Future Research
This research has extended the current state-of-the-art in the discovery process
of the Bluetooth protocol as well as the impact of neighboring Bluetooth devices
and piconets on PER. However, the performance of outreach methods was studied
using only a single scatternet configuration. Although, advantages of SBOM were
significant enough to provide confidence that it is the best method in all scenarios
where arriving nodes initiate an inquiry, it would be beneficial to investigate other
scenarios and network configurations to:
1. determine what scenarios require the scatternet to perform inquiries for
successful discovery and what pattern/interval permits reasonable discovery time
with limited impact to scatternet performance.
2. further characterize the packet generation/inter-arrival time probability
mass functions that saturate a scatternet under varying, likely conditions.
3. extend the packet gerneation/inter-arrival time to include the distribution
of multi-slot packets and their generation rate.
4. investigate the impact on inquiry time when scanning devices have an SCO
link which must be serviced, disrupting the scan window.
5. investigate the impact on inquiry time when inquiring devices have an SCO
link which must be serviced, disrupting the inquiry train transmission.
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